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Should you not be a member o[, the Association, it is 

respectfully urged that you at once become such, and T>y 

your earnest co-operation assist in making it a means of 
elevating the standard of the profession, and, by an inter- 

diange of idfes, of increasing the scientific knowledge of the 

members to as great an extent as possible.

'I'hose who are not Dommioh Land Surveyors by profession, 

Sut whose pursuits, scientific acquirements or practical ex-
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perience fit them to co-operate with Dominion Land Surveyors 
- in the adveeoement of professional knowledge, are qualified to ", 

join as Associate members.

U
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Shouli rou be acquainted with any Dominion Land Sur

veyor who Is pit a member, or any gentleman qualified to join 

** an Associate Member, use your earnest endeavours to make 
Wm become suçh. “ In unity is stmwotZ” Then let us* unite 

together, and as a body be one man with one end in view,

“«•*Phlftoe ef t*r JFwfnssrtm,.”

Any Dominion Land Surveyor may become a .member of the 

Assoçàition upon payment of dues.
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Application blanks for Associate Membership may be ob- 
* tained from the Secretaiy-Tieasuier.
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STANDING • COMMITTEE,
FO^ 1861.

/iI
geodetic and topographical surveying..

W. S. DREWERY ( Chairman), , A. 0. WHEELER, J.J. DUFRESNE.

land surveying.

JOHN McLATCHIE (Chairman), D. C. MORENCY, J. Â. KIRK.

PERMANENT MARKING OF SURVEYS.

H. G. DIXON,H. IRWIN (Chairman), J. À. U. BAUDRY.
stamI

lNatural History,

PROF. JOHN MACOUN (Chairman), W. OGILVIE, THOS. FAWCETT. Othei
schei
first
by a 
such 
excel 
meed 
year.”

Noti—The addresses of the Chairmen of the several Committees may be obtained 
from the “ List of Members." (See Index, page 3.)
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS.
%

Constitution.
/

ARTICLE I.ESNE.

• of the Association.
The Association of Dominion Land Surveyors.”

ARTICLE II.
Objects of the Association.

KIRK.
t

4y
1. Thé promotion of the general interests and elevation of the 

standard qf the profession.
2. “Thl

JDRY.
I

issoctajidn may at any time become affiliated with any 
other Association of Land Surveyors in Canada, provided 
scheme or arrangement under which such affiliation is 
first submitted at

t

that the 
to be effected is

an Annual Meeting of the Association and adopted 
by a majority of the members then present ; and provided further, that 
such affiliation shall not interfere with the autonomy of the Association 
except in regard to the substitution, during certain

CETT.

stained
years, of a joint

meeting of the affiliated Associations for the Annual Meeting for that 
year.”

ARTICLE III. 

Members.
t. The Association shall consist of 

Members and Associât* Members.
Active Members, Honorary

a
4&SÉÏÉ iÙiÉki■ &



8 Conititution.

2. Active Members must be Dominion Land Surveyers, and only 
such shall hold office.

3. Any Dominion Land Surveyor may become an active member 
upon payment of the fees prescribed by Article IX.

4. Honorary Members must be nominated by two Active Members, 
and the nomination approved of by a unanimous vote of the Executive 
Committee. The nomination with approval must be in the hands of 
the Secretary-Treasurer at least one month before the Annual Meeting. 
Persons nominated for Honorary Membership shall submit a paper to 
be read at the Annual Meeting. They shall be elected by ballot in the 
manner hereinafter provided for the election of officers of the Associa
tion. The number of Honorary Members shall not at any time exceed 
twenty, and they shall be exempt from payment of dues.

5. (a) Associate Members shall be those who are not Dominion 
Land Surveyors by profession, but whose pursuits, scientific acquire- ». 
ments, or practical experience qualify them to co-operate with Dominion 
Land Surveyors in the advancement of professional knowledge.

(b) Provincial Land Surveyors of any Province, and Articled 

Pupils of Dominion and Provincial Land Surveyors, shall be eligible 
Associate Members,

ecu
be

for

the
mo
sha
atic
Tre

ing,
elec

the

for
Tre;

as the
nun1 (<•) Associate Members shall be nominated by one active member of tl

in writing to the Secretary-Treasurer, and on approval of such nomina
tion by the Executive Committee shall at once be admitted upon pay
ment of fees prescribed by Article I5J,

6. Associate Members shall not vote.

ARTICLE IV.
■ Officers.

1. The Surveyor General of Dominion Lands shall be Honorary 
President of the Associalion.

2. The Officers of the Association shall consist of an Honorary 
President, a President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, and an Ex-

Tue

Pres
mon

trans

)
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CojfâUtûtion. 9
ecutive Committee, all of whoid, except the Honorary President, shall 
be declared elected at the Annual General Meeting by letter ballot.

3. No member of the Association shall fill the office of President 
for more than two consecutive y

id only

lember

ears.
mbers, 
ecutive 
nds of 
eeting. 
iper to 
in the 

.ssocia- 
exceed

4- Nominations for Officers of the Association shall be made to 
the Secretary-Treasurer in writing by two Active Members, at least 
months before the Annual General Meeting. The Secretary-Treasurer 
shall prepare and forward ballot papers to the members of the 
ation,

two

Associ-
who shall return them marked in sealed envelopes to the Secretary- 

Treasurer before the date of the Annual General Meeting.

5. The letter ballots shall be opened at the Annual General Meet
ing, and the majority of the ballots cast in each case shall decide the 
election.

minion
cquire-
minion

6. In case of an even or tie vote, the election shall be decided by 
the members present at the Annual Meeting voting by ballot.

7- Should the Secretary-Treasurer not receive three nominations 
for each of the offices of President, Vice-President and Secretary- 
Treasurer, or six nominations for members of the Executive rnmmiti»» 
the Executive Committee shall add to the ballot papers a sufficient 
number of names to make up the number of three candidates for each • 
of the offices and twelve for the Executive Committee.

ARTICLE V.

Meetings.

1. The Annual General Meeting shall commence on the third 
Tuesday in February, at Ottawa.

2. Special Meetings of the Association may be called by the 
President,^or by the President when requested in writing by three or 
more members.

3' Eleven members shall form 
transaction of business.

w-
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quorum at any meeting for thea
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10 Constitution.

4. If the Association becomes affiliated with any other Association 
of Land Surveyors, the joint meeting of such affiliated Associations, held 

at such time and place as, may be agreed upon under the scheme of 

affiliation, shall take the place of the Annual Meeting of the Association 

__ : t*16 year 1° which such joint meeting is held, and the business of the
Association proper to be done at the Annual Meeting for that year, 

done during such joint mating, at such time, and in such 

4s may be arranged by the Executive Committee.”

ARTICLE VI.

Amendments.

1. Any member of the Association, who may desire a change in 
the Constitution of the Association, shall give notice pf such 

plated change to the Secretary-Treasurer, at least two months before the 

next Annual General Meeting, and the Secretary-Treasurer shall, in his 
notice of such meeting to the members, notify them of the name of the 

party proposing such change, and the nature thereof.

2. No by-law or rule shall be altered, or new one adopted, except 

General Meeting, and such amendment shall be voted upon at the

said General Meeting, two-thirds majority of the votes cast being 
• sary for its adoption.
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ARTICLE VII.

Executive Committee.

1. The Executive Committee shall consist of the President, Vice- 

President, Secretary-Treasurer, and three members ; and shall have 

the direction and management of the affairs of the Association. 

Three members to form a quorum.

2. The Meetings of the Executive Committee to be held at the 

call of the President, or Secretary-Treasurer.

3. Whenever the Executive Committee receive information that 
any Dominion Land Surveyor jias signed and certified plans and field- 

notes of any survey which has not been performed by him in his

unaco
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/
Constitution.

proper person or under his direct supervision and instructions, or has 
been guilty of any other corrupt practice, they shall forthwith lay the 

necessary complaint before the Board of Examiners for Dominion Land 
Surveyors, so that such surveyor may be summoned to appear before 
the Board to show cause why he should not be suspended or dismissed 
from the practise of his professionfqrcorrupt practises, in* the 
provided by Claù^p 120 of the Dominion Lands Act.

ARTICLE VIII.

Auditors.

Two Auditors, to be elected by ballot, shall audit the accounts of 
the Association annually, and present their report of the 
Annual General Meeting

11'
iciation 
is, held 
eme of 
dation 
of the 

t year, 
a such manner

• z
nge in 
intem- 
ire the 
in his 
of the

same at the
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ARTICLE IX.

Subscriptions.

1. On and after the 1st of January, 1892, the fees for Active 
Membership shall be Three Dollars yearly, payable in advance, and 
there shall be no additional entrance fee for membership. 1

2. The fees of Active Members shall be forwarded to the Secretary- 
Treasurer with the ballot papers for election of OEcers, and any ballot 

unaccompanied by the fees mentioned in sub-clause No. 1 shall not be 
counted in the Election.

3. Associate Members shall pay a fee of two dollars annually.

4. The names of members twelve months in arrears shall be struck 
off of the roll

■
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ORDÇR OF BUSINESS.

i.
t meet 

all fe 
® tione 

make 
form 
the I

i • Reading o? Minutes of Previous Meeting.

2. Reading of Correspondence and Accounts.
3. Propositions for Honorary Membership.
4. Balloting for Honorary Membership.
5. Reports.
6. Unfinished Business.
7. New Business.
8. Election of Officers.
9. Adjournment.

2. All motions must be in writing, and shall coiitain the names ot 
the mover and seconder, and must be read by the Chair before being 
discussed.

3. Reports of Committees must be in writing, signed by the
Chairman thereof. ,

4. No member shall speak on any subject more than once, except 
the introducer of the subject, who shall be entitled to reply ; every 
member, however, shall have the right to explain himself, subject to 
the discretion of the Chair.

8

5- When a motion has been finally put to the meeting by the 
Chairman, all discussion thereon shhll be closed.

6. The Chairman shall appoint two scrutineers when a ballot is
taken.

7. Every member while speaking shall address the Chair.
'

i

, ,



By-Laws. 18

DUTIES OF OFFICERS.

1. The President shall preside at all meeting) at which he is 
present ; in his absence the Vice-President ; and in the absence of both 
the meeting shall appoint a Chairman.

2. The presiding officer shall only have a casting vote, 
deliberaie one.

not a

3. The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep an accurate record of all 
meetings, conduct all correspondence, announce all meetings, receive 
all fees apd subscriptions and other moneys, pay no bills unless sanc- 

* tioned by ‘he Executive Committee and signed by their Chairman, 
make an annual report of all receipts and disbursements, and shall per
form such other duties as may from time to time be assigned him by f 
the Executive Committee.
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Presii
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Papei

reeramme.
/• Papei

RemaTuesday, Feb. 17th, 9.30 a.m.

Meeting of Executive, Standing and Entertainment Committees 
Reading of Minutes of Previous Meeting.
Reading of Correspondence. 1 
Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
Report of Auditors.
Appointment of Scrutineers of Ballots.

/

PaperB

I t
Remap

thTuesday, 2 p.m.
/

Reports of Standing Committees on “ Geodetic and Topographical 
Surveying " and “ Land Surveying."

Matters submitted to the Association.

♦ Paper-

y
Paper—“ The Marking of Surveys in Cities and Towns.

H. G. Dickson, D.L.S., Brandon, Man.'
ReportsPaper—“ The Noble Red Man.”

anc:
T. W. Chalmers, D.L.S., Adolphustown, Ont. Unfinisl 

Report 1 
New Bu 

Paper-

Paper—“ The Contractor."

John McAree, D.T.S., Toronto, Ont.
Paper—“ Survey of Railway Lines.”

SamueuJJray, D.L.S., Ottawa, Ont. 

struments by Membey of the
Gra

Lecture—Short Series on Survey 
Association.”

Tra
v

M Z: :

/

_*_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ '



Programme. 

Tuesday, 7.30 p.m.

15

President’s Address.
LECTsTrv^rs°me remarkS/egarding the future for Dominion

Land

J. S. Dennis, D.T.S., Ottawa, Ont.
Paper—“ The Gj|omonic Projection.”

Staff Commdr. J. G. Boulton, R.N., Ottawa, Ont. 
Papers" Prime Vertical Observations for Latitude.’’

Otto J. Klotz, D T.S., Preston, Ont. 
“The Relation of Mountain Forms to Geological Structure.’’ 

Geo. M. Dawson, F.G.S., F.R.S.C.,
Asst. Director Geological and Natural 

History Survey of Canada.

Remarks—
/ I

Paper—“ Field Observations for Azimuth.’’

W. F. King, D.T.S.,
Astronomer Dept. Interior, Ottawa.

The system adopted by the Canadian Pacific Railway in 
the classification of North-West Lands.”

Remarks—“

L A. Hamilton, D.L.S.,
Land Comm’r, C.P.R.phical

Paper—" The Solar Attachment to the Transit”

J. I. Dufresne, D.T.S., Ottawa, Ont.

Wednesday, Feb. 18th, 9.3

R,p2”f £27h“ '” ™ "p"““” M‘rk"’8 0's™” "
Unfinished Business.
Report of Scrutineers of Ballots.
New Business.

Paper—“

O A.M.
Man.

, Ont.

Ont.

N°tes 0,1 “tying Concentration and Reduction of Low 
Grade Ores and the advantages SF Water Power 
Transmission in connection with the same.’’

Ont.
and Electric

>f the

James Brady, D.L.S., M.E.,
Victoria, B.C.

i/

, : ■ PI



16 Programme.

Paper—“ The Mining Prospects and Industries of West AlgoraL."

îrthur, Ont.H. De Q. Sewell, D.L.S.,

Wednesday, 1.30 p.m.

Meeting of Standing Committee for 1891.

Paper “ Tides, Waves, Surfs, Currents and winds in connection with 
Works at Sea.” I

J. E. Sirois, P.L.S.,
Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Que.

Pa^er—“ Subdivision Work.”
John VicARSjJxLS.,

Cannington, Ont.
16,

i
Paper—“ Right of Way Shrveys for Railways.” decl;

Henry Irwin, D.L.S.,
Montreal, Que. othe

-“Photography in
Paper— Colours, a problem not yet solved.”

H. N. Toplby,
Photographer, Dept. Int

Lectures—Short Series on Survey Instruments by Members of the 

Association.

the 1

I of tt 
from 
aware 
Pacif

Adjournment.

Full Disçussion after each paper open to all.I Comi
folio*

Exhibit of Survey Instruments .

1 “of !

“ Paci 
“ is re 
“ Unit

“ Swn 
1891

Wednesday Evening—Annual Dinner and Smoking Concert.

: I
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thur, Ont.

lïlinwtes. A
\

ttion with

Tuesday, February 17th, 1891.

Morning- Session.Que.

The Annual General Meeting was held in Committee Room No. 

io, House of Commons. » .

The President, Wm. Ogilvie, took the Chair 
declared the meeting open.

The President then left the Chair 
other Committees to meet.

n, Ont.
at 10 a.m. and

5, to enable the Executive and
il, Que.

The Secretary-Treasurer then read the following correspondence 

Announcement of the 
of the prizes for the best 
from which it 
awarded to

pt. Int. 

:rs of the
awarding by the University of Pennsylvani 

paper on “ Road Making and Maintenance," 
was learned that the first prize of $400.00 had been

Pacific Rai. J IrWi,n’ B S" CE ’ Assistant EnRineer Canadian 
Pacific Railway, Montreal, a member of this Association.

The Secretary-Treasurer stated that at 
Committee of the Association held 
following resolution had been passed :

RCS0|V“1’ 3ha‘ tbe Executi™ Committee having received notice of the award 
of prizes offered by the University of Pennsylvania for the best paper on road
has £ n raT,ena«,Ce’ arC Very pleased 10 note th« the first prize of $400 00

r,r ■" - *all our members, and this Committee d«ire o ext nd th °°n*ra,“Uti°"s °f
uponhissuccess. It isaiso resoive^l

Secretary-Treasurer ,0 Mr. Irwin, and be published in ,h« AnnuKeportfor

a

meeting of the Executive 
the 24th of November last, the

a
on

icert.

V.v 1
1891.”

J
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18 Minute».

Letter from the Rev. A. Antoine, O.M.I., D.D. of the Ottawa 
University, acknowledging receipt of the Annual Report of the Associa
tion and stating that a .two-years course, similar to that which in other 
Universities in the Dominion leads to the degree of C.E., had been, 
established in the University, and that the suggestions of practical 
Engineers and Surveyors would be valuable in the realization of such 
an object.

Reply of the Secretary-Treasurer that the Executive Committee 
were preparing a few notes, embracing their views as to the form such 
a course should take, and would submit the same if the University 
considered theta of sufficient worth.

Reply by the Rev. A, Antoine that he would be very glad to 
receive these suggestions, and that as they came from the best practical 
authority they would receive their most serious consideration.

Letter from Dr. A. K C. Selwyn, C.M.G., Director of the Geo
logical Survey, encasing a copy of an Order-in-Council authorizing the 
issue each year to the Association of the thirty copies of the Annual 
Report of the Geological Survey.

The President referred to the courtesy with which Dr. Selwyn bad 
received the deputation who waited upon him in this matter, and his 
desire to oblige them; the above mentioned Order-in-Council being the 
result.

inst
sun
that
limi

tion
that
Surv
cany

and
Act i

Resoi

]
and J

7
1

It was moved by W. S. Drewry, seconded by J. J. McArthur, 
and Resolved :—

" That a

. Resoh
T

cordial vote of thanks be tendered Dr. Selwyn for the prompt and 
cordial manner in which he has met the views of this Association in regard to the 
yearly issue of the Geological and Natural History Reports, and that a copy'of this 
resolution be sent to Dr. Selwyn.” ,

Letter from J. A. Kirk, D.L.S., of New Westminster, B.C., draw
ing attention to the fact that it was generally understood in British 
Columbia that the Department allowed the use of the magnetic needle 
in making timber limit surveys, although the Manual of Surveys required 
all surveys to be astronomical. He thought that either the Manual 
should be amended so all to make compass surveys legal, or that an 
astronomical survey should be insisted

Letter from the Executive Committee to the Surveyor-General 
asking that the instructions now issued for timber limit siixyeys lie 
amended as to preclude tjrfusfe of the magnetic needle; knd that the
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Letter

the Ottawa 
he Associa
it in other 
, had been, 
if practical 
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from R. J. Jephson, D.L.S., ot Calgary, drawing the atten
tion of the Association to the fact that surveys were being performed in 
that town by the Town Engineer, who is not a Dominion Land 
Surveyor, and asking that the Association take action to prevent the 
carrying on of survey work by unqualified persons.

Mr. \y. S. Drewry thought that 
and that th^ Association could 
Act was full protection.

The Secretary-Treasurer read his

Moved by W. S. Drewry, seconded by Thos. Fawcett and 
Resolved :— §2

Committee 
form such 
University

any person could lay out lots, 
not prevent them. The Registration

ry glad to 
st practical

report.

the Geo- 
orizing the 
he Annual

reporM)81 'ÎT S^,etary"T”asurer’s rePort b= received and, subject to the Auditor’s

The Auditors presented their report, 

and j&r°M^TH0S' PaWCETT’ seconded by F. X. T. Berlinqvet,

That the report of the Auditors be received and adopted.

ResohiT- ^ W' & DrEWRY’ seconded by J' J- McArthur, and

That L A Dufresne, F. X. T. Berlinquet and T. D. Green, be appointed 
«nmneers of bal o.s for the -lection of officers for ,89,, and that .he ballots not 
handed over to the scrutineers until the morning of Wednesday, the ,8th inst at 
9-30 a.m., so that members coming until that time may have a chance to vote. ’
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Afternoon Session.
The meeting opened at 2.30 p.m., the President in the Chair. 

The report of the Committee
1

, on Geodetic and Topographical
Surveying was, in the absence of its chairman, read by Mr. W. S.

Moved by W. S. Drewry, seconded by Thos. Fawcett, and 
Ke solved ;—

That the iepoit be received and adopted.
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The Secretary-Treasurer brought up the question of the sub- - 
Executive Committees, and stated that the following gentlemen, had 
been appointed to act on these Committees during the past year and 
had accepted their appointments :—

lecti
blaci

Drei 
the a

For Manitoba—

J. W. Harris and Wm. Ogilvie.
For the North- IVest Territories—

% C. Laurie and R. J. Jephson.
For British Columbia—

T. S. Gore and A. O. Wheelïr.
The Secretary-Treasurer asked the Association to instruct the 

incoming Executive Committee to cpnfirm these appointments for the 
present year.

Moved by J. S. Dennis, seconded by Thos. Fawcett, and 
Resolved :—

That the Association endorse the action of the Executive Committee in appoint
ing sub-committees in Manitoba, the North-West Territories and British Columbia, 
and the incoming Executive Compittee are hereby instructed to continue these 
committees, and to ask the gentlemen who have acted during the past 
continue to act for another year.

A Paper, “ The Marking of Surveys in Cities and Towns,” by H.
G. Dickson, D.L.S., was read by J. <*. Dennis.

Moved by F. X. T. Berlinquet, seconded by J. S. Dennis, and 1 
Resolved :—

That Mr. Dickson’s paper on “ The Marking of Surveys in Cities and Towns ” 
be referred to the Committee on Permanent Marking of Surveys for report.

Several anecdotes relating to the North-West Indians, contributed I 
by InspVtor Chalmers, N. W. M. Police, D. L. S.,
Secreta/y-T reasurer.
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: A Paper, “ The Contractor,” by Jno. McAree, D.T.S., was, in his 

absence, read by the Secretary-Treasurer.
A Paper, “ Survey of Railway Ernes," was read by S. Bray, D.LS. 
A short lecture given by J. S. Dennis, D.L.S., on the Theo

dolite, Alt-Azimuth and measuring chains, and 
reference to these different instruments.

was;i|
illustrated bywas

A short lecture was given by Wm. Ogilvie, D.L.S., on the^rismatic 
Transit, Distance Measuring Micrometers, and Chronometers. The
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ss^r, b’ ,h~ aw* i, ««» „ *.
Dr Jv^nl'T00” T10" W3S COnc,uded by a short lecture by W. S.
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21n of the sub- 
jentlemen, had 
past year and
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Evening Session.
The meeting opened at 7.45 p.m., the President in th 
The President read his Annual Address.

PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS.
TO THE members OF THE ASSOC,AT^Of DOM,N,ON LAND SURVEYORS.
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harmoniously and beneficially worked with Ontario, we will be-in better condition to 
again negotiate with the other Provinces. In my opinion one of the ultimate 
advantages to be derived from the scheme is the consolidation of all the Provincial 
Surveyors into a grand whble, so that the term “ Land Surveyor’* will be valid from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific.

This, I think, is a veiy desirable end to aim at, and certainly a harmonious 
scheme of affiliation will materially aid in its consummation.

Mr. Dennis has worked up the details of the proposed affiliation with the 
Province of Ontario with much care, and the Executive Committee have thoroughly 
considered them, and submit them with its unanimous endorsation for your consider
ation. A delegation has been appointed to attend the Annual Meeting of the Ontario 
Association to be held soon after the Federal Elections, and discuss and arrange 
with that association the conditions of the proposed affiliation, offering as the basis 
of arrangement the rules and regulations as drawn up by Mr. Dennis, provided 
always that those articles are approved by you.

The names of the delegates so appointed, and the condition^under which they 
undertake the task will, I think, meet with your approval.,

II. f regret exceedingly that the conduct of any member of the profession should 
justify any one in seeking to have Article VII. of the Constitution extended by the 
proposed Sub-clause 3.

It appears strange that after all the trouble and expense we have to go to fit 
ourselves for the exercise of our professional duties in a proper manner, and the 
bonds and penalties we are under for the violation thereof, that any one should 
far forget himself as to certify to work done by parties who have no legal right to 
practise. Such conduct degrades the protession ir. the eyes of the public, lowers the 
value and importance of its services, and deprives sopie professional brother of his 
just dues, for a paltry fee, of may be a tithe of tlje^âîue of the work professionally. 
It appears to me that such conduct could be proceeded against as a fraud, for such it 
practically is, as it purports to legalise what is not legal, and stamps as correct and 
accurate work that may be far from being so. It would not exculpate the surveyor 
or the profession generally, were a survey so performed and certified to, found to be 
wrong, to state that it was not a surveyor who performedIhe field work, in fact it 
would aggravate the offence, as a fraud is not excusable while a mistake may be.

To protect the profession generally against this and other corrupt practices, you 
are asked to consider and adopt this amendment, and show thereby our loyalty to 
the object of our Association—“ The promotion of the general interests and elevation 
of the standard of the profession.”

III. The proposed amendment of Article IX. ot the Constitution increasing the 
annual fee of membership from two to three dollars, is unavoidable. Our Annual 
Report is now so extensive, and such a large number of copies have to be struck off 
to meet the demand of our exchanges, that our expenses from being a merely nominal 
sum, ps in the first few years of our existence, have grown to be quite large.
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GEOGRAPHICAL NOMENCLATURE.

This question hasr - st'c
RAILWAY RIG^fT OF WAY SURVEYS

i increasing the 
Our Annual 

o be struck off 
merely nominal 
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TRIGONOMETRICAL SURVEY OF THE DOMINION.
There is nothing further to say on the question than was said last meeting.

GEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY REPORTS.
Nature, matn^r I*”" "ith Dr" Se,wyn' Dir==l°r <* &e Geological and 
Natural History Survey, w.th a v,ew to getting a copy of the reports of that service
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for each of our members. That gentleman expressed his willingness to do all in his 
power to meet our views, but was not in a position to promise us a copy each, as 
heir issue would hardly permit that j but he undertook subject to the approval of the 

Hon. the Minister of the Interior, to furnish us with thirty copies of each issue, 
including copies of the Botanical Catalogues and Natural History Reports. The 
Committee beg to express their thanks to Dr. Selwyn for his agreeable promptness 
in meeting their views, #; r

Since writing the above, a letter has been received from Dr. Selwyn, informing 
the Committee that his efforts on our behalf have been successful, and that the Hon. 
the Minister of the Interior had procured the passage of an Order-in-Council appro- 
priating for the Association thirty copies of the Geological Reports, as well as the 
Natural History and Botanical Reports, beginning with the issue of the past season, 
and continuing as they are from time to time issued. A copy of the Order-in-Council 
accompanied the doctor’s letter.
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has mSUBtEXECUTIVE committees.

A new feature was introduced into our organisation by the Executive Committee 
since our last Annual Meeting, in the appointment of Sub-Execulive Committees in 
the North-West Territories, and Provinces of Manitoba and British Columbia. The 
duty of those Sub-Committees is to guard the interests of the profession, by reporting 
to the Executive any infringement of our professional rights by outsiders, or any 
breach of the law by members of the profession. Let us hope their labors will be

; T

painst;

I
Mrs. >

light. A:I located
think

TIMBER BERTH SURVEYS.

I It having come to the knowledge of your Committee, that some surveyors in the . 
Province of British Columbia interpreted the instructions for such surveys rather 
loosely, and thought they were justified in using the magnetic needle in the production 
of the boundaries of such timber berths; to the injury of those surveyors who are 
more conscientious, and the discredit of the profession generally ; they have with a 
view to the prevention of such work in the future, sent a letter to the Surveyor- 
General, calling his attention to the fact, and respectlully submitting such amend
ments to the instructions to surveyors of timber berths, as will in future, if adopted 
prevent the further use of the magnetic needle in any essential part of such surveys.’

You all, no doubt, recollect the offer made last year in a circular from a com
mittee of the University of Philadelphia of three prizes of $400, $200 and $100 for 
three papers on “ Road Making and Maintenance,” and inviting the members of 
the Association to compete. One of our members, Mr. Irwin, entered the lists and 
carried off the first prize. The Executive Committee have sent Mr. 
gratulatory letter on his success, and I am 
by you.
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submit ii; The Association has just cause to be proud of having upon its roll of member
ship a gentleman who carried away this prize in the face of all America, and I am 
sure we all individually, as well as collectively, extend our hearty c6ng,ululations to
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exchange reports is quite equal to the annual fee, even increased as it is proposed to 
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-Æsrï-cîïafcïii:--has not been submitted on the ballot paper for re-election. 8

The members of the Committee feel, and 1 am sure the members of the Associa
tion are in accord with them, that they are losing a first-class officer, whose zeal ar.d 
painstaking are equal to his ability, which leaves nothing to be desired.

we will all heartily join in wishing him every success, and himself and 
Mrs. Wheeler every happiness in his new sphere.

located !! nabSOlUttly ™y that ,he ^ecretary-Treasurer should be permanently 

hink h 7’ f 'Ce candidates for the office is necessarily limited, but I 
we ave ound in Mr. J. I. Dufresne a gentleman who will discharge the 

duties of the office with credit to himself and the Association. 8
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PROVINCIAL LAND SURVEYORS ASSOCIATION.
Another Association of Surveyors has come into existence since 

The surveyors of British Colnmbia have realized that “ 
formed themselves into an association, 
cause to regret the step.

our last meeting. 
Unity is Strength," and have 
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On the conclusion of the address, J. S. Dennis brought forward 
the matter ot affiliation referred to therein, and spoke of the proposed 
amendment to the constitution in order to supply the necessary author
ity to effect, the desired affiliation with the Provincial Land Surveyors’ 
Association of Ontario. He read the proposed set of “ Rules and 
Regulations” to govern the affiliated Associations, which had been 
proved by the Executive Committeand a copy of which had been 
to the Ontario Association.

tion
that
rega
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sent

of th 
held,

Moved by J. S. Dennis, seconded by Thos. Fawcett, and 
Resolved :—

That the rules and regulations submitteed by Mr. Dennis as a basis for affilia- 
tion with the Association of Provincial Land Surveyors of Ontario, and which have 
been recommended by the Executive Committee, be adopted.

Moved by O. J. Klotz, seconded by A. 4). Wheeler, and

tor tl

Artit

Resolved :
That the Presidents Adàress be received and adopted.

Moved by J. I. Dufresne, seconded by F. X. T. Berlinquet, and 
Resolved :—

shall

of hi$
That a copy of the “Rules and Regulations” adopted as a basis for affiliation, be 

transmitted to the President of the Association of Provincial Land Surveyors for 
Quebec.

Moved by J. S. Dennis, seconded by A. 0. Wheeler, and 
Resolved:—

That the delegates appointed by the Executive Committee, to represent this 
Association in the consideration of the question of affiliation at the meeting of th.e 
Association of Provincial Land Surveyors at Toronto, are approved by this meeting.

Moved A. 0. Wheeler, seconded by J. S. Dennis, and 
Resolved :—

That artile IX. of the constitution be amended by expunging sub-clause I. and 
substituting the following therefor:

i. “ On and after the 1st of January 1892 the fee for Active Membership 
shall be three dollars yearly, payable in ad^nce, and there shall be no additional 
fee for membership.”

Moved by J. S. Dennis, seconded by A. 0. Wheeler, and 
Resolved :—

That articles IL, V. and VII. of the constitution be amended by adding the 
following sub-clauses :

“ The Association may at any time become affiliated with any other Association 
of Land Surveyors in Canada, provided that the scheme or arrangement under which
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such affiliation is to be effected is first submitted. at an Annual Meeting of Associa-
ion and adopted by a majority of the members then present ; and provided further, 

that such affiliation shall not interfere with the autonomy ol the Association except in 
regard to the substitution, during certain years, of a joint meeting of the affiliated 
associations for the Annual Meeting for that year.

Article V, sub-clause 4,
If the Association becomes affiliated with any other Association of Land Sur

veyors, the joint meeting of such affiliated Associations, held at such time and 
place as may be agreed upon under the scheme of affiliation, shall take the place 
of the Annual Meeting of the Association for the year in which such joint meeting, is 
held, and the business of the Association proper to be done at the Annual Meeting 
or that year, shall be done during such joint meeting, at such time, and in such 

manner, as may be arranged by the Executive Committee.
Article VII., sub-clause 3,

T n ,WchenCVer Lhe ExCCUtiVe Commiltee receive information that any Dominion Land Surveyor has signed and certified plans and field notes of any survey which
sunervTJ 1 ?” ^ by ™ “* °™ ^ P™» '» ™d=f his direct
shaH f »h a"d lnsf™c,lons’ or has been geihy Of any other corrupt practice, they 
shall forth with lay the necessary complaint before the Board of Examiners for Dom
inion Land Surveyors, so that such Surveyor may be summoned to appear before the 
Board to show cause why he should not be suspended or dismissed from the practice
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A Lecture, “Some remarks regarding the future for Dominion 
Land Surveyors” was delivered by J. S. Dennis, D.T.S.

A Paper, “ The Gnomonic Projection ” was read by Staff Com
mander J. G. Boulton, R. N., and 
prepared by the Commander.

Moved by S. Bray, seconded by F. X. T. Berlinquet, and 
Resolved :—

That the thanks of the Association be tendered Staff Commander Boulton, R.N., 
received^ C FaCt PaPCT °" Gnomonic Projection and that the pape, be

A Paper, “ Prime Vertical Observations for Latitude” was read by 
0. J. Klotz, D.T.S., and illustrated by diagrams on the black-board.

A Paper, “ Field Observations for Azimuth,” was read by W. F. 
King, Chief Astronomer, and fully illustrated by figures on the black- 
board.
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Moved S. Bray, seconded by L A. Dufresne, and Resolved —

That Mr King’s valuable paper on "Field Observation, for Azimuth”, be re- 
ceived, and that the thanks of the Association be tendered him for the
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A fAP®R> “The system adopted by the Canadian Pacific Railway 
in he classification of North-West Lands,” was read by L A. Hamilton, 

^ U L.b., Land Commissioner, Canadian Pacific Railway.
Moved by O. J. Klotz, seconded by W. F. King, and Resolved.— 

That Mr. L. A. Hamilton, be tendered a cordial vote of thanks for his very in-

c,Lr=!,r :rf Zh Cf Cs”dopted by ,he canadian pacmc ^
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A Paper, “A New Signal to be used in Mountainous Countries " 
was read by L. A. Dufresne, D.L.S.

the j

Rest
Wednesday, February iSth.

Morriing- Session.
The meeting opened at 10.15 a.m., the'President in the Chair. 

Resold:-- ^ 1 S' DENNIS- SeC°nded b>’ W- S' Drewry, and
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That it was with feelings of deep regret that the members of this Association

that'th A neWS'°f the Very painful accitknt raet with by the Surveyor General and 
hat h Association now begs ,0 tender Cap,. Deville their warmest sym^thy in 

the trying circumstances ,n which he is placed, and at the same time to =,n,« ,heb 

sincere congratulations upon the bright prospects for his early recovery.
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icific Railway 
A. Hamilton,

Moved by J. S. Denni^, seconded by W. S. Drewry, and
Resolved.

to *he T0W" E” of Calgary, be referred

Moved by J. S. Dennis, seconded 
Resolved :—

1 Resolved:— 
for his very in- 

Rail way in the
by VV. S. Drewry, and

That the incoming Executive Committee do strike
the Standing Committees forthe year.Countries,”>

Moved by A. O. Wheeler, seconded by V{. S Drewry, andResolved
That the incoming Executive Committee do deal with the 

for the current year and that the meeting 
be reduced.

matter of exchanges 
recommends that the number of exchanges

The Scrutineers of Ballots submitted their report,
and ÏÏl1 A' DUFRBSNE- SeC°nded b>' F- X- T. Berunquet,

That the report of the Scuti
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President ... . r, _
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The Balloting for Auditors showed 
J. A.1 Belleau and F. Driscoll, 
favor of J. A. Belleau.
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Afternoon Session.
A Paper, “The relation of Mountain Forms to Geological Struc

ture’ was read by Dr. G. M. Dawson, Asst. Director Geological Survey.

Moved by J. I. Dufresne, seconded by Thos. Fawcett, and 
Resolved:—

Thai a cordial vote of thanks be tendered Dr. Dawson for his highly interesting 
paper on The relations of Mountain Forms to Geological Structure”,

A Paper, “The Solar Attachment to the Transit” was read by J. I. 
Dufresne, D.T.S., and illustrated by diagrams on the black-board.

A Paper, “ Tides, Waves, Surfs, Currents and Winds, in 
tio with works at Sea,” by J. E. Sirois, D.L.S., was read in French by ' 
J. Dufresne. At the close of the paper, Mr. Dufresne read some 
notes which he had prepared in order to convey to the English-speaking 
members present the subject matter of Mr. Sirois'

A Paper, “ Right-of-Way Surveys for Railways” was read by Henry 
Irwin, D.L.S.

Bel

Bot
Dai

Kin

Matconnec-

paper.
V

Mr. Irwin then broughgprward a problem relating to the correction 
of the bearing# in a traverse started on an erroneous bearing, and 
illustrated the problem by diagrams on the black-board, and by blue- ' 
print drawings specially prepared.

A Paper, “Sub-division Work” by Jno. Vicars, D.L.S.,

A Paper, “ Photography in colors, a problem not yet solved,” by 
H. N. Topley, Photographer to the Department of Interior, was read.

A Lecture on the “ Dip Circle,” used ih the field determination of 
Declination, Inclination, and Intensity, was delivered by W. F. King, 
Chief Astronomer, and proved very interesting and instructive.

This concluded the business of the meeting, and it
Moved by O. J. Klotz, and seconded by Thos. Fawcett, and 

Resolved:-—
That this meeting do

was read.
l

mil

was

Rev.I adjourn until the third Tuesday in February, 1892.

Rev.
]

John

Ü
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Members Present.
?

MEMBERfj PRESENT AT THE MEETING.

Honorary Members :
Bell, Robert, M.D., LL.D., Assistant Director of the Geological Survey 

Department of Canada.
Boulton, J. G., Staff Commander, R.N. i
Dawson, George Mercer, D. Sc. Assoc. R.S.M., F.G.S., F.R.S.C., Asst 

Director Geological Survey Department of Canada.
King, W. F., D.T.S., Chief Astronomer 

Interior of Canada.
Macoun, John, F.L.S., Botanist and Naturalist to the Department of 

the Interior of Canada.
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32 New Members.

L. A, Hamilton, Land Commissioner...........
G. U. Ryley, Timber and Mines...................
Dr. Wicksteed.
Wm. McL. Maingy.
J. Macara.
J. Stewart.
Theo. A. Burrows.
H. G. Wheeler.
G. Louryan, Student.....................................
A. Robert, “ ..............-......................
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Interior.

Reports

REPORT OF SECRETARY-TREASURER.

Ottawa, February 16th, 1891. 

of the Association of Dominion

University

To the President and Members 
Land Surveyors.

Gentlemen,—

fmm VT ‘ay bvfor-e y°U my rep0rt for the Association Year, extending 
from February the ,8th, ,890, to February the ,6th, ,89,, inc^iyT

Our exchanges were the same as the preceding year, viz --With 
the Societies of Michigan, Ohio, HHnois, Indiana, Arkansas! Connecticut

time o7mv w ReP°rtS'' which had ,ailed t0 materialize at the

m one volume Copies of the foregoing exchanges 8
buted to every hiember of the Association.
' Nine hundred copies of the Seventh Annual Report were printed* 
and distr,buted to our members, exchanges and «0 «he'pubbc gen 'rauf 

manner thought to be most advantageous to the Association Some 
few copies have been sold and about twenty remain on hand

«he ,iSt h8S bee" largeiy augmented during
Rol^X SLJr ^ memberS haV,ng added * ‘he"

F XWTR B!UVk’ : 1 A U' Beaudry' Montreal, Que! ;
1- X' T' Berbnquet, of Three Rivers, Que.; Tas. Gibbons of L
Topographical Survey, Ottawa. Ont. ; Louis Gosselin, Quebec’ PierÎe * 
Gosselin, Quebec; Jas. A MacMillan, Calgary, Albert*- T F Ri, I

A»»,., f. w. wi,u„, à
of the Department of the Interior, Ottawa, Ont, and A J tin 

ostrand, Toronto, Ont. One member only has withdrawn

have been distri-

wa.
in a

:, Toronto-

his name,

1
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Report of Secretary-Treasurer.

Mr. Henry W. Selby, who has now made his home under the Stars and 
Stripes and has retired from the profession.

Our Membership Roll stands as follows : Honorary Members, 
eleven ; Active Members, eighty three ; Associate Members, twelve ; 
total membership, one hundred and six.

During the year 270 letters have been received and 385 letters 
have been written, a decrease of 186 as compared with the preceding 
year, showing clearly that the profession is 
interest in the Association, in that much better results have been 
attained with far less correspondence.

Five printed circulars have been issued and distributed among the 
members during the year. The first : A synopsis of the proceedings 
at the Seventh Annual Meeting, and published in advance of the 
Annual Report, chiefly for the benefit of those members who were not 
present at the Annual Meeting. The second : To obtain the inform
ation contained in “ The Members Record,” as published in the last 
Annual Report. It is now for you, gentlemen, to say if this feature of 
the Report has proved a success and is worth while following up and 
expanding. The third : Was a circular letter requesting members who 
had the opportunity, to send Botanical and Natural History specimens 
to Prof. Macoun of the Geological and Natural History Museum. I 

if any were sent. The fourth called on our members to. 
furnish papers and other contributions to the programme for the 8th 
Annual Meeting. This has been well responded to, as a glance at Jour- 
programme will show. The last was in connection with Corrupt Prac
tices, and this is a matter that has been dealt with by the President in 

his address.
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whiclI have much pleasure in stating that the Deputy Minister ^>f the 

Interior, Mr. A. M. Burgess, has kindly given instructions that all 
members ol the Association be furnished yearly with copies of the 
Annual Departmental Report, and has had the names placed upon the 
Distributing List for the said Report f

but a
little
perso

I submit a statement of Receipts and Expenditures for the past 
Association yea* You will notice by comparison with the preceding 
statement that great economy has been observed and that all

have been avoided with
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sary, and in some cases necessary, expenses 
this object in view.
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Report of Secretary-Treasurer.

I regret to say, however, that it will be necessary to still further 
reduce the expenses of the Association, for at least a year, and t would 
respectfully suggest that the number of the societies with which we 
exchange be reduced from seven to four, and that the issue bf the 
Annual Report be reduced from ntne hundred copies 
copies.
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I would further suggest that strict economy be observed in the 
of lithographic maps for the coming Annual Report, as this is a 

very expensive item. I may, however, be a little premature in offering
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On glancing through the advertisement pages of the Seventh 
Annual Report, you will notice the increased number of cards inserted 
by our own members. This, I think, speaks well for the Association 
and every member who has a practice should take advantage of the 
opportunity offered of making known his whereabouts and the nature 
of the practice in which he is engaged. The nominal charge of $, 00 
per card is not to be considered in connection with the benefits derived 
All go-a head men should appear in our pages.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I have a duty to perform, 
sad one : that of wishing you good-bye.

In presenting this, my last report, I feel as though I were parting 
from an old and dear friend. I have found it necessary to resume the 
active practice of my profession and am compelled to relinquish that 
which has been, at all times, a very great pleasure to me.

to me a very

inister *>f the 
ions that all 
copies of the 
iced upon the

XsfineI have found the work of the Association by no means a light 
but always a work of love, and as each new meritber came in or some 
little triumph was scored by the Association, it seemed as though I was 
personally the gainer. • e! for the past 

the preceding 
it all unneces- 
avoided with

I may, however, assure you that though long distance may separate 
from the headquarters of the Association, I shall always have a very 

warm place for it in my heart, and am prepared at all times to further 
its best interests to the utmost of my power and ability.

me

■ •



Report of Secretary-Treasurer.

The Association, gentlemen, is a success. In good hands it will 
be a still greater success. Already much has been done to elevate the 
standard of the Profession through its agency, and to have the same 
properly recognized throughout the Dominion, and more will yet be 
done, always provided our members bear in mind that “ In unity is 
strength,” and are ready and willing to lend a hand for the welfare of 
our Profession. With every wish for its best success,

36
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Allow me, gentlemen, to remain,

Your faithful servant, X
»

ARTHUR 0. WHEELER.I Otta

STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES

For the Year ExtendIng from February i8th, 1890 to Feb
ruary i 6th, 1891 (incl.).

REPi/
1

report
doneReceipts.

VStatement No.
By Balance on hand at 7th Annual Meeting ........$25 35

1. h Sale of 7th Annual Reports.
2. h Advts, in 6th Annual Report

l
4 49 
1 00 that tl 

blosso 
well fc

F 7th 75 0°3
4. 11 Stamps for return postage on electros
5. 11 Dues for year 1888...............................

11 1889...............................
h 1890 .............................
11 1891...............................

Expenditures.

09
3 00
4 00 

75 00
6

%7
8

$303 93

REPO
9. To Cab-hire and Cartage.................

10. h Expressage and Freight.................
11. h Duty paid.........................................
12. 11 Lithographing and Engraving...
13. 11 Miscellaneous...................................
13. « R. Dunlop, for services.................
13. 11 Rent of St. Andrews Hall.............
14. 11 Printing and Publishing (on acct.)
15. » Postage..............................................

50
16 44

\ To ti20
16 50 Ml

76
Gentl1

.5 00 
210 00 
33 10

---------- $283 50

$ *> 43

Yt
submit

■>
T1

lastingBalance in hand
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Report of Committee on Marking Surveys. 

REPORT OF AUDITORS.

. 37/mds it will 
elevate the 

'e the same 
will yet be 

" In unity is 
e welfare of

To the President and Members of 
minion Land Surveyors. 

Gentlemen,—

the Association of Do-

i
We, the undersigned auditors, appointed by the Executive Com

mittee of your Association, beg to report that we have examined the • 
accounts ol the Treasurer and find them to be correct, and well ^
clearly kept.

X J. J. McArthur, 
W. S. Drewry,’HEELER. Ottawa, Feb. 17th, 1891. Iiooq ovjw 

Kk)
nl .Irjv/olio)URES REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GEODETIC

GRAPHICAL SURVEYING. • ' ^ In „;m

The Committee on Geodetic and Topographical. Surveying beg to 
report that no field work, save that in the Rocky Mountains, has been 

f done during the year ; and that matters are in a quiescent state.
r „ 1 ./ IV :Y/iirT>;;iT

However, the dawn of a bright future has appeared.fropv thq façt 
that the 1 echnical Branch of the Department of theinterior, h*s now 
blossomed into the Topographical Survey of,Canada, ,which augurs 
well for the long looked for initial step being, taken in,that,great

OTTO KLOTZ, i
(iih: n-yxl avail fitaftntwa,! 

vnsini ai 11 aliriw L-ns s^onur

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PERMANENT, MARKJNG iQF 
SURVEYS aril ni .'aril isrim/l but ,yniu 

To the President and Member's ok THE AükddtÀïibti b» Do
minion Land Surveyors. nntwni )nunr.ni

Gentlemen,— aril a,-nil -,rt; iA

6 v 10 m iol inomuffom baeimicmi
i he subject of the marling-joftowisu^a m, * sermmf& wA 

lasting manner is well worthy ofcanfuHnveatigatiofi and ahoulditf-
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Marking Surveys.Report of Committee on38
the hands of all the Associations of Land

land
ceive due consideration at

and also by the different ' Governments carrying onSurveyors,
surveys.

There is no part of the operations connected with the survey of 

tracts of land into farms, or village or town lots, of so great importance 
to the general public as that of having the corners established by such 

s marked in a permanent and lasting manner. It is quite un- 
necessity to offer any argument in support of this assertion, when 
addressing those who have all to a greater or less extent been engagedii 
re-locating and establishing “lost corners”, and who have seen the nffn- 

litigation which has followed the effort to re-establish surveys which 
were poorly marked, and the marks having disappeared, disputes re
garding corners or hounding lines dependent thereon have naturally 
followed. In this connection it may be safely said, that if all the money 
which has been spent in the litigation which has arisen owing to faulty 
marking of surveys, had beeii spent in marking them in a permanent 
manner in the first instance, the boundary corners of farms and lots 
throughout the whole country would have been so marked that disputes 

regarding their position would be impossible.
This, however, is not the side of the question which the Committee 

desire to discuss, but rather to submit a few remarks regarding the man
ner in which the land surveys of the different Provinces of the 
Dominion have been and are being marked, with suggestions regarding 

changes necessary to arrive at the desired end of permanence.
In all the older Provinces of the Dominion the wooden post 

bearing tree have been almost entirely used in marking the original 
and while it is intended to try and show that wooden pos's ate 

time we must admit that under

surveys

ous

and

surveys;
poor marks for surveys, at the same 
certain favorable circumstances wooden posts remain in place for a long 
time and further that in the early days of surveying in the older Pro
vinces it was manifestly impossible to mark the surveys in a very per

manent mahner.
At the present time the regulations in force regarding the marking 

of surveys in the diflerent Provinces are as follows
Beginning with Quebec we find that the wooden post is still the 

for corners in original surveys. The law pro-recognised monument .
vides that in certain cases, when requested by the interested parties for 
whom lie id working, the surveyor may plant stone or iron posts, but as
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Report of Committee on Marking Survey».

cannot d0ne ‘he reque8‘ and expense of private individuals, it
^d“‘“ K“

Ouebec °Thri° th! PreSent COr,ditions are very similar to those in 
Quebec The wooden post is the stand-by in marking original surveys
nd while the conditions under which re-established surveys are marked 

map rm t manner wi,^tone or iron monumentJre someJ

Zv done r‘rhan “ QUCbeC’ the difficult> sti11 exists thAt this work is 
only done at the expense of private individuals or municipalities.

In Manitoba and the North-West Territories the orilinal surveys
the firs" few “ ? ^ th°r0Ugh 3nd Permane«t manner. During 

« first few years of the surveys in that part of the Dominion wooden

howerer in 10 IT1 SeCti°n and * section corners- These posts, 
un around TutS’ pr°teCted * a mouad °{ earth thrown
marks £ h6”’-a"f ey7re therefore very much more permanent
“v hete nf 7 P°St- In the wooded P"ts of the coun--
try he use of wooden posts and bearing trees was allowed, and as a

obli IraUtedCh 'fi the marks o{ ‘he surveys have been totally

i.
provide that all township and section 
posts, and in
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of the mart • wooded C0UntrV additional provision against obliteration 
7 b ” A m!de by Provld‘n8 for the erection of mounds so that no 
amount of forest fires will affect the marks. The surveys marked under 
these new regulations are probably the most permanently marked 
original surveys which have been performed in the world. They am 
of course not so permanently established as some of the topographical
referred ? Ve been made in «rtain countries, andThich are 
referred to permanent buildings and natural features, but there is no
ÏÏZUanreyto *? ^ —ys of the country inTo farm

D-™u"-s-^ »
(nJ” Bridsh Co'umhia, both the Provincial Surveys and those per- 

Undef 7 Dominion Lands System in the Railway Belt, are
^h which îh P°StS °n,y> and When we con5id“ ‘he frequency 
with which the greater part of the country i, swept by forest fires it is
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Report of Committee on Marking Surveys. ^

easy to foresee that a very few years will remove the entire marks of the 

surveys in districts of considerable extent.
In a report of this kind it is not only necessary to give the facts

but also to suggest a remedy which would correct the w«rk pom m
the systems under discussion. Assuming, therefore, that the desirability of 
permanently marking our land surveys is admitted, we w.ll proceed to 
recommend some changes in the systems of mark,ng " of ongmal 
surveys now in force in several of the Provmces so as to accomplish the

desired end of permanence.
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Asscrequisite, we are of opinion that in all original surveys 

the different Governments, the 
Provinces where

As a first
performed under instructions from 
corners of intersecting Township boundaries and, m 
concessions are laid out, the5 intersection of concession '‘"«withTown 
ship boundaries, should/he marked with an iron or stone post ^nd 
mound and pits. ThisWld of course add something to the first 
cost of the surveys, but t\e future saving, by rendering ''fgat.on as t 
the position of these poirits unnecessary, would repay ,ten ™e 
additional cost in the firs( instance. To make the or.gmal mark,ng 

still more complete and permanent, it would be well that ron 
posts with mounds and pi/s should be placed at every mile on conces

sion or primary lines. , , .
In the report of this Committee submitted last year, the chair

called attention to a method by which the surveys made for ex enswe 
public works throughout the country might be made to assist in per 
petuating the marks of original land surveys. The system Pr°P°“d 
that when surveys were being made for railway 1‘nes, canaly r mhe 

works, the co-ordinates of any corner or line of original 
the lines laid down for these permanent works 
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more lasting and permanent or more readily re-established if lost, is for 
the public good. The adoption of any scheme of this kind would only 
be possible after legislation to enable the results of these swveys being 
made use of in re-establishing original land surveys. However the^scheme 
is well worthy of consideration by the different Governments interested.
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Report of Committee on Marking Survey*.

Several methods might be suggested for more permanently marling 
our land surveys, but they cannot be discussed in a report of this nature. 
The first thing to be done is to try and draw the attention of the 
authorities interested to this important subject, and then by united 
action to accomplish the required changes in the laws relating thereto. 
It is suggested that a special committee be appointed to prepare a short 
pamphlet on this subject containing facts as to present systems of 
marking and details of the changes necessary to make the marking 
more permanent and easily established when lost. This pamphlet 
ought to be sent to the different Governments and also to the other 
Associations, who should be invited to cooperated hailing the neces
sary changes adopted and legalized by amendments to the several Acts 
bearing on land surveys. I

This question is deserving of every consideration at the hands of 
the different Associations of Land Surveyors, and the Committee . 
that this Association will do all in its power to further needed impr 
ments in existing systems of marking original surveys.

Respectfully submitted,
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Report of Scrutineers of Ballots.42

OF SCRUTINEERS OF BALLOTS.

Feb. i 8th, 1891. 

Association- of Do-

REPORT

To the President and Members of the 
minion Land Surveyors.

/ «

Gentlemen,—
We the undersigned scrutineers, appointed to examine and count 

the ballots sent in for the election of officers for this Association for t e 
current year, beg to report that we have performed that duty, and find 
the following gentlemen to have received the highest number of votes 

out of the fifty ballot papers filed.

. «. . . - J. S. Dennis.
- - John McLatchie. 

n Secretary-Treasurer - • J. L Dufresne.
Wm. Ogilvie.
O. J. Klotz.
W. S. Drewry. 

j J. J. McArthur.
' ' * \ J. A. Belleau.

For President 
h Vice-President

h Executive Committee

h Auditors -

T. D. GREEN.
L. ACHILLE DUFRESNE.

F. X. THOS. BERLINQUET.
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NINTH ANNUAL MEETING, AND AFFILIATION.

The Executive Committee have much pleasure in announcing that 
arrangements have finally been completed for the affiliation of the 
Association with the Association of Provincial Land Surveyors for 
Ontario, the rules and regulations adopted to govern the relations being 
given hereunder.

The first convention will be held at the next Annual General 
Meeting of the Association, in Ottawa, on the Third Tuesday in 
February.

and count 
on for the 
, and find 
r of votes

e.
It is earnestly hoped that members will do all in their power to

make the Ninth Annual Meeting a success, by attending the meeting 
and by contributing a paper on some subject of interest to the pro
fession. ‘

Later in the year members will be specially invited to interest 
themselves in assisting the Executive Committee in providing a good 
programme for the Ninth Annual Meeting, and a cheerful and general 
response to the appeal is confidently looked for.5NE.

QUET.

ANNUAL DINNER.
The Annual Dinner of the Association was held at the Raquet 

Court, and proved a great success. About fifty members and guests 
attended the dinner, among whom were many of our honorary members. 
The dinner was followed by a smoking concert, at which the music 
contributed by members and a good orchestra afforded much pleasure.

This social gathering has now become an established feature of the 
Annual Meeting, and not only adds much to the interest taken in the 
meeting but makes our members better acquainted with each other, and 
serves to more firmly cement the Association and to advance 
objects by establishing unity and good feeling.

our
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Questions Submitted.: No.
»!

I AY,
Correction of a Traverse run from an Erroneous Assumed 

Variation of the Needle ; Either Without or With an 
Incorrect Chain.

The attention of the writer was called to this problem by an 
advertisement in Engineering News about the end of last

The question was stated in the advertisement as follows, viz 
“The field notes'of a line of highway read as follows:—Commencing 

" at Meander Post No. 5 and running thence North 62° East,
“ C*1S- j 2nd, North 43^° East 8-00 chs. ; 3rd, North 5° West 

chs- i 4th, North 72^° East 10-25 chs. ; 5th, Soutl^is” West 6-43 
chs., to a stone set for Meander Post No. 3. I commence at Meander 

“ Post No- 5. and, with Variation 2° 17' East, run a random line accord- 
'■ in8 t0 the field notes, setting temporary stakes at each angle in the 

line, and come out 62 links East of Meander corner stone No. 3. 
“ i"—What is the correction for the variation of the needle ? 2°—What 
“ is the correction for the stake at each angle, and how shall I find it ?”

As the final point in the trial line was stated to have been simply 
East of, and not due East of, the true point ; and as no correction Was 
asked for except of the variation of the needle j the writer assumed that 
the chaining was supposed to be correct, that "East" simply 
Easterly, and that the whole error was due to assuming an erroneous 
variation of the needle.

Of course, if the final point of the trial line be given as due East of 
the correct point, an erroj in chaining would also be implied, for other
wise, from the given bearings of the traverse, the final point of the trial 
line could not be due East of the correct position.

The writer alsp assumed that the bearings were astronomical.

CASE I.—CORRECT CHAIN.

Let the starting point at Post No. 5 be marked A, the next corner, 
as located incorrectly by the trial traverse, be called B, and so on ; the

j mer
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Correction of a Traverse.

last point of the trial traverse being F ; and let the true position of the 
various corners be marked B', C', &c„ up to F, the final point

45

at stone

Air TJhr°Ugh the point A draw the assumed Astronomical Meridian 
AY, obtained by taking the variation of the needle to be 2° 17' East.

The traverse as run on the ground is plotted on Figure 1 from this 
meridian. Draw also through A the Magnetic Meridian AZ.

Now, since the starting point is fixed, and since the various lines 
of the traverse are assumed to be mutually correct as regards their 
bearings and distances, and since the error as above stated is assumed 
to consist, solely in commencing with a wrong variation of the compass, 
the correction to be made in the field virtually amounts to shifting the 
whole system of lines, as run on the ground, through the angle BAB' 
or FAF round A as a centre, the angle BAB' being equal to the 
in the assumed variation of the needle.

Assumed 
With an

:m by an 
mer.
viz
nmencing 
1st, 14-00 
est 12-00 
/est 6-43 
Meander 

le accord- 
le in the 
1e No. 3. 
r“—What 
find it ?” 

m simply 
:tion was 
med that 
ly meant 
rroneous

error

This correction is actually what would be done on a Plan suppos
ing the traverse to have been correctly plotted and to end at K instead 
of K', through plotting the first bearing from a wrong meridian ; the 
draftsman would trace the Traverse and, fixing it at A with a needle 
point, would swing the tracing round so as to place F on F' and then 
prick in the intermediate points.

The proof of this correction is very simple. Suppose BB'to be 
the chord of a circle having A as its centre, the angle ABC being equal 
to AB C, and B'C' being equal to BC, then the triangle ABC is equal 
to the triangle AB'C', and therefore AC is equal to AC', therefore CC 
is the chord of a circle having A for its centre ; also the angle B'AC' is 
equal to BAG, therefore, subtracting the common angle B'AC from 
both, C'AC remains equal to B'AB, similarly AD can be shown to be 
equal to AD' and the angle D'AD to be equal to C'AC ; and so on for 
all the points of the traverse.

e East of 
or other- 
the trial The first operation is to calculate the Latitude and Departure of 

each of the lines AB, BC, &c. Then from these find the total Latitude 
and Departure of each of the points C, D, E and F from A ; the above v 
Latitudes and Departures being referred to the assumed Astronomical 
Meridian AY.

From the Total Latitudes and Departures find the bearings and 
lengths of the lines AC, AD, AE and AF.

:al.

t corner, 
on; the
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ff-
Now since FAF' is an isosceles triangle,' since FAF'r: AF'

! . from this FAF' is found to be i° 04' 44" which is the amount of the 
error in the assumed variation of the needle, and the correct variation 
is (1° 04' 44” + 2° 17' 00") = 3° at' 44" Easterly, as shown in Figure 1, t 
where the true Astronomical Meridian is marked AX

It
liii

Therefore instead of laying off an angle of (62° - 2° 17') = 59° 43' 
from the Magnetic Meridian, in order to get the first course AB, the 
angle to be laid off from said meridian should be (62°-3° at' 44")— 
58' 38'.16*:

Now since the angles BAB', CAC, &c. are each equal to 1° 04' 44" 
and the triangles BAB', CAC', &c. are isosceles, the angles ABB', ACC' 
&c. are each equal to t8o° - 1* 04' 44" = 89° 27' 36".

2
From this value of the angles ABB', ACC', &c, and having already 

found the bearings of AC, A®, &c., the bearings of the lines BB', CC', 
&c., as referred to the bearings of the trial traverse can be calculated, 
and from these last bearings the angles ABB', BCC', &c., which must 
be known in order to get the directions BB', CC', &f., can be found ; 
it being assumed that the work is being done with a transit and that the 
compass is not being used to run the courses ; otherwise the bearings 
of the lines BB', CC' would be sufficient

The lengths EE', DD', CC' and BB' still have to be calculated.
Now since the triangles FAF', EAE’, &c., are all similar EE' =

— x AE, DD' = ^r x AD, &c., where FF' is given and AF, AE, &c. 
AF AF
have all been found.

The results of the calculations are given in the following table :—
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Correction of a Traverse.48

CASE II. of A
Compass and IncorrectErroneous Assumed Variation of the 

Chain.
If the bearing FF', setÿffig. 17. be assumed to be due West, then 

there must also have been error in chaining.
If this error be supposed to be due to the length of the chain 

being correct, and the error to be distributed evenly over all the lines 
of the traverse proportionately to their respective lengths, the correction 
would be different from that for Case C

The angular displacement of the whole will still be that due to the 
error in the assumed variation of the needle, but the length of eac 0 
the lines AB, AC, &c., which join the starting point A with the various 
points of the Traverse as run out, will be increased proportionately to 

the excess in length of AF over AF '.
This is readily proved as follows, viz.:-In the triangles ABC and 

AB'C the angles AB'C and ABC are given equal, and AB:BL 
•• AB:BC, therefore the triangles are similar, therefore ACAC ::AB:AB, 
therefore the excess in length of AC over AC is proportioned to the 
excess in length of AB over AB. Also the angk BAC - the angle 
B'AC' therefore,'deleting the common angle BAG from both, the 
angle BAB’ remains equal to the angle CAC. Similarly it can be 
shewn that ADiADTiACiAC' and that the angle DAD^the angle 
CAC, and so on, till finally is shewn to be equal to and the

angle FAF' to be equal to the angle BAB'.

The Latitudes and Departures
calculated with reference to the true meridian since the length AB, BC 

»&c„ are not known, their values, as well as the total Latitudes and total 
'Departures and the bearings and lengths of the lines AB, AC.&c., 
would be the same as already given in columns 1 to 9 of Table 1, 
values in this latter table having reference, however, to the assumed

erroneous meridian. x
The bearing and length of AF' and the bearing E'F' being known, 

the two latter bearings being referred to their true meridian, tie ange 
AFE' cart be found; but the angle EFF' is given, since the bearing of 
W relative to EF is given, and the angle EFA is given equal to the 
angle ETA, therefore the angle AFF' can be got by subtraction of 

EFF' from EFA.
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Correction of a Traverse.- 48
The length FF' being given the next step is to calculate the length 

of AF and the angle FAF'. *
CORRECT

Having found FF' the lengths of the remaining con-ection lines 
can be found as before, and will be the same as given in column ■ 
i2 of Table i for, since the angles FAF'and EAE'have been shewn 
to be equal and since AF:AP::AE:AE', the triangles AFP and AEE' 
are similar, therefore EE' = FF' x ^ and the angle AEE' = the angle

AFF. The lengths DD', CC', &c., can be similarly found, and in the 
same manner it can be proved that the angles ADD', ACC', &c., are 
each equal to AFF'.

Knowing the angles AFF', AEE', &c., and also the bearings of the 
lines AF, AE, &c., with reference to the erroneous meridian, the bear
ings of the lines EE', DD', &c., with reference to the last mentioned 
meridian, can be calculated.

est, then

:hain not 
the lines 

:orrection

lue to the 
if each of 
ie various 
inately to

If the directions of the lines EE', DD', &c., are to be laid .... 
with a transit and not with a compass it may be more convenient to 
calculate the angles ABB', ACC', &c„ these are given in column 
Table 2.
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The calculations shew that the error in the assumed variation of 
the compass is o . 41'. 32", which is the difference between the bear
ings of AF and AF' as referred to the true meridian ; and the error in 
chaining is equal to the excess in length of AF over AF', or 0.473 
chains in 32-928 chains, or 1 -43 links per chain. ' '
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Correction of a Traverse. 51

i CASE III.
Assumed Variation of the Compass supposed to be Correct, and 

the Angles laid off Correctly, but Chain supposeiJ to be 
Incorrect.

!
.5

The same Traverse is taken for an example as in the cases i and 2, 
buj the bearing FF' is assumed to be'the same as that of AF\

In this case B'B is given as being in the direct prolongation of AB', 
and the angles AB'C' and ABC are given equal ; also, by hypothesis, 
AB':BC'.::AB:BC, therefore the triangles AB'C' and ABC are similar! 
and since AB is a straight line, BC is parallel to B'C' ; also the angles 
BCA and B'C'A are equal, therefore ACC is a straight line, and 
AB':AC'::B'B:C'C.

2
w

s,
;
°0

a.
! I
i Ü Similaily it can be proved that AD'D, AE'E and AF'F are straight 

lines and that D'D, E'E and F'F are respectively proportional to AD', 
AE' and AF', therefore the lengths of the correction lines EE', DD', &c.,' 
will be the same as given in Column 12 of Tables 1 and 2, and the 
bearings of these lines will be the same as those of AE', AD' &c in 
Column 8 of Table 2.

In this case the total Latitudes and Departures of the C', D' 
&c., have to be calculated as in Case 2, and from them the bearings and 
lengths of the lines AC', AD', &c., must be found. ,

The lengths of the correction lines will then be calculated as in the 
previous cases, and if thought convenient, the angles E'ED, D'DC 
be calculated.

The results of the calculations are given in Table 3.
It will be seen that if, after calculating tjie length and bearing of 

AF and AF', the length AF should prove to be the same as that of AF', 
then the chaining must have been correct ; and if the bearing AF' 
should turn out to be the same as that of FF', then the assumed varia
tion of the compass must have been correct ; but, if neither of the above 
conditions are fulfilled, then both the chaining and the variation of the 
compass must have been erroneous ; it being assumed in all iW that 
the various angles of the traverse have been correctly laid out.

The writer would suggest that the methods of correction given 
above might be applied to the case of a traverse which will not close 
when plotted ; when the error, if any, in the chaining might be sup 
posed to be distributed uniformly over all the lines, and when the plot 
is laid out from a wrong meridian.
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Papers.

THE MARKING OF SURVEYS IN CITIES AND TOWNS.
When I had the honor of being asked to write a paper, to be read 

before the Association at its Eighth Annual Meeting, I hesitated, ' " 
it was with extreme reluctance that I consented to do so, knowing that 
being one of the youngest members, or rather one of the latest to ent« 
^Association I could not hope to advance anything which would

information ^ ^ W°U,d be PUre1^ and simP>y looking for

„pnrpWlthHth'S selfish motive '"view, gentlemen, I claim your indul- 
:rlam.SatlSfied °freCeiving ‘1- knowi"8 'hat “ the improvement 

read h,h hCr 18 one of the h‘ghest aims of the fraternity. Having 
read with interest the paper on the “Permanent Marking of Public 
Surveys, and the report of the committee on the same, it occurred to 
the writer that some remarks under the above heading might not be 
amiss, with the hope that it might lead to a discussion and interchange
WhileT’ Mig,Vmg US£fUl h™tS t0 him and "‘hers in the profession.

™' ■""■‘"■"'-"y™, h

The subject of marking of surveys in cities and towns should 
the finer part of the acceptance of the term 
rather, the more mechanical part of that term.
aethe^in^Vw"3,1 SUrVCy °f 3 t0Wn_my experience has been alto
gether in the West, since and including “ boom-time’’-the lots are
sTuÎre oT mUChrf * ™°re e-Xtensive survey, by posts two inches 
square or larger. These are generally measured in and sighted in line
by a transit, after which the sledge or mall is brought into use. Some 
of the posts go down directly in line, others come into contact with 
s one or sohcl lump of clay and go in on a slant, thus being thrown 
slightly off, either from the line or from the measurement. Long after 

e survey is completed, someone, probably the owner of a particular

and
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Dickson-The Marking of Surveys.
be^taken * up by Te'rivk alth m°-e Se"°US natUre’is that ‘he 

obtained to have a re-survey ma^e Thn<1 ^ neCCSSary le*islati°"
Se;£irnothfp^^srcasein this

who have all the necesL^lfns^V”11"1*6 P°intS at each 
professionally, a happy P d n0tes to consul‘ when

55one
ikes matter
ears 
goes 
tally, 
xt to, 
drive 
Even 
3, the 
, and 
riginal 
ipered 
i but a 
easure- 
iys has 
ily con 
illy cor- 
certain 

l points 
stioned.

“ stake 
ition, he 
,-ould be 
ot agree, 
een ours 

i of them 
unless as

e surveyors who 
corner, and 
needed, is,one.

I4

H. G. DICKSON, D.L.S.
Brandon. February i2, i8g,.

DISCUSSION.

J. S. Dennis

*«L"S”r2BF,!
l“d “»»“ mw’Sj S wt.ta"""! Co”l“">'h'square and five feet long. These were Î T "Ï ,r0n bars an ™ch 
feet from each street line and drive P ed at a11 block corners, five 
of ‘he top. When the side2ks wl :'n,f^Within aboUt.two ^es 

bars, which were thus protected and it ‘ fX Were bui,t over thesr-*—a. « rj,™
marking the survey of the^y'estate huhe^C't m ^ been done in 
found to work well. the °ty of 0ttl>wa, and had been

)

but 1 will 
:ting,Jor of 
the above, 
insist upon 
ed by him 

could be ba
would workTry8 we^ Tn acr^d'ed'3" Pr°P°Sed by Mr- Berlinquet 

difficult to set up an instrumentove" a mark i^ cem"* ? l°M * 

On motion, Mr. Dickson’s „„ entre of the street,
on Permanent Marking of SurveysXre^rt*° ‘he Committee

9

af a lot post 
lorners. In 
and for dis-
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I
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«
THE CONTRACTOR, 

of Dominion land surveys 

tractor «»W»
out for him, so to speak, P ^ ^ e miies 0f country, thus 
tions in any year being co achievements are circumscribed^

tractor's office, and

c
the subdivider or con- 

is laid
\

In the system s
a
vt

41 f<

m
by any

‘ fesshfnfand iUs' with the desire of saying some^

towards

t“fo^
present paper The task g rience ^ my own, but my attempt 

laIger “I aTeainnTng to be continued by others, for I think we

TVd^It every Annual Meeting, have a paper on this subject, 
should, at every evs ,s subdivision work, and

As the bulk of our Dom,m°n;  ̂that the contractor is largely 

this is nearly all done by con r , , the nrofession may sustain

and the est,mat,o\ they this reponsibility must

,ermS 0f thel;oCr0nThey feet thltThey are able to keep within the limits 
by the inspector. Theyfee ^^7 ^ sometimes their operations
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surveyors whose remuneration did 
done, and who were th
™ ww™

and his too /man £1“°f his '^nts, 

work in our North-West surveys is «dtabTS * E°°u qUa‘ity °f the 
fortitude, and the ability, of the men who id i! h°neSty’ the

SrHrHSBut while 
must not be s;

Some of the
now to touch

One thing that might be complained 
amount of the contract, compared with the

™«« i- »y “«■ai™. B„,
ZT - "4™,dktrM

- ÆSd r,“ï"n,z;r -- «* - » » w *»parts of their work. Thlv are at a!, 7°“ ” in the business

"Plant” at the end of theseason ln the disposal of their
song,” or store it somewhere where it mavT*0,»™1- “Se" “ for a 

mildew, or stolen before it is needed agam “ “P W“h

necessity of takings entirdy few iaÜ/e'veryfelf an^t"/ "T ^

—«.‘risasz!:

Of is the smallness of the 

consumedproportion that is

on surveys, 
fewer in number.
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\McAree—Tho Contractor.
has his men 
an end, and

, . The survev is so small that by the time he 

broken in and cannot make

thought it worth while to enter» the contractor is generally
tant and for so short p • which is t0 him a terra incognita 
going into a new section o J’ valuable time through
except in its general features, he is '>a^e to wastes ^ ^ ^ ^
the absence of information m regad ^ h^ ^ sWeams within the

in regard to the existence “ ? t0 fin<j out the best camping places
limits of his survey ; it takes «me o hnü be a great
and the best means of /",e ne» the work,

advantage, too, t° k"°” a d or suppUes stored, and to know about

SL."»- •“,ie’ “
to acquire by actual exper e wh;ch I shall mention at this

The last grievance of the contra tUnes of the townships
time arises out of * ££Sw*n he should,

which he has to subdivid . . outiines already run, doing
I think, be compelled to re-cham allots outline^ ^ ^

whatever work of opening o preliminary work of revision
of accurate chaining being done. ^è-Jone dollar a mile

he should receive enoug to cov a(ter going over two or
in prairie, and two dollars » ’ w desist and go on
three miles, no error was discovered>en l,e „ ^ ^ ^ 
with his subdivision, receiving V_ between the new chain-
- « r » * « =-<-«> -» ■ «-

he old is not to be expecm , ^ Qwn chaining t0 a
well opened out, a su”e[°r.°^half mile. It is too much to expect
■’ ‘ at most’ tW° ak®ompiete re-survey of his boundaries without 

«actor to ^ ^eteje-, T ^ ^ anytWng sh t

1 ‘ When the contractor
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‘he subdivide^!» find 2'oui ft thhere ^ err°rS in the outl'nes 

take the precauZ tl bok for T tTt ^ “ he does
wiser course for him to follow. I„ Mr McUtohÏÏ1 ^ ‘‘T “ ‘he the errors found in surveys were dw„l, , cLatcl’le s PaPer of last year 
and forcibly pointed out • and v *JOn m detail and very clearly
only the pasfseason wL a c'VemarkreCeived a ^ illustration
post one of his boundarts L ** * Purvey and
might not be a bad 2 f findlng grave errors in others. It
re-trace the old boundaries and nutd^0" f“tUre ‘° be instructed to 
mounds. It is to be honed .hÏr in f ™ T° P°StS’ and in ‘he bush, 
™n, chained, posted and mounded t T,?1 be 80
begin work without previously overh r th® subdlv,der can confidently 
is to be based. ? f overhaulmg the work upon which his own

men
and
nake
men

not

dis-
irally 
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ough 
work, 
in the 
places 
great 
work, 
about 
:t can- 
; they 
ds had

susceptible of remldy'and some notVaThSeherein SP°ken of' some are
the rates paid for the work are fixed fn ^ ?Unt °f the contract and 

i we cannot **

szxsüïïet :;e a~ °f—- *. *survey and he that "he out. ne maki”g ‘he block
furnish some information that mightTften’WUh ^ lab°r’

Especially should all surveyors be Ldyto heh^1'"^!mStrUctions' 

information and advice as is in their power to give. W“h SUch

and shouid make «
already familiar with S TZT* *“ ^ Un,ess *= « 
reaching it, he must take Li T'S* the best "><»ns of

by communicating with tluf Departm”™? V ‘he mformation possible, with all the surveyors who have n2d d V * if necessary,
the country, or by writing to ,«t!2 H “ Perlicul,r P« °f
from beginning to end—where he is on * mUSt 8tUdy out hi* campaign 
‘o be transported, where heTmih? * ** ^ how »ey are

” “ ^ •«riss:; ■
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moral grounds, as well as on 
go to work in a haphazard
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the profits o 
money the surveyor
tion he has to slight his work, so that on 
economical, it is important that he do 
wav but follow a carefully considered plan.

J i waS much interested in Mr. McLatchie’s descnpt.on of h. 
method^ Producing lines under except^ —*££ 

putting sods on the back pickets. During last autu , ^ found
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to a pack-strap, and among the men d0CS not take kind|y
would cheerfully adempUo mlke the” JT °U‘ Wést ver?

instrument On the few occasions in “ the use oftbat
be transported through the woods I f Z ™y baggage> etc-> had to 
one of the party 2 knew Z Ln Ï ,hi“ 1 about ‘he only 
Pack. It has occurred to me that ft m'T f*1""8 ,UP or carrying a 
horses on a survey in the wnnH lgbt be P°ssible to use pack-
extra work on an ordinary liôe woûlT^ “ SWampy count,7. A little 
his pack load in the poplar woods oMW 6 ■! PaSSable for a horse with 
where also is found grass for the an' and the North-West,
members have had experience in rhi i $ SUbf tenS?" » any of our 
on the subject for our next meeting I, ‘"e’.and wou,d prepare a paper 

real service to the profession ïhLs ^ ^ *0U,d be doing 

- w *

economical carrying out of a survey it wJ* " at.pom,s where- f°r the 
should be located. *AS a conseauenre * m°St desirable that camps 
loss of time has been incurred in maWngTonf31 Z*'™ a"d 
back again, morning and night In mJ 8 ™"Ches t0 work and 
camp would have been a great economy the T "T 3 fl>ing - 
the bivouac of a night or two Ini ™ , absence of water precluded '
able vessel to carry! te 2 ^ ™ legard a suit-
valuable. I have heard of a nair 11’ * Pack-s,rap, .would be

horse’s back : possibly vessels of gutta pemha mightT’ a
cases it might pay to dig a well in order , l ght b used- In some 

, Place. I did this on one occasion in r«« T u Camp « a desired 
Portage La Prairie, but there vis a tract^ b!‘Sh COUntry south of 
quicksand, and water can beÜ T ' Under,aid by a bed of 
feet of the surface. “ a'm°St anywbere within five or six
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MoAree—The Çor,tractor.
lower than are paid by the Ontario" Crown Land Department. Let 
contractors, therefore, stand shoulder to shoulder and helpeach othe 
in every possible way. Let them str.ve to ra.se the standard of then 

work, faithfully adhering to the terms of their contracts, and m every 
way showing themselves worthy of public confidence and respect,_and 
from this moral vantage ground energetically and persistently wo 

just recognition of their rights until these are obtained.
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63Let (ither

their
ivery

SURVEY OF RAILWAY LINES.and
t for Mk. President Gentlemen,__AND

these the few remarks lam atom Sir" 7^°™ SUch i «0 

the survey and location of ,a»ways win i hnn, k T‘ 6e'd practi“ in 
I especially wish to draw the attention of 7 ^°f S°mç mterest> but 
dation to the fact that the survey of railwav r* “emters of this Asso- 
branch of the profession of a surveyor 1 “n important
do not necessarily pass any exarnLri* ‘ pract,5ed by many who 
training to qualify them for Lh work °" * Un<krg° any course °fgTO,
duties of a Land Surveyor without ha ^ 7 perform the ordinary
examination, then served under articled foMhree years^ * prel'minary 
course of two years at one of th. ” ,years (or completed a
then have passed a final examination anT* "inI Served one year). and 
tions are sufficiently comprehensive/yet tTn!ibnnd,,h,t theCXamina- 
surveys that are required for such ,,77 Pfmthe very important 
examination, course of tràinine nr , fikmgS “S rallways or canals no

practice as a Land“or " "det be Emitted m

but aE.

Locating Engineer himself, becaut to bÎL En?* the.du,ies o{ the 
“fe ‘be location of the Uoie oTany rnrt ofT^ ^ ^ ‘°Under-

all matters connected with 7 ™ 7 " ‘he theory and P*cticfof

. case, of the Vansitta^nd tSZTtf. W°rkS- In 
they should have received a suffi ■ '? “ h know,edge is required, but 
practice as Surveyor, 'em am°ant of *"«“6 h theory and

*
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64 Bray-Survey of Railway Lines.

The preliminary steps in the location and survey of a line of rail
way are taken by the locating engineer himself, and generally alone. If 
possible, and time will allow, he thoroughly informs himself by personal 
inspection of all the general characteristics of the country through 
which the line is to run, and then decides what route or routes between 
the objective points of the proposed line of railway it would be advisable 
to survey in order to meet all the requirements, according to his instruc

tions, or, in some instances, according to his own judgment, of grade 
alignment and cost.
Vjpfievfi

u
ti
h

P
ol
at
to

V fo
ch

rst line or lines 
, run in as cheap and expeditious

simply trial lines—that is, they are 
manner as possible ; no time is spent 

m making permanent marks except an occasional bench-mark for future 
nor in running in the curves, and sometimes merely a compass-line

run are sta
a thi

trause,
a is run.

tan
An ordinary partyfor a railway survey through any settled parts of 

Ontario or Quebec is usually c
are

ed of the Engineer in charge, a 
transit party, usually consisting 'of one Ipansit-man, two chain-men, two 
picket-men, and from three to five axe-men, one of whom is usually 
employed in preparing, carrying and driving stakes, and a levelling party 
consisting of a leveller and rod-man, amp sometimes an axe-man ; also 
team and teamster, and 
nearly always a necessity.

nec
to i

i suci
moi

a asce
waggon seated to carry the whole party is curt

The survey commences by a trial line commencing at any point 
decided on by the Engineer, usually

ing i 
ingt 
mart 
static 
The 
mam 
are a 
stake 
Near 
distar 
the di 
feet ai 
centre

one of the objectiverpoints of 
the railway ; a small hub is driven in the ground and a point on it 
marked with a tack ; the transit is carefully levelled in the usual manner 
over the tack-head ; the Engineer points out tjie direction the line is to 
be run, and its survey proceeds in the following manner : a picket-man 
proceeds in the direction pointed but, accompanied by an axe-man, to a 
point indicated to him, or if it .is intended to run a long tangent, to a 
suitable point as distant as possible—that is, to a point from which the 
transit-man can again take a long sight ; he then calls the attention of 
the transit-man by any conventional sign, usually by waving his picket 
horizontally; the transit-man waves him and his picket, which he of 
course holds on the ground perpendicularly, into line; at the point 
indicated the axe-man drives a small hub, the transit-man again gives 
line on the hub, and a tack is driven at the point indicated. The 
picket-man then signs to the transit-man that he may come ahead,

near

1
surem 
man a
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65il-

n iî= - -—■ i lt;p. “picket-man sees this sign he is aware ’ h ,'he ,roct
observed by the transit man h .l 1 bs own sl8n has been
.1 the tab, « „ ““ S, pl““ h" ■*** P-r-toi-iï

» *- -r -, ^ “ r *~T

transit even on trial lines. ' e m the stakes with the

-angemt'unitfl^bVLctarT^ “? a‘m°St without exception, of 

are usually run in trial lines butTn a"gentS 0nly' as before stated,
necessary to ascertain approximately ^position of‘the T* 
to ascertain the level of th» a , ^ 0n tbe curve ln ordersuch a case the cu^ ma beCin wîh T“ ^ W°U'd «W i ™ 

more than ordinary accuracy or a”y Precautlons t0 ensure

,^T'" «“ JSS?, £
* t r •* ” -*•

rsr “rrrrr ■* ^
distance measured to the tack. If the hub is 
tne distance is marked with the last 
feet and tenths, and in the same 
centre line of a railway quoted.

man also carnes a note-book in which he carefully ’ ' ^
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Bray—Survay of Railway Lines.66
deviations made, size ofments to all transit-points, the angles of any 

timber, the soil, rock, etc., observations regarding the width and depth 
of streams, to assist in determining the sizes of culverts or bridges 
required, and all the topography of interest that he can without delaying 
the progress of the line.

The leveller commences his work by first carefully examining the 
adjustments of his instrument ; he then establishes a bench or bench
mark on any solid point that is not liable to be disturbed ; a favorite 
way, when possible, is to cut a notch with an elevated point on it, m 
the root of a tree ; he then assumes a datum, simply taking care to 
assume it at a point lower than any to be met with on the line; for 
instance, if he is assured that no point on the intended line of railway is 
lower than zoo feet below his bench-mark, it would be convenient to 
assume the datum to be 300 feet below ; then by taking a sight on the 
Tod held on the B.M. and adding this reading to 300, he has the height 
of his instrument above datum ; he then proceeds to take levels along 
the line run. The rod is held for this purpose at all the stations and 
at all intermediate points when a change or the unevenness of the y 
ground may require it ; also, in the beds and at the different water-level 
marks of streams. When the ground is very uneven, or slopes rapidly, 
levels at right angles, and for a short distance across the centre line, are 
sometimes required.

!
£

« r
ti
b
n

si,
e>
fri
PC
pc
lin
me
twi
tha

of the leveller’s note book contains five runThe left-hand page 
columns, entitled : Station, Back-sight, Height of Instrument, Fore
sight, and Elevation ; the right-hand page is reserved for remarks or 
topography.

The leveller keeps the levels up as nearly as possible to the transit,
time be

An;
is p
the
pref
calcnd especially in a rough country, in order that he may at any 

able to plot a profile of the ground when asked to do so by the engineer.
In the'evehing the work is plotted on a distorted scale, usually 20 feet 
to the inch vertically, and 400 feet to the inch horizontally, on profile 
paper already prepared by the manufacturer, by having 20 lines to the', 
inch ruled horizontally and 4 vertically. The engineer, by stretching a 
thread from point to point, can ascertain very rapidly if the line survey- ^ 
ed will admit the limit of gradient, and he can arrange the grades to the 
best advantage. Formerly profile paper was not to be obtained ; the 
work had then to.be plotted by scaling each horizontal and perpendicu
lar measurement,„a_most tedious process.
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one tangent from the other, measures 20” so', and the measurement on 
the centre line to the intersection point is 548 + 70, also that the 
engineer in charge has decided that a 2" curve shall be used to unite 
t e tangents. Then to find the length of the tangents of the curve, the 
well known formula is Tan. = Rad. x tan. of ^ intersection angle, 
fhe books of field practice always contain tables of 
calculated and usually to every five minutes.

A 2° curve is a curve in which a chord of too' will subtend an 
angle of 2" at the centre of the circle, the Radius of such a circle will 
then be 2864*93 feet,

<
h

1
Radii already

n

c4
usually assumed 4865 feet ; then 

Log. 2865 = 3-457125 
Log. Tan. % Int. An. ( = io°io') = 9-253648

or as
ci
th

Log. 513-8 =£710773
The tangents of the curve are therefore 513 8 feet in length ;

: it only necessary to multiply the length of 
% the Int. An. by log. '
Log. 5r3'8 (as above) = 2710773 

Log. Tan. % Int. An. (=5° 5') = 8 949168

Log. 457

The M. C. distance is therefore 457 feet. Half the complement 
of the Int. An. is 180"-20° 20' = 7g° 50; Therefore 

2
79 50 turned from either tangent obviously gives the direction of the 
M. C. and 457 feet measured carefully from the intersection point the 
middle of the curve is found which is marked with a good hub, a tack 
is driven in it at the exact spot and a witness stake is planted 
the hub.
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The tangents of the curve are then carefully measured, first the 
one to the end of the curve then the one to the beginning, the chain- 
pins are carefully lined in and every precaution is taken to 
accuracy ; good hubs are driven at both the E. C. and B. C„ and the 
exact spots marked with tacks in the usual

secure
>

manner.
The transit-man then proceeds with his instrument to the B C 

which is necessarily at station 543 + 56'a and runs thé curve half 
around that to the M. C. He then proceeds to the E. C. and 
the remaining half back to the M. C.

way
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similar to his duties on a trial line. In addition to levels taken at all 
the stations and necessary intermediate points, he has to establish
bench-marks at convenient points near the located line at d,stance
averaging about 2,=o= feet apart, for the use of the Engineers who w 
subsequently have charge of the c mstruction of ^e ra way He h 
to take close cross-sections of the sites of proposed bridge , to fuJ'

TO

or a

1
S

data for the preparation oi tne piaus u- 
has also charge usually of the soundings that 

purpose.

same b,are

show that the duties of 
are very important branches

EThe foregoing remarks will, I hope, 
transit-men and levellers in railway surveys . hown
of the profession of a surveyor ; in the same manner J 
that the similar duties connected with the survey and location 

he prodeMluties of well trained surveyors.
I tlZk that all Civil Engineers and Surveyors who have the best 

interestfof their profession at heart will admit that it would he o the 
greatest advantage to both if the professions were ” “

If such a union or federation were effected, candidates for Cm 
Engineering could be compelled by law to be .properly qualified to the 
art and different branches of Land Surveying prior to admittance to 
examination in one or more of the different branches of Civil Engineer- 
ine It will be then possible to secure that all the Civil Engineering an 
Surveying required in the various public works in the country be per 
formed by men who have gone through a requisite course of training and
examination, and the united or federated profess.on would^ave that
strength Jnd importance which is its proper due and 
to secure such legislation and to make such regulations as will tend 

towards its,material and scientific progress.
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DISCUSSION.

.. _Did not w“h it to be understood that anything in

-—U*:
Samuel Bray

W. S. Drewryneerim, u- rT°ok excePtion ‘o Mr. Bray’s remark that Engi
neering was a higher branch of the profession than Surveying. The
and othernhtShPr°h “‘“K ‘° k"°W a great deal of astronomy,
«he Engmeer8 “ " mathe™aticS *hich unnecessary to t

ThatSthfRFnJThiS r ,‘heJery point that he wished to make, viz: 
SurveÏng “ * CdUCated in ‘he requirements of Land

not

S. Bray—Said that he referred only to railway lines.
Engineers should be competent to do Surveyor’s work.

J. S. Dennis-Ml Bray’s intention seems to be to force Surveyors
considerThaTth"1'0 “ amalgamation as one Profession. He did not 
stand I > U Was any necessity for this- each profession is able to 

dr° , p 0W" b0tt(7 We did not require to take any steps to pro-

ha n n gmeOT; ey had taken stePs 10 Protect themsdves. In 
hat professwn it was a case of the “survival of the fittest.” He thought

not interfere Cwkh°tht e SeParate-and ”= should ' .

S. Bray—Did not wish to dictate to the profession and 
permission to withdraw his paper.

Voices—No ! No !
S. BRAY-He contended that the ordinary duties of a City 

Engineer were best performed by a Land Surveyor . X

£ i ,k Uid » »*»»-

-1 psn'i'• * "^-k -*
now, goodness knows.
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G. A. Mountain—Thought some of Mr. Bray’s points were good. 
All plans of railway location had to be signed by a Land Surveyor, and 
he thought that in this respect Mr. Bray was correct. He did not agree 
with Mr. Dennis that location work was not the work of a Surveyor, and 
he thought they should be competent to do this kind of work.

J. R. Hall—In locating the C. P. R. the railway company had 
employed engineers who were not surveyors, and the Department of 
the Interior had shewn on their maps a point located by them which, 
when checked by the Dominion Land Surveys, was found to be fourteen 
miles out of true position. He thought that to some extent railway 
engineers should be able to determine latitude and longitude.

Wm. Ogilvie—The higher grades of Surveying required quite as 
much knowledge as the higher grades of Railway or Civil Engineering. 
Any Engineer who undertook to determine the correct position of two 
points upon the earth’s surface relative to each other, would find it quite 
as intricate a calculation as any in Engineering.
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id.

nd
ree WHARTON’S GNOMONIC PROJECTION.
nd

CaPta>n W. J. L. Wharton, R.N., F.RS., is the Hydrographer to 
the British Admiralty at the present time, and in his treatise on Hydro- 
graphical Surveying for the guidance of his officers gives the only • 
detailed description I have met with on the graduation of a chart on 
this projection. I have therefore coupled his name in connection 
therewith, although the prinaplt has no doubt been known a long time 
and I daresay most of the members of this Association have seen brief 
allusions to it in treatises of various projections. A chart of the 
Gnomonic Projection is supposed to be drawn on a flat surface laid 
against the earth, touching it at the central point, and there only.

From the centre of the earth lines

ad
of

>4ch,
:en

ray

as

wo

ilife
are supposed to be drawn 

through the various points to be shewn on the chart until they pierce 
the flat surface.

By this method the meridians are shewn as straight lines, and the 
parallels of latitude are depicted as curves, and for a district not 
exceeding 50 or 60 miles square there is no practical distortion of the 
globular surface. »

This projection isxtgry similar to that used by the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, called the Conical or Poly-conical Projec
tion. This, as doubtless you are aware, is the development of a 
similarly small portion of the globe tangential at the middle latitude or 
at every parallel of latitude, and afterwards flattened

In both the Poly-conic and Gnomonic projections, the radiating 
point of the meridians, and the generating point of the parallels of lati
tude is represented by X (Fig. 1), being the intersection of the central 
meridian with the produced radius of the earth.

For the construction of charts on the Poly-conical Projection the 
United States Bureau of Navigation has published very useful tables 
of ver sines, which I have, wherewith to form the parallels of latitude 
Jbut by the Gnomonic Projection no especial table» are necessary, the 
top and bottom curves being drawn by means of the angular 
ment of the convergence of meridians, as will be seen later on.

Let ABCD (Fig. 1) represent the chart to be graduated.

out

measure-
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M and F on central meridian are shewn on chart at N and G. K 
east of meridian is shown at L. R (Fig. 2) is a point west of meridian 
not visible on Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2 ABCD represents the same chart facing us.
ORX are the meridians of L and R.

RXL is the convergence, for it is the difference between ORL and 
• RLX, the two astronomical bearings.

!

LTX and

1

1

* > jTo graduate the chart I would direct your attention to Fig, 3.
D and C in opposite corners of the chart have their assumed 

positions marked against them, and by means of these the

I
<

astronomi
meridians anti parallels are laid down as follows

First, thè bearing and distance are calculated between them, and 
they are plotted on the scale determined on.

iV

I v
tThere are various methods, as you know, of calculating their 

respective bearings and distance. I finà the following formulae give 
fairly accurate results :— v

o
'Tan. Mercatorial bearing = Seconds diff. long, x léngth sec, in midlat 

Seconds diff. lat. x length sec. in mid. lat.

Convergence (Scds.) = diff. long. (scds.) + sine mid. lat.
Distance = diff. lat x second Mercatorial bearing. #

The meridians are laid off through D and C, the convergence 
being exaggerated here to 6 degrees, C bearing from DN 47° E., and 
D from CS 53° W.

DF is drawn perpendiculary to meridian through D and CH 
perpendicularly to that through C.

On the polar side of these perpendiculars the angle of half the if , 
convergente is laid off by means of chords, the chord of an arc being 
equal to 2 sin. arc x rad. 1,

1<
b

o
1 *

r

cc
of
th2 A

Then G is on the parallel of D, and J on that of C, to prove which 
I wduld direct your attention to Fig. 4.

D and C are the graduating positions on Fig. 3, P the pole of pro
jection. CG is made equal to the diff. of lat. of C arid D, therefore G 
is on the parallel of D. G and D'are joined, and the line bisected in 
X, and central meridian drawn through it, DF is drawn perpendicular

nn
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K to D’s meridian, and it can now be shewn that the angle GDF is half 

convergence ;ian

Because XDP = 90-XPD 
“ = 90 - XDF

XDF = XPD (half convergence).
Turning again to Fig. 3, join CJ and DG, and bisect them in A 

and B for central meridian, and if the rectangle has been correctly pro
jected, the line joining J and G should intersect it on the original 
diagonal DC.

CJ and GD are divided into as many meridians as are required, 7 
in all here.

To get the curves of the parallels of latitude, the arc of half con- 
vergence is subdivided into as many parts as there are spaces between 
the outside meridians. U

nd also

!nd

>*
\ed
the

ind

leir
D joined to r gives position of the curve for first meridian;ive east

ward of D, and so on. Similarly for the northern parallel. The degree 
of latitude is divided on each meridian correspondingly to that of 
longitude (5 minutes here), and drawn by hand. The margin 
being ruled parallel to the centre meridian, the graduation is complete.

To prove that % convergence intersects the central meridian AB 
on the parallel of D and G, we will turn again to Fig. 4.

Bisect GDF (half convergence) cutting central meridian E.
Bisect DPE (half convergence) by line PZ 
then MDZ = 90 + convergence 

also = DZP + DPZ (j^ convergence)
•*. DZP = 90 and PZE = 90

Consequently DZP and EZP are similar |>s and PDj= PE.
In conclusion, Captain Wharton gives the proof of the value of 

convergence in terms of the middle latitude and departure, which some 
of my brother surveyors in this room may not have come across, though 
the formula is familiar to all.

curves

nee
ind

CH

the if ,
:ing

rich In Fig, 5, C is the centre of the earth, P the pole, EP and QP two 
meridians a known distance apart

BL and DL are two tangents to the meridians at the middle lati
tude known, on the same plane as th\ meridians, meeting one another 
and the axis of the earth produced, at L

BLD is the convergence, DLC is the middle latitude, and BCD

pro-
t G
l in
ular
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represents departure. BD being small, differs little from a straight line, 
and BDL and BDC may be considered plane right angled triangles. 

Now BD = DL tan BLD 
also = r tan BCD 

But DL = r Cot DLC
.'. r Cot DLC tan BLD = r tan BCD

or Tan BLD = Tan BCD Tan mid lat.
And where convergence is small we may say—

- Convergence = Dep x Tan mid lat.
The parallel of 45° running through our work in Lake Huron is 

very convenient, as the tangent of that latitude being equal to radius 
the convergence in minutes is practically the departure in nautical 
miles which can be taken off a graduated chart by inspection.
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line,

«

LATITUDE RY PRIME VERTICAL OBSERVATIONS.

In presenting this paper to the Association it is simply with the 
object of giving an illustration of a practical and accurate method for 
determining latitude ; and a method that has been used by

Papers presented to the Association should always, I think, have a 
practical bearing ; irrelevant theortitical prolems should be avoided.

It is not my intention to go into the whole mathematical discus
sion of prime vertical observations, for this would simply be a repetition 
of matter well discussed in Chauvent's Spherical and Practical 
Astronomy.

me.

n is
lius,
ical

The practical application of the above method in work connected 
with Dominion Lands would occur in Exploratory Surveys, Timber 

■ Imlt Surveys in iso,ated regions, and in a survey like the Railway Belt 
Survey through the Rocky Mountains and Selkirks which I made some 
years ago.

In connection with Timber Limit Surveys I desfre to state that it 
should be made .imperative by the Department that the Surveyor 
observe for latitude at his initial point, as it is comparatively simple to 
obtain at least one pf the geographical co-ordinates—latitude. As it s 
now, we have scarcely the faintest idea, geographically speaking, where 
some of the surveyed timber limits are. I speak from personal experi- 
ence. In the above cases the Surveyor is supposed to be provided 
with a 6-inch transit, D. L. pattern.

On the ordinary survey of Dominion Lands, whether in block, 
outline or contract work, the Surveyor has no occasion for observing

Different it is however in the other cases. For the determination 
of azimuth the latitude must be known, and furthermore in exploratory 
work the latitude is desired for its own sake, that is, for obtaining the 
geographical position of places. You will now understand under what 
conditions I am considering the above cited method.

It may be stated at the outset that with the instrument provided it 
is the best method for ascertaining the latitude, “and furthermore that 
this method ranks next to that of the zenith telescope for the most

\

> ^

i
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refined determinations of that element. Theoretically considered all 
astronomic problems that fall within ourj sphere are very simple.

For instance, to obtain the azimqlh from the altitude of the sun, 
we have given three sides of a spherical triangle, to find one of the 
angles. When we observe on Polaris at elongation, we solve a right 
angled triangle ; or when observing Polaris at any hour angle (method 
given in the Manual) we solve a triangle on which are known two sides 
and the included angle.

An observed meridian altitude of the 
theoretically, simply addition or subtraction.

A latitude observation in the prime vertical is the solution of a 
right angled triangle. And so on through the whole series. The 
question then arises, why is one method preferable to another, when 
theoretically they are equally good ?

To enter into a discussion of this question is beyond the scope of 
the present paper. However it may be stated that whenever observa
tions involving refraction can be avoided, they are "avoided, for refrac
tion is an unstable and undesirable element to deal with. Next, when 
we consider the mathematical formulae of various methods, we find that 
small errors in our data will affect’ the result in one case more than in 
another, hence the adoption of the latter. And finally, the real proof 
of the value of any method is the work resulting from it 
resulting work we have all the errors,—those of star places, instrumen
tal and personal compounded, boiled together as it were, and looking 
at us in silent figures ; and by these each method must stand or fall 
as a practical application of a theoretical principle. Now to return to 
our prime vertical observations.

If we let y=latitude, d=declination of star, and /=its hour angle 
when on the prime vertical we have

star for latitude is,sun or

1

P 1

In this
t:

j

tan (f—tan d sec. t.
Before we begin observing we must select our stars. The most 

suitable Ephemeris is the Berliner Jahrbuch, for it has the largest 
number of stars whose apparent places are given. Mathematical con
siderations tell us to take stars whose declinations are nearly the same. 
as the assumed latitude (but less of course, otherwise the star would 
transit north of the zenith and would not 
Those passing near

I

cross the prime vertical), 
and south of the zenith have the advantage too of

be
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being observed both at the 
vertical.

all east and west transits across the prime

To select stars we enter the Ephemeris with.arguments.-approxi'

, /the11™68 tW° h°Ur!’ th3t k £iRht hours ahead of the meantime, 
at nl oVrraMrf ‘ aSCenSi°n °f 3 Star whose meridian, transit is 
T;d° k W° ^ b6’ mne P'US dRht hours- that H I7b- So from 

declLt onward i we begin looking through the list for stars whose /
declmatton is somewhat less than the assumed latitude, 
selected several stars, avoiding first magnitude

known.P The hourSangtePweefi^from“de " Sufficient,y we"

un,
the
ght
lod
ies

* y
is,

f a
’he Having 

ones on account of theen

of
va-
ic- Cos t=Cot (p tan S

and the altitude from
Sin h~Sin d Cosse (p.

ccurrence. The form upon which I enter them is the following 
___________Date : 6

en

hiat
in

K)f
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;n-

ng
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to

Approx. Transit.Star. Mag. Altitude. Chron. Time Transit. Remarks.E W;le

V--)St
!St
n-
ie.
Id
i).

of Now in order to make an observation two conditions are requisite 
besides the adjustment of the instrument for level and com”
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namely, that the instrument be in the prime vertical and that we know 
the true sidereal time of transit.

I always determine my chronometer correction before and after the 
prime vertical observations. By this means I not only determine the 
chronometer error but also its rate, an important considektion if the 
rate is great. For the determination of time I use the simple and 
expeditious method given in the Manual,—observing a time star in the 
same vertical plane with Polaris. Knowing the time now, the azimuth 
of Polaris for a convenient time, just before the prime verital observa- 

v tions are begun, is computed.
With chronometer in hand I then set Polaris on the intersection of 

the threads at that instant ; next read one venier anrf turn the instru
ment the computed angle into the prime vertical.

When observing transits I pursue the following method for record
ing time : When the star is in the field of, the telescope and about 30 
seconds before transit I pick up the beat of my sidereal pocket chrono
meter (such as furnished years ago to Block Surveyors) at some even 
division,—say at any of the quarter minutes of the second hand, and 
then carry the beats forward mentally, generally within hearing of the 
chronometer, up to the instant of transit when I record the beat at 
that instant, afterwards to be reduced to seconds and fractions thereof. 
My chronometer has 135 beats per minute, making each beat or the 
interval between two beats equal to four-ninths of a second.

While observing it is Essential to note the level of the rotation axis 
as this quantity enters directly as a correction to the observed latitude. 
When observing the east and west transits of the same star we obtain a 
measure of the azimuth error from the hour angle of the meridian of the 
instrument, which latter is evidently equal to the difference of the mean 
of the true sidereal times of transit and the right ascension of the star.

If we cap the hour angle of the meridian of the instrument, or, 
which is the same thing, the longitude of the instrument A, then the 
azimuth
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By taking the mean of the east and west hour angles we eliminate the 
azimuth error. If the time permits, when observing at a place, to 
observe on a second night (he same star or stars in reversed position of 
the axis we cut out the collination error, and hence from the mean of 
two night’s observations have a result free from instrumental errors.
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chro—a" CrT in time (error both of noti"g time of transit and of 
chronometer as determined) affects the latitude by a small amount, as

formula^ ra“° eXprCSSed the differential °{ the fundamental

w

ic
îe

tan w = tan d See t
in which for differentiation d is considered constant.

Differentiating we have Sec* v d <p = tan » tan t Sec t dt,

W\utnce~L=% Sin 2 <p tan t.

In this latitude an error of one second in time, beyond which an 
e»ror should not be made in observing, would make an error in latitude 
of about two seconds in

Prime vertical observations should never be taken on 
the meridian only, but always on both sides 
ktar. This is necessary to check and 
ment in azimuth.

îe
id
ie
:h
a-

%

of
arc.11-

one side of 
samei- even, if not on the 

neutralize the error of the instru-,0
>-

And if the collimation constant is not known, as 
with the surveyor’s transit, then another observation 

should be taken with axis reversed. The principle of reversal in any 
and all kinds of observations cannot be too strongly commended. 

Preston.

is usually then
case

d east and west
ie
it

ABSTRACT OF OBSERVATIONS.f.
ie March 25th, 1891. Circle South. Value r div. level = 5" 

Level.Star. .is Mag. Setting Alt. Transit. Remarks.n. 8.
e.

h. m. a,
7-58-36.9

916-24.4

Clear night, very 
light breeze.
31° F.

a 10 Urs. Maj. 

fi Urs. Maj. 

10 Urs. Maj. 

ft Urs. Maj, 

Polaris 

£ Can. Maj.

Polaris 

/8 Leonis. f

7-6 7.4 
9-4 5-6

4.0 77”.91

3- ° 77".H

4- 0 I 770.91

ie
6. 8.8n ? 6.4r.

10.0 5.5
4- 810.4

5- 9 9.3 
9*7 5-7

10-09-09.1r,
e 77°.n3-o II35-54-2 

6-53-50 

6-56 42.0

W' ^

I For time.e
o
>f 11-45-05
)f

ii'5i*43-6

f

,
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82 Klotz—Latitudi by Prime Vertical Observations. 
Circle North. ^

March 28th, 1891.

5-8 8.0 
8.2 5.8
6.5 7.9 
4-5 9-8
8.0 6 6
4.6 10.0

■7 9-i
■ 3 6.6

10 Urs. Maj. 

y Urs. Maj. 

10 Urs. Maj 

ft Urs. Maj.

Polaris j 

3 Can. Maj. ( 

Polaris 

/? Leoms. f

Fine, calm night. 
31" F.

77°.914.0 7-55-5»

770.11 9-13-29.63-o

770.91 10-06-41.14.0
!

77°.n 11-3313-63-o
8

7-00-40
For time.

7-°3'4'-'

I. I I-41-30

I I-48-53.I
I i

The following is the reduction of one set of observations :— 
Preston—Assumed latitude 430 24'.

For 10 Ursae Maj oris.
West.

h. m. 8.
IO-09-09.1 

- 9-46.2

t

East.

'/= 7-58-36-9

Circle South. c

Rate + 3‘ per hour.
h. m. 8. h. in. «.

<7=8-53-34.67 '8-53 34.67
r+jT= 7-48-44.20 jp ^-22.9

i-04-5 oft 7 1-05-48.23
1-05-48.23

- 9^-7

7-48-44.2
9-59-22.9

9-59-22.9

i!
■ 17-48-07.1 

iSum= 8-540355 
<7= 8 53 34.67 

28588
l'.ti

{2-10-38.70
â= ‘-05-I9-35
= i6‘i9'5o"3 Æ=42°i2'57",6

f log tan 8 = 9-9577287 
log Stc t? = -0178849
log Cos A = 9999991

V-

log tan ip’ = 9 9756127 
f' =43°23 3i”-8 

+ i".8
t

6 =

? = 43°a3 33 -6

X
X

u 4
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The value of v includes the correction for collimation, but as we
MaVrechnJ °n, 'he Same star for instrument-circle north-on
March 28, we may neglect determining the collimation as its effect will 
disappear in the mean of the two nights.

For March 28, ^ = 43“ 23’48". t
ni„hiThe m,earl °[ observations on one star,-10 Urs. Maj. for two 
nights—circle south and circle north respectively gives

Po= 43° 23' 4o"-9
Similarly is deduced from observations

ght.

$

on the same nights on y.Urs. Maj.
March 25,

“ 28,
And the mean

<P = 43° 33' 38".9 
9 = 43° 23' 47*8 
9o= 43° 23' 43"-4

For final value we take the mean of the two stars, hence 

0 = 43° 23' 42". 1
be noticed that the result given by, the one star differs from 

that of the other star by 2".$.
This we may consider a measure of accordance to be exncrteH in 

observations taken with ordinary care, and as applicable for the field.

It will

OTTO J. KLOTZ.

67
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* 84 0. P. R. Examination of North- West Lands.
«/

t
1

THE SYSTEM ADOPTED BY THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 
RAILWAY FOR THE EXAMINATION OF 

NORTH-WEST LANDS.

i

c
I

1 The contract made between the Government of Canada and the 
Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the construction of a trans
continental railway provided/ 
twenty-five million acres of land.

It was stipuMted that the lands should consist of such odd

u
i

as part of the consideration, a subsidy cf
2.

num
bered sections as were fairly fit for settlement, ft? a belt extending 
twenty-four miles on each side of the part of the railway lying between 
Winnipeg and the Rocky Mountains, and in such other areas as might 
be agreed upon.

i

For the proper administration of these lands it was necessary to 
decide two points, viz : What, if any sections should be named as not 
coming up to the standard implied in the contract, and what was the 
relative value of each parcel, to a k 
object of the Government survey of the North-West lands vtas to define 
their boundaries accurately rattier than their surface vaille, the fiel* 
notes an^ja^ts furnished ^ the Dominion Land Surveyors were not 
found ad^^kfor the purposes of the Company. It was therefor.e 
essential to^HJfee a corps of men to make such examinations in the 
field, the resu^pl which would be sufficient to enable the Executive to 
come to a decision on the point at issue.

nown standard. Inasmuch as the
3-

4-
X

5- 1

6. 1It mas found impossible to lay down a system for valuing sections 
of land, spread over vast areas, in unsettled districts, the working out of 
which would show accurately the true value of each parcel. But in 
order that the official charged with administering the lands of the Rail
way Company should be able to properly interpret the minds of a large 
number of examiners, it pas necessary that there should be one system 
of grading on which all were to work, the basis ÿ which should be 
certain standard sections of land with which he and the examiners 
alike familiar and to which all the lands reported on should be referred. 
This is the principle underlying the system on which I am now address
ing you. Tim

7- (

8. i

base 
relat 
been 
the i 
appli

were

into
^ developed a number of imperfections with regard to the

i
/

I



G. P. R. Examination of North West Zand».

ist ÏFJrt* questi0n Wi" ^ treated under tw° headings ;- 
oLring.t information required, and. The method for

86

VCIFIC

V
The characteristics of each 

under the following heads :— 
i. Surface—

sec^on of land were to be given

slnn» ^heth£r I,e'V?1, rolIing’ brc,ken or hi"y- The direction of 
slope and general elevation atx# principal streams and late

Iw —« »
(a) Rich, deep, dark loams with 

Rated No. i.

and the 
a trans- 
bsidy cf

2. Soil—
Id num- 
tendinti 
aetween 
s might

clay or jiandy-clay subsoils.
i

" 'zx&rsss?,? » >
(c) Shallow or gravelly loams with

Rated No, a.
(d) Sands and gavels. Rated No. 3, and lower.

3‘ T,MofRw7r^in,d a"d fharfcter 01 «rowth. Estimate saw-logs, cords
of wood, ties and rails on each quarter section.

*■ “• «»• » j width

S' Grass Kind and nature of growth on upland; the 
per acre meadows will yield.

6. Minerals—Kind, nature of deposit, etc. e 
7- CAPABiL.TiES-The class of farming the section is best adapted for.

• Area of arable land on each quarter section.
Each legal subdivision is graded by numbers running from r to e 

based on the result of examination under the above head. 5’relative value to the standard sections on^Mhe 

been trained before entering on their duties. Having sketched briefly 
the nature of the information required I will proceed to its practical

i.» 2Tp«Ï ^ —w .4,
A fond examining party consists of six men, comprising a.chief,

ssary to 
1 as not 
was the 
as the 

i define 
le fields 
ere not 
erefor.e 
in the 

itive to

sand and gravelly subsoils.

X
A

amount of hay

ections 
out of 

But in 
e Rail- 
a large 
system 
aid be 
•s were 
ferred. 
idress- 
to the
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86 C. P. R. Examination of North- West Lands.
three land examiners, a cook and teamster. The chief, in addition to 
doing the regular work of an examiner, supervises that of the examiners 
under him.

c

eBefore sending the parties into the field they were brigaded in one 
camp, where they were employed under the direction of the chief officer 
of the Department for some days in working together on certain standard 
sections. This was done for the purpose of perfecting the examiners in 
pacing, in seeing that the instructions were properly interpreted, and in 
fixing on the minds of the examiners,the character of the sections that 
were to be their guides for future work.

a
N i:

k

S •! In order to better ensure uniformity of work inspectors were placed 
over divisions consisting of five parties. These inspectors made monthly 
rounds, comparing the reports of the various parties in their division 
and gave general direction to the field work.

The chief examiner, after arriving with his party at the group of 
townships named for examination, makes a daily allotment to each of 
the examiners of the sections he desires them to report on. In an 
ordinary prairie country one man can examine two sections in a day. 
At this rate the odd numbered sections in a township are examined in 
two working days.

Si
tii
st

The examination is made by running at least two of the boundary 
lines of each legal subdivision. This work is effected by means of a 
four-inch Bernier compass and pacing. The examiners are drilled into 
using a step of i,ooo double paces to the mile. Every feature that 
would add or detract from the value of the section under examination 
must be noted. In fact the examiner is required to make a complete 
topographical survey of the section. The work is plo/ed in the field 
with scale and protractor on section diagrams printed'and issued in pad 
forms for this purpose. Whatever class the examiher finds that the soil 
of a section belongs to, the figure representing that, as shown in the scale 
I lpve previously given, represents the basis for grading. For evesy ten 
acres of waste land in a legal subdivision the rating of that particular ■ 
parcel is reduced half a grade. Thus a legal subdivison having a deep 
rich soil,nesting on a clay subsoil, such as we find in the Red River 
Valley, cont lining twenty acres of waste land, would rate number two 
There are.ybf coiirse, exceptions to be made in this rule, when, for 
instance, tile presence of a lake or hay meadow might add rather than 
detract tom the value of the land, the exami

or
ve

msr must use his own

:

fi

m



C. P. R. Examination of NortK- West Lands. 87
dition to 
ominers discretion in grading the legal subdivision. Having completed the 

examination of the sections allotted to him. his day’s work, the
examiner returns to the camp, makes a fair copy in ink of the drawing 
and field-notes made during the day. This is handed to the chief, who, 
if satisfied as to its correctness, transmits it at the first opportunity to the 
head office, where it is fyled, with others, for future use

as

i in one 
:f officer 
itandard 
liners in 
and in 

ons that
L A. HAMILTON.

: placed 
nonthly 
livision,

DISCUSSION,

Wm. Ogilvie—Thought it would be well if Dominion Land 
Surveyors were instructed to adopt some such system for the classifica
tion of lands, and had some definite rules laid down as to-what con- 
stituted ist, 2nd and 3rd-class soil.

L. A. Hamilton—Considered Mr. Ôgilvie’s suggestion a good 
In their examinations the classifications had been found to be 

very different from those determined by the Surveyors of Townships.
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88 Dufresne A New Signal for Mountainous Districts.

t;A NEW fIGNAL for mountainous districts.

Members of the Association of DominionTo the President, f<AND

Land Surveyors.
> d

Gentlemen,—
.1 :

For many considerations I ask indulgence fWtlns Assembly.

In the first place, this js my first public lecture and I am not very 
m=thenonngWue ,angl/age *“ Which 1 address J French being mj

I would add to this, tha\ lam one of the “young ” in the Associ 

t.on and was strongly solicited by the Executive Committee which

o:

J. w
01

or

an
in

My present paper is on Signals.
In the seasoe of 1889, I sensed as h'èad of the observing party in 

Mountains. “ TriangUla*ion of the Railway Belt - in the Rocky

t
it

rei
The experience I obtained showed 

improve the class of signals to be used
th<

me that much could be done to 
on such surveys.

Allow me, gentlemen, to give yotf an idea^of the difficulties ar 
observer meets when, with a telescope of 3= power, he looks for mai

Dc
tro
the
the

measuring 6 a o
theThis signal covers 

of observation.
an angle of only about 10 seconds at the point

clinIn the given direction more than 
the signal, will probably be 

Now

natural pyramid resembling 
and might put you astray.

one
seen

half
mac
mid

t

x •

ms
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lots. Dufresne A New Signal for Mountainous Districts. 89

I may add that a flag of a feet by 3 cannot be seen at 
tance than 18 miles in ordinary clear weather,
for ,Ld0nu‘. redbmme?d ShT COlorS for s«nals «* top of mountains

Æî.'ïï.s zr* “ *
Another difficulty which the observer meets, chiefly about the end 

of the season, is, that the mountains and signals being covered with snow, 
the whole is white and do not project well on the sky.

A great hindrance to good sighting is caused by refraction, chiefly
oWn ffie^ Z°fam0Untain, the °bSerVer hSS 10 P"™1 °"a si«nal

a greater dis-

rs.

Ominion
15 miles.

ybly.
sot very 
ieing my

In practice I found it necessary to place a reflector in some instanc 
on such'signals.

An old saw is “necessity gives means,” I went to work, 
and found something that might do away with much difficulty in observ
ing such signals and avoid all uncertainty.

Associ- 
, which, 
nt, that,
' part in

es

Allow me to call the machine I propose a “ Revolving- Heliotrope"- 
it is intended.to surmount the stone pyramid.

This invention is simply art Anemometer, in which the cups are 
replaced by shining tin cones, whose bases 
the altitude.

I

'arty, in 
Rocky

are opened and are equal to

The difference of construction between the Anemometer invented by 
Doctor Robinson, Dean of Armagh, Ireland, and the Revolving Helio
trope referred to, is the following :-In the foriher the axis revolves with 
the arms and cup#, in order to register the velocity of the wind, and in 
the latter the axis remain stationary while the cones revolve.

I replace the cups with cones, because in practice it is easier to make 
a cone ; furthermore, the pointed shape oppose, less resistance against 
the wind and the machine will revolve more freely.

I strongly urge the last consideration as it would be a hard job to 
climb several thousand feet every morning to oil the machine.

The “ Revolving Heliotrope » is constructed as follows :
The a™s are >i feet in length and made with cylindrical iron bar 

half an inch in diameter, The axis, three-fourths of an inch in diameter, 
made of steel and is twelve inches in length. It has a shoulder at its

lone to

:ies ar. 
signal, 

1 might

iring 6

point

nbling

lardly 
[ht by
y the middle.

Six inches of the axis is framed on the pole built in the monument. *

t

Ix «

I
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The hub carrying the

Signal for Mountainous Districts. 

is passed through the upper part of the

ew

. arms
axis. I

The cones are made of

d. uS sssr-***
The Revolving Heliotrope is carried to the summit of the moun

tains in pieces, and then the arms are screwed to the hub.
The whole machine weighs only from 7 to 8 pounds 
Four iron guy wires must be attached to the top of the pole and

wnnIH ry ?nes’ *° prevent the shakin« of the machine, which 
would, in time, destroy the monument.

The Revolving Heliotrope will reflect the rays of the su. 
point in a circle of 30 miles radius. „ \

It is evident that it will work when the Observer is Berwyn the sun 

and the signal, or when the sun is at right angles with the} lineofsW 
The worst caro would be when the object is. between the observe
hfl TA™ that Case 11 would sti“ aPPly. for the rays of the sun are 

reflected by two of the cones before they are sent in the direction of 
he observer ; the direct rays are reflected by the exterior surface of the 

first to the interior surface of the second, and then to the observer. In
surfaTnT.h 1 ! d‘reCt ra,S °f the sun are reflected from the interior 

to the observer C°ne *° exterior aurface °f th= fourth, and then

Consequently, the observer receives two reflected 
which are equaUy distant from the centre of the Revolving Heliotrope.

As the observations at long distances are made only when tbfesun 
is shining, this Revolving Heliotrope will always be visible 
observer, and that without the help of an heliotrope

I have made a trial of this machine for a distance of ,8 miles
tlon”8TheTh °f N°Vember-when the sun has a large south declina
tion. The result was a success, and it was so easily seen as to do away 
with any doubt as to its practical value. '

It has been objected that the rays of the sun so reflected are sub
ject to great variation caused by refraction, and, consequently, might be
noTZVf T- ‘"o’"?.observations- Supposing this to be true, would 

. .y°!vm8 Heliotrope be a considerable help in pointing on the
right monument ? It would be a good indication of the signal

I have prepared hastily a rough model of the Revolving Heliotrope 
. in order that any member qould see it at work, which I now exhibit. ’

L. ACHILLE DUFRESNE.
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DISCUSSION.

J. S. Dennis—The apparatus proposed by Mr. Dufresne is a good 
The same idea had been used on the Special Survey <gme years 

ago, but only one cone was used. It had been found, however, that 
the signal was not a good one to observe on owing to reflection, but 
the cone served a useful purpose in finding the point to be observed.

L, A. Dufresne—That was its only objection.
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92 Brady-On the Mining, etc., of Low Grade Ores.

largi 
and 
mile 
that 
(say 
of sv

NOTES

On the Mining, Concentration and Reduction 
Ores, and the Advantages of Water-Power 
Transmission in Connection with the Same.

gold quartz.

of Low Grape 
and Electric

Two-dollar auriferous quartz, when found in large veins or lodes 
now be mined and milled in California at a profit. When this branch 

of mining was first entered upon in that State, fifty dollars per ton gold

labour and the other factors of production, imperfect machinery, and 
methods, and profound ignorance of the business. Managers and Super
intendents were without knowledge, practical Ar technical, and the klin- 
mg and Metallurgical Çngineers brought from abroad were years In 
learning to adapt theihselves and their methods to the widely different 
circumstances that prevailed here. Failures 
years idle quartz mills and abandoned min»»
California. This

ore 
is di 
throi 
bin. 
scree 
draw 
in fr< 
main

I can

feede
fed athe rule, and for many 

were to be seen all
were

with
not due to the poverty of the mines, but to the 

circumstances above enumerated, and hundreds of quartz mines aban
doned in early days have been re-opened within the last five years or so
™lT‘i ImPI°Vad rChmery’ and under comPetent management, are 
paying large dividends ; and gold mining is to-day as safe and as profit-
able a business as farming, fruit growing, commerce, or any other pursuit

an an
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silver ores.

The same remarks apply to silver and silver-bearing base metal mines
Owing to the great improvements in Mining, Milling, Concentrating and 
Smelting machinery and plant, the application of Electricity to the trans
mission of power, and the increased knowledge possessed by our Mining 
Engineers, Superintendents, foremen and men, of the proper methods 
of mining and concentrating the ores, it is a fact that concentrating ores 
of the above character, yielding an average of only $5 per ton in value 
of silver and base metal combined, can be mined and reduced

f
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large scale, at. a fair profit, in localities where water-power can be had, 
and where water or railroad transportation can be reached within a few 
miles, and $10 silver-bearing concentrating rock will pay almost anywhere 
that machinery can be brought in to work it, provided the vein is large 
(say over to feet wide) and canVurnish from roo tons upwards per day 
of such ore.

83

■ow Grape 
) Electric

gold quartz mills and milling

The modern Gold Mill is usually built in'Such a situation that the 
ore can be delivered by car or waggon at the upper part, where it 
is dumped against an inclined “grizzly,” and the finer ore, passing 
through the interstices of the “ grizzly,” falls directly into the main ore 
bin. The coarser ore (too large to pass through the “grizzly”) is 
screened off by gravitation into the coarse ore bin, from which it is 
drawn, by gravity, directly into the rock-breakers, or it falls upon a floor 
in front of the rock-breakers ; by these it is crushed and falls into the 

' main ore bins.

s or lodes, 
this branch 
:r ton gold 
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the co^t of 
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er pursuit

From the main ore hifisrhe ore passes through gates into the “ self- 
feeders," which supply it autoitiatitylly to the batteries. Quicksilver is 
fed at intervals to thé mortars of the battery, and, coming in 
with the native or “free ” gold of the finely-crushed ore, forms with it 
an amalgam. This amalgam is caught partly by the copper plates in the 
battery, and partly upon the amalgamated, or silver-plated copper plates, 
on the apron and in the sluice-boxes outside, after it has issued through 
the screens of the mortar. The amalgam is “ cleaned up ” periodically 
and retorted. Retorting consists in the sublimation of the quicksilver, 
the vapors of which are condensed in water and the quicksilver collect
ed; the residual gold is in a porous state ; it is melted with fluxes in 
crucibles and cast in ingots. The pulp from which the free gold has 
been extracted by amalgamation passes over concentrators of various 
mechanical devices. These concentrators effect a separation of the 
auriferous sulphuretfl from the worthless gangue. In California the 
concentrated sulphurets are treated by the Chlorimation process. In 
some other sections of the country the sulphurets are sold to the 
smelting works.

contact

:al mines, 
iting and 
he trans- 
r Mining 
methods 
ling ores 
in value 
ed on a

AURIFEROUS SULPHURETS.

The gold ores of California carry, on an average, a% of sulphurets. 
The concentrated sulphurets assay, on an average, from $6o to $90 per

4%

!
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Chlorim«LWWork,min SifornU^h' ^silveri The custom
(about 40 cent, ~r ton Cahformacharge $ao per (on of sulphurets 
and return 90% oHhe ujy” *» treatment,

. Per ton- “'«cting 90 to 94 per cent, of th

of si 
.to c 
is sii 
ores, 
pan-

\
treating 6 to 9 tons 

at a cost of $8.00 to $10.00 
e assay value of the gold.

SIIVER MILLING ORES, FREE AND REBELLIOUS.

Silver Milling ores are either “free” or “base” «ml .k . 
require » preliminary or. chloridizing roasting. The free m,ÏL 

passes through the same process as gold ores until the'baitery is feacîT

*

^ rrr “* -r™ s=; suites
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of silver arising frornSrolatili^ation. Zincblende requires long roasting 
.to convert it into sulphate. The subsequent process of atnalgamation 
is similar to that described with reference to the treatment of free-milling 
ores, though the grinding process is usually omitted or curtailed in the 
pan-amalgamation of roasted ores. '

The custom 
of sulphurets 
or treatment,

! 6 to 9 tons 
oo to $10.00 
f the gold. CONCENTRATION.

A Modern Concentrating Mill encloses a good many forms of 
.^nachinery by which ores are prepared for subsequent metallurgical 

treatment. The operation of concentration and dressing is based on 
the difference of the specific gravity of the mineral constituents of an ore, 
by virtue of'which the minerals have unlike velocities falling through 
water or other medium. Water is preferably the separating medium. 
The coarse crushing of the ore is done by rock breakers, and the 
“ screenings,” or coarse stock from the rock-breakers, is further com
minuted by rolls or stamps. But for this purpose rolls are preferable, 
inasmuch as their use minimizes the amount of slimes incident to 
crushing.
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From the rolls the ore passes into the first (largest and coarsest) of 

the series of five involving screens, or “ trammels." The trommels-are 
either cylindrical or conical in form. In the former class the convey
ance ç>f the “ screenings ” from the delivery end to the discharge end of 
the trommel is effected by the inclination giveifeto the axis of the trom
mel. In the latter class this is attained by virtue of the conical shape 
pf the trommels ; the screenings drop through “ spouts ” into the jigs, 
which have sieves corresponding in mesh to those of the delivering 
trommels. The trommels have sheet-iron receiving aproqs, into which 
the ore falls after passing through the perforations of the 
Through these aprons the ore is delivered to the next^finer sieved 
trommel of the series.

^ The ordinary type of jig is a trough-shaped water-box divided into 
two compartments by a partition extending part way down. In one of 
the compartments is a loosely-working) plunger operated reciprocally. 
In the other compartment is a fixed horizontal screen on which the 
sized ore is fed.

The strokes of the plunger cause a pulsation of water through the 
sieve. The ascending current raises the mixed particjes, which, in their 
descent through the water, arrange themselves in layers.
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place in a series
!ach apartment from above by a ,!ZTf Z*" * br4ht to 
downward against the bottom tfthebZ' "Z’ dlschar8in8 the water 
rent- This ascending current box-produces « amending cur-
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Imore readily by the flowffig water a£ carried 7 Z*** “ted upon *
and pass away as tailings while ,L T?d down the inclined planes 
remain as concentrate^ ’ Sma er (spec,ficaliy hgavier) particles

SMELTING,
centmKre'smeuS W^r-jlcSffl^t'^FC°nCenlrated and ““con

tons capacity per day of 24 hourswith re“h “ °ffrom 3= ‘° 60 
>ng or matting refractory ores. The fuel used ““'7 for roas,‘mixture of both. The consumai» , ’ d 18 ch"coal or coke, or a
from 20% to 25% of the weight of the .triti*1' Whe" U”d alone- “ 
mixed fuel from ,5% to 20V The.,., Lg m,xtUre- »“d that of
"xx. 0™”e r”1 ro■k"
of charcoal. - The fluxes commonly reaZd T 10 «° lbl 
«one, etc), limestone and iron ore sZl l T “ (qUartz- ““d- 
melted into a matte in a reverberaLvt i ^ t0 roasted and 
the blast-furnace, while others, such as carhZ being sme,ted >“ 
associated with a sufficient amount oZffi^fZ a"d ,ead —

without flu* or preliminary roastinaZ 'etC- ““ ** smelted 
obtained from many differed I! * 7 ma,tln* When ores are 
require no foreign flux combinations can be made that will
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but under unfavorable conditions may run as high as $18 or $20 per 

WATER-POWER.

The Treadwell Mine, tlouglas Island, Alaska, is said to have the 
largest quartz mill in the world. All the machinery, consisting of 240 
stamps, 96 concentrators,' 12 ore-crushers, etc.,'requiring about 500 horse 
power, is run by a single wheel 7 feet in diameter, under a head of 
about 500 feet, tpaking 235 revolutions and using 630 cubic feet ofv 
water per minute through a nozzle 3,31 inches in diameter ; with a 
4-inch nozzle this wheel" will work up to 735 horse power. Perfect 
regulation is afforded by the use of a deflecting nozzle operated by a 
hydraulic governor. The nozzle is about 4 feet long with a ball joint at 
the butt end, and to the discharge end is attached, by lever connections, 
an automatic hydraulic regulator, which varies the amount of 
applied to the wheel as may be needed to adapt it to varying loads— 
device which affords a peculiarly simple, sensitive and satisfactory 
regulation. With such an arrangement, and in such a location, the 
advantage of water-power is conspicuous. Thus 'the wheel above 
mentioned weighs but 800 lbs., and the entire equipment, embracing 
shaft, boxes, driving-pulley, etc, oiily about 4,000 lbs. On the other 
hand, a steam machinery plant, to give the maximum capacity of such a 
wheel, would not weigh less than 200 tons. And the expense of* 
running such a plant would be almost unmeasurably greater. s

LOW-GRADE ORES AMD WATER-POWER.

The Star Mining and Reduction Co. of Fresno County, r«lifnmia 
furnishes a good example of Low-Grade concentrating ores, worked by 
water power. This Company has a lode 150 feet wide, with thousands 
of tons of quartz on the surface carrying galena in bunches, stringers, 
etc, and worth from $10 to $20 per ton in lead and silver. This ore is 
concentrated to about 60% lead, 60 oz. in silver, and $3 to $4 in gold, 
at a cost of $1.25 per ton for mining and transport, and 50 cents per 
ton for concentrating.

The plant consists of one mammoth Blake crusher, Cornish rolls, 
x screens of different fineness, German jigs, etc, in a building 136 by 60 

feet, 68 and 45 feet high, stone foundation. The ore is conveyed from 
the mine to the concentrating mill by means of a Halliday Wire Tram
way 7,000 feet long.
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The capacity of the concentrating works is 
hours, and the building and machinery are so arranged as to uermit nf 

,S bein® doubled- The total cost of the plant was $4<=^
Ia5 tons in twenty-four

pulle
mate

' i

: ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

fromIt has been only about two-and-a-half years since the attentinn nf 
mine operators was first called to the practicability of ÏL^ Trans

Stea °n h °Wer’ and the advantases of substituting Water-Power for 
Steam, where water-power can be had within any r&sonabL dtonce '

tion c'eaM '0nd“'0nS, were such as ""t to admit of a direct applied
gress made ntd aWakened in this object, and rapid pro-
gress made m its development, as the following examples will show

- ,The R°armg Forks Electric Light and Power Co. of Aspen Colo 
affords a very mteresting application of Water-Power to the Lduction 

ectnc energy, anpthe conveniept and profitable use made of it in 
mining operations. This was one of'the first attempts, on a sÏÏeofanv 
magnitude, to operate the various machinery required in mills and

Si'Æ Jd”2S"d'■“ “• *
The power plant consists of eight a4-inch Pelton wheels 

revolutions, 810 feet head ’
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The wheels weigh about 90 lbs. each, and (including shafting, 
pulleys, boxes, gates, nozzles, etc.) the proportions would be 4% lbs. of 
material to every horse-power developed.

The relative proportion in the best type of steam plant would be 
from 400 to 50b pounds of material to every horse-power.

This plant has been in operation for more than a year, and works 
in every way satisfactorily.
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THE ASPEN MINING CO., COLORADO.

Capacity aoo horse-power, transmitted three miles ; running pump, 
yfioist, tramway, etc. Started up about June 1st, 1890. Reports 

entirely satisfactory.

1 CAROLINE MINING CO., OURAY, COLO.

Two Pelton wheels ; capacity, 400 horse-power ; head, 525 feet ; 
power transmitted 3^ miles through two strands of 00 wire, ground 
return. Machinery to be operated :—One Knowles’ pump, 750 feet 
lift, 30 H. P. hoist, roo-ton concentrating mill, one saw-mill.

ECONOStV OF WATER-POWER AND ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION.iels, 1,000 
heel—total 
an^ 3,500

, The Dalmatia Mine, El Dorado Co., CaL, owned by a London 
I syndicate. The vein is a huge mineralized dyke of porphry with quartz 
\ seams, and is opened by tunnel-and shafts which cut the ore body 200 
ij feet deep A cross-cut 19c feet long has not reached the wall. The 

ores are mined by contract and delivered at the mill for 7% cents a 
ton. This is made possible by reason of the large body of ore and 
its loose character.
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The mill is equipped with three Huntington mills?crushing 25 tons 
a day each, and ten stamps crushing 25 tons a day, making the capacity 
too tons in

ozzle and 
ining 120
r 16 c. p.
used for 

he mines,

every twenty-four hours. The ore is mined and milled for 
This economy in the working of the Dalmatia mine 

ores is due to the fact that this property enjoys the distinction of being 
the first quartz mine in the State run by electricity. .

. The plant consists of one Pelton wheel, 7 foot, using 400 miners’ 
inches of water under 112% feet head; one Electric generator of 126 
H. P., connected with Pelton wheel ; two small wires to mill, one mile 
away, connect with electric motor or dynamo in the mill. From pulley 

Oy^pr dynamo a belt carries the power djrect to the main shaft. The

50 cents a ton.
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Company are taoing to 
and run it with the surplus power, making their capacity 15°lons a *1' 

The mill Bas a complete Electric Light plant, with turbine wheels,

100
connect another ao-stamp with the same wires,

T

etc.
t fall will drive a dynamo, and the same water can be used 
Mt flows down the river. In this way power can be made 

to drive all the mills within miles.

A 30-f 
continually 
on any stream

The Electric Transmission of Power reduces the cost in every 
instance. It allows the placing of the mill in any locality ; it overcomes 
the difficulties attending the operating of a mine where wood and watej 
are scarce ; it saves all the expense of water for boiler and fuel for heat, 
etc. There is scarcely any limit to the possibilities attending the use ot 

Electric Power in mining.
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Mining Engineer.

Victoria, B.C., February, 1891.
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rires,
day.

reels, THE MINING PROSPECTS AND INDUSTRIES OF 

. WEST ALGOMA.
used
nade HISTORY OF THE MINES.

Mining on the north shore of Lake Superior is of a comparatively 
recent date, which is somewhat remarkable, is there are numerous 
evidences of mining by the aboriginal inhabitants in Isle Royal, where 
old workings, stone hammers and other Crude implements have been 
found. The honor of the first mineral discovery on the north shore 

however reserved for Colonel Prince, who in 1845, whilst searching 
for copper at Spar Island, in Princes Bay, found a vein of grey copper 
ore carrying a high percentage of silver. In 1846 Professor Sheppard 

emPloyed by the Montreal Mining Company to explore and locate 
mineral lands along the north shore, resulting in the taking up of 
twenty-seven large blocks of land, and some islands near them, but no 
mining work was done on them at that time, principally owing to the . 
extreme difficulty of reaching Lake Superior with supplies, there being 
then only small boats on the great lakes, and these were only available 
as a means of transit for aljout six months in the year. From this time 
hardly anything 
Brothers discovered th

every
omes
water
heat,
isebf was

waster.

tone until May, 1865, when the McKellar 
Enterprise Mine in the Township of McTavish, 

of galena ore carrying lWl and silver and in the year following they 
found the Old Thunder Bav in the Township of McGregor
containing native silver and argentite, and the Shuniah or Duiican ' 
mine in Township ot McIntyre, also containing native silver and 
argentite. From this date, 1866, commenced the first boom in 
silver mining in Algoma District, which drew a large number of 
American capitalists to Port Arthur, then called Prince Arthur’s 
Landing, resulting in large tracts of land being surveyed; the 
discoveries being frequent and rich until 1868 when a man named 
Morgan, in the employ of the Montreal Company, discovered the Silver 
Islet Vein on a small rock included in-<he Company’s land. In 1868 
also a large deposit of Baryta, was found on McKellar’s Island, but 
nothing was done of any importance with it until the past year when 
considerable quantities of Baryta were taken out and shipped to the 
United States. The vein is about forty feet wide and of excellent

was
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in 1870-71, when Silver Fox,

The
vein
silve
mini

quality. The next important discovery 
Harbour or Beck Mine, in McGregor Township, Pie Island and Cloud 
Bay were brought to light. Native gold was first found at the Huronian 
Mine, in the Township of Moss, and at Partridge Lake in 1872. 
Considerable work has been dçne on the Huronian Mine, and a ten-

be no reasonable

was

stamp mill has been erected, but although there 
doubt as to the value of this mine, still it is so difficult of access that it 
will not pay to work until It is reached by the Ontario and Rainy River 
Railway, when the author believes it will become a good dividend pay
ing mine. With the termination of 1872 came the end of the boom or 
second period of the mines ; mining on the American continent being 

crude science, and of the experts who came to Port
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Arthur in those ' days, but few understood their business, miners were 
paid exorbitant wages, and the general idea seemed to be to put up 
expensive buildings, and to driqk champagne ; when to all this was 
added the heavy cost of transport by the great lakes, it is to be little 
wondered at, that one by one these promising mines expended their 
money, and shut down ; with the single exception of Silver Islet, which 
continued mining operations until March, 1884; when mining opera
tions came to af’close for want of coal to supply the pumping engines. 
The mine by that time had attained a depth of 1,230 feet, and had 

yielded from first to last about $3,250,000.
That one mine under able and skilful management has been able 

to present such a wonderful record, would lead to the belief that 
of the other silver mines were capable of producing valuable results, had 
they been as skilfully managed. Their failure is, therefore, much to be 
deplored, as once a mine is closed down, there exists a considerable 
difficulty in raising it again to a working basis, especially as such a 
result can rarely be obtained except by a change of ownership, and the 
formation of a new company. After the close of this second period in 
1872 there appears to have been but little interest taken in mining enter
prise until 1882, when Rabbit Mountain was discovered by Oliver 
Daunais, a trapper, who was shown it by an Indian. The extraordin
ary richness of this mine again revived the dying interest in Algoma 
silver mining, which has resulted in the discovery and working of the 
Beaver, Badger, Silver Mountain East, and Silver Mountain West, be
sides numerous other claims which have been more or less developed, 
and many of them with very encouraging results ; such as the New 
Thunder Bay Mine,Crown Point, Palisades, Big Bear, Elgin, Silver
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In 1884 the Zenith mine containing zinc blende with 48 ne

author has tried to purchase this property, and although he made 
beral offer for its purchase he was ultimately refused it. Many veins 

containing zinc blende have been found in West Algoma but the diffi
culty is to obtain zinc blende carrying a sufficient percentage of zi 
single discovery of mica was also made in 1885
t" tfe" C°nsidered of efficient value to be even surveyed. Iron 

hWnof"0Wnt0 eX'St ‘hr0Ugh0Ut 8 Ur«e P°«i0" West Algoma, but 
the Z, y ,mp°rtance was done i" ‘his direction until ,885, when 
Atdc OkanSR Veyer " COnsiderable 9uanti‘y °f magnetic iron on the 

° ,h 7 eSSrS Graham and Horne- In the year follow- 
ng ‘he author also surveyed a large tract of iron lands, chiefly hamatite 

ore, but containing a percentage of magnatite, on Hunter’s Island and 
since that time very considerable areas of iron lands have been taken 
up, both on the Tower and Attic Okan ranges. Besides these ranges 
the author himself invested in iron lands to the north of the Township 
0 McIntyre, which he has been fortunate enough to sell at a profit.

onantiH =Ve 'ST’,!' ‘S Strange *° say> was "ever found in paying 
quanti .es in West Algoma until the summer, of 1889, when some Urge
C oud UkelnffieT °f l™??' T™™* in ^Neighborhood of 
Uoud Lake, in the Tqwnsh.p of Crooks. To complete this abbreviated
history of the mines of West Algoma it may be desirable to give a short 
account of the goldmines, or rather gold prospects on the Lake of the 
Woods, where, so far, there has been literally no attempt at legitimate 
mining, the discoverers appearing to consider their bare discoveries 
worth a fortune without making any attempts to develop them. Amb igst 
these are the Pine Portage, which was discovered in 1880. After going 
down about too feet and putting up a ten stamp mill, it was abandoned*
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although, the prospects were most encouraging. The Winnipeg Con
solidated was discovered in 1881, a shaft sunk 135 feel» w^en it was 
shut down owing to the company getting into litigation. Near this on 
Hay Island is the Partridge Nest or Keewatin, and consists of two good 
looking veins 3 to 4 ft wide which intersect each other at the water’s 
edge. A little development has been done ; it is a fair prospect, and 
free gold can be readily panned from the surfate dirt The Sultana, 
also near Pine Portage, is a promising property carrying free gold in 
paying quantities. It is somewhat remarkable that all these discoveries 
have been made within a very limited area wfiich could be covered by 
an ordinary township of 36 square tniles in area. A few other discov
eries have been made such as Gold Hill, Minerva, and a location of 
Oliver Daunais on Clearwater Bay, but it is problematical whether any 
discoveries outside the Pine Portage circle or block will ever pay to 
operate ; but, of course, it is within the bounds of possibility tnat 
of them may prove exceptions to the general rule and turn out paying 
mines. One thing is, however, certain, that mining operations on the 
Lake of the Woods will be extremely limited and confined to a very 
small area, unless some entirely new field is discovered. Gold in pay
ing quantities appearing generally to be found in contact veins, occurring 
between the Laurentian and Huronian formations. Whereas this con
dition does not appear to be necessary in the case of silver bearing veins 
in West Algoma. Last year several deposits of nickel, which has long 
been known to exist in the district, were discovered at Schrieber, equally 
as rich as the Sudbury ores one of which the author is a part owner.

SILVER ISLET MINE
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Is situated on a small rocky islet about a mile out in the lake off Thun
der Cape in the Township of Sibley. The vein strikes N 350 W and 
dips to the S E. at an angle of 70” to 80°, averaging in thickness about 
8 to 10 feet, varying in some places from 20 to 30 ft. of solid vein. The 

of the vein consists of calcite, quartz and dolomite, the latter

I
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varying in color from cream to pink, according to the amount of man- 
it carries native silver, argentite, galena blende, copper andganese ;

iron pyrites with marcasite ; it is also said to contain Rodochrosite, 
Tetrahedrite, Domeykite and Niccolite and Cobalt-bloom, and a peculiar 
mineral called Macfarlanite containing arsenic, cobalt, nickel and silver, 
two new minerals, called by Dr. Wurtz, Huntelite and Animikite, have
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also been found in the ore, and the Utter three 
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The rock on the Is|et intersected by the silver vein 
Djonte forming a dike. It differs somewhat from the roc ottne.

empts have been made to trace % the.vein-but without success until 
las&aummer, when a vein was discovered on Edward’s Island, 9% miles 
from the. Islet, averaging from 3% to 4ft. in width, and which is sup
posed to be a continuation of the famous Silvet Islet vein. It crosses 
a series of horn blend porphyritic trap dykes, each one of which has 
faults, and it has been traced across the island, a well-defined outcrop
ping shows on the north point of the island. The gangue of the vein 
m the shaft is composed chiefly of calcite, with some quartz and baryta 
heavily mineralized with galena, blende ; iron and copper pyrites and 
nickel. At 3 depth of 20 feet a seam of arsenical silver and nickel 
came in and is continuing down as depth is attained. Selected samples 
assayed fconr4o to 130 ounces of silver to the ton. The shaft is now 
down to the level of Lake Superior, and is making 30 barrels of 
daily The vein is m many respects similar to the Islet 
graphite dyke and again Macfarlanite have been 
rich minerals of cobalt and

a chloritic
I

water
The same 

found, together with
... 8 new Peculiar discovery, native arsenic in

its forms, crystalline and reniform or shelly. This arsenic contains 
a varying^mount of silver, from a few ounces to hundreds.

The arsenic in itself is not new, but where it has been weathered 
by exposure, the skeleton of native silver stands out on the black arsenic 
in mossy or dendritic masses of beautiful appearance.

It seems this vein was known to the Indians who resorted there 
for medicine carefully hiding the-ptee on leaving, which, perhaps, 
may account for this veing not hav/ng be'en found before.
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OLD THUNDER BAY MINE

sÎ,kes°N 5 r.nddips at a high/angle to the North-West, and consists of closely reticu- 
lated veins of white granular quartz, the largest being about one inch

\
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thick, and the aggregate average perhaps ten feet long. It carr e 
native silver and argentile accompanied by galena blende and iron 
pyrites. The ore occurs in bunches three to eighteen feet thick by six to 
forty feet in length, the silver being in strings, leaves, grains, &c., 
irregularly distributed through the vein stone which constituted the 
greater part of the bunch. The silver often forming ten per cent, of 

The work done consists of four shafts sunk on the vein and 
cut driven north-west at the ten fathom level, and some drifting

ft/is about 70 feet deep >

and
runr
crysl
abou
sider
mam

4

the mass.
a cross
between the two deepest shafts. No.

shaft is the same depth, 300 feet north-east of it, whilst 15° 
. is another shaft 35 feet deep, and again 150 feet to the 
the strike of the vein, another shaft has been sunk to a

was taken out of this

1 si
strike 
from 
little 
coppi 
ore w 
25 P- 
event

No 2
feet further on 
north-east on
depth of 25 feet. A very considerable quantity of ore 
mine, much of which was stolen, so that it is difficult even to approxi
mate the amount. Unfortunately in addition to this the mine was 
mismanaged from ihe first, and had it been otherwise it is thought by 
many that it might have even rivaled the Silver Islet Mine. out.

THE SHUNIAH OR DUNCAN MINE
Is sitt 
on it 
NEt 
the ve 
31 an< 
becaus 
both v 
except 
to the 
wasted 
have r 
mining 
district

Is situated in McIntyre Township, the vein strikes nè^rly east and west, 
and has a general dip to the south at a high angle froKthe horizontal. 
The total width on the surface is 20 to 30 feet. Several cross 

into the main vein. The gangue is quartz holding
There

lodes intersect or run
small quantities of galena, blende and pyrites and also calc spar, 
is no pink spar as at Silver Islet, but there is a considerable amount of 
purple amethyst The formation of the enclosing rocks is almost pre
cisely similar to that of Old Thunder Bay Mine. There was a con
siderable quantity of silver taken out of it, but mismanagement resulted 
in the vein being lost, and it has been estimated that when the mine 
was shut down that they were fully 4°° feet off the vein.

:
:

the beck or silver harbour mine.I
: This mine is situated in McGregor Tolnship, farther east than the 

Old Thunder Bay Mine, thd' vein runs ENE, dipping at a high angle 
to the N W. It has a brecciated character, and is about five feet thick. 
The gangue consists mostly of white granular quartz, but barite, calcite, 
fluor and amethyst are present with much iron pyrites, galena and 
blende. The silver occurs mostly as argentite, but also in the native 
state. The country rock is much the same as Old Thunder Bay Mine,
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strikes ,Tpv h"d'y.deSCrves the name of a mine. The vein

from Is ’ T? ps Shghtly away from the vertical. Itfrom ,8 inches to 2% feet thick. The gangue is mostly quartz with
rnnn/3! ^ thr°Ugh1 wh,ch are irre8ular|y distributed ores of iron 

pper, lead, zinc, nickel and silver with some cobalt and gold. The
™:rCo and ,°nvrple a,sayed -'4 per cent, o/coba.tand 

5 per cent, of nickel. The silver was however very oocketv »nH
eventually played out after about $2,000 worth of ore hld been taken

JARVIS ISLAND MINE

™ it Tr 3 1VCr IS'et Considerable work has been done
N Eat « ™,nS aCo°SSre 'Sla0d 3 north-westerly direction and dips 
N E at 50 to 55 . Contrasting thus with the nearly vertical dips of 
the veins on other islands ; three shafts have been sunk respectively^

tecaus 7r?eL Unf°rtUnately il appears t0 have been mined solely 
because of its proximity to Silver Islet, which it somewhat resemble/
both with regard to the vein matter and enclosing rdcks. with the single 
exception that it is almost barren of silver; and it haà always seemed^o 
to the author that that it was a great pity that s2 much money was 
wasted on a comparatively barren vein, whilst numerous promising veins 

have remained untouched. This, hoWevtw, happens in almost e2 
mining district, and it is a wonder that thl selections in Port Arthm 

district have generally been uniformly good

THE ENTERPRISE MINE

Is situated in the Township of McTavish in Black Bay The vein i,

streak three to four feet wide of galena ânçfcopper pyrites with a smaU 
quantity of gangue. Prof. Chapman gave an assay from a 
specimen, lead 47 per cent, copper 8 per cent., silver $40.oo „

Sewell Mining Prospects of West Alyoma.

and consists of smoke colored cherts and dark argillaceous shales 
running nearly horizontally under what appears to lie a bed of coarsely 
crystallme trap The junction of the Animikie and Hiironian lies 
about half a mile to the north of the mine. The vein showed a con-
manatd ° Sllm at a depth of 4= feet, but it was badly mis
managed and was shut down without having ever had a fair trial. ^
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Owing to therç being but little demand for lead at that time this mine 

j shut down, but now, with the probable demand for galena ores to 
assist in smelting the silver ores of the Beaver and Silver Mountain 
districts, it is likely that more attention will be paid to the lead ores of 
this district, especially as there are one or two promising properties 
notably the “Ogema," situated in the northern part of the Township of 
Dorion, and which contains a purer galena with a large percentage of 
lead and silver. This part of the country has, however, been but little 

explored.
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RECENT DISCOVERIES ON THE NORTH SHORE.

Although not in the order of discovery a brief account may here 
be given of the explorations which have taken place during the past two 
years over the lands on the north shore of Lake Superior. These 
researches have been carried on principally on the lands of the new 
Silver Islet Company; and also in the neighborhood of Cloud Lake, in 
Townships of Crooks and Pardee, and consist principally of copper, 
although some silver has been found. Near Mamainse on the North 
Shore the district is one vast bed of native and copper ores. The geo
logical structure being similar to that on the south side of the lake in 

the Keweenan district.
This belt carries amygdaloid and conglomerate lodes in veins and 

sandstone The great upheave) of nature manifest in the structure of 
the country has lead to so great diversity of opinion regarding the 
degree of mineral wealth possible in such a formation, and during last f 
summer there has been found no less than twelve distinct veins of rich 
copper, of which eight are rich enough to form as many distinct mines 

of a most promising character.
The dip of the country is at an angle of aa° to 30°, and the trend 

of the strata is south-east and north-west, inclining more northward 
inland. The strata of the veins run north and south, cutting an angle 

i of about 40° to 450.
The ores found are those known as the horse flesh and the pea- 

cock, gray ore and native copper. /
These discoveries are all made on the lands bejonging to the Silver 

Islet Mining Company, who own 10,000 acres i^ that vicinity alone, 
besides immense tracts of other valuable mineral\land in the western 
sections of Algoma district- So thoroughly have theAmerican mineral 

informed themselves of the natural resources of the north shore
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that they have acquired possession of/these grand deposits, while 
Canadtan^have been snivelling about them as “ a God forsaken country 
u of barren rocks.” It may also by interesting to note that in this 

section have been discovered several articles of antiquity, such as 
ancient hand-made pottery, <*amented with indentations of the thumb 
and thumb-nail of the potter, copper hammers and other rudely con
structed tools and implements of a long since forgotten race of miners 
who came from no one knows where. But, like the traces left by these 
early miners at Isle Royale and other places along the shores of Lake 
Superior, it shows that Mamainse did not escape the keen eyes of the 
copper hunter of those early days, who may have forgotten more about 
that section of country than the whole of Canada has yet been able to 
learn about it.

With eight richly; laden veins of copper in sight and half as many 
more of a lower grs^e ready for operation the Silver Islet Company 
will begin work next spring for developing some of the long hidden 
wealth. Mamainse is 12 miles west of tiatchewanin lighthouse, and 
about 40 miles west from thfe Sault. < '

In the neighborhood of Cloud Lake .in the Townships of Crooks 
and Pardee, a number of copper bearing veins have been found durin 
the past two years. They occur in bands of amygdaloidal trap 
carries the metal in a fine state of division of native copper. The coun
try in the neighborhood of Cloud Lake is high and hilly, rising up to a 
height of 300 ft. and consists of the black slates of the Animikie forma
tion heavily capped with trap sometimes to a depth of nearly 50 feet 
Average samples of copper ore from this locality assay as high as 12 per 
cent. Silver-bearing veins have also been found in this locality, and 
some of them have assayed well, so that there is every prospect that it 
may develop into one ofbur most promising mining fields
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RABBIT MOUNTAIN MINE.

With the discovery of this mine in 1882, mining in this district 
came once more to the front after a, lapse or rest of ten years (the 
natural result of inexperienced, and 
mining).

and the pea-

to the Silver 
icinity alone, 
t the western 
rican mineral 
! north shore

one may almost say, dishonest

The conditions of this group ate somewhat different from former 
discovers, in being further removed from the northern boundary of the 
formation and from the outcrop of the lower siliceous division. They
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are all in the upper argilaceous division with its associated trap sheets, y 
the argillites being soft and black. f

The vein of the Rabbit Mountain strikes N 350 .45' E, and dips ar 
an angle of about 65” to 700 to the N W. The vein is a composite one 
consisting of number of branches and stringers interlaced, and is 
about four to six feet thick, although much wider in places. The ore, 1 
consists of native silver and argentite accompanied in considerable] 
quantity by blende with a little iron pyrites and gaiety and occasionally I 
copper pyrites in a gangue, composed of quartz, calcite and green and \ 
purple fluorite, A good shew of rich ore wps found on the surface and 
caused considerable excitement in the district. -

Several shafts were sunk on this property and à stamp mill erected/ 

with a capacity of 15 tons per diem. Capt McComber, who was 
manager in 1886, claimed that, the concentrates as high as $4,000 
to the ton and averaged $1,500, the milling ore imaging $80 to the 
ton. In addition to this a considerable amount of ore was-rich enough 
to be shipped in barrels, parts being almost pure silver. Although 
more silver has been taken out of this mine than would repay the entire 
expenditure, the mine was closed down, in the fall of 1887, owing to a 
disagreement amongst the owners, with the view of freezing out some 
of the weaker owners, and from that date this very promising property 
has remained idle.
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BEAVER MINE.

The next mine of importance is the Beaver, which was discovered 
shortly after Rabbit Mountain, and work was commenced in 1884. The 
work was continued on a small scale until it alas sold to an American 
capitalist in 1885. ' Two veins have been worked in this mine ; the 
main vein cuts in a north-westerly direction across a ridge about 200 ft. 
high, having a steep bluff to the north-west, whilst it is intersected about 
300 ft. in from the face of the ridge by a cross vein running in a north
easterly direction ; the cross fissure is very irregular and hard to follow 
varying from a few inches to almost nothing. It was followed for about 
350 ft,, but as it carried but little mineral it wkftgft. '' The main vein 

averages 4 ft The gangue of the vein consists of yellow and dark 
colored blende with some iron pyrites and a little galena calcite ame
thystine quartz and a little fluorite, which is mostly green but sometimes 
purfile. The silver occurs in the ore bunches chiefly as argentite in 
nugget sheet and leaf form with some native silver. This mine has
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been worked longer and more extensively than any other mine in that 
district. It has always been owned by private capitalists, who, owing to 

its extreme richness have been loath to place it upon the market, ft 
consequently rather hard to get reliable information regarding it, but 
suffice it to say that the vein has been followed with the diamond drill 
for over a mile, and although it has been extensively worked, it still 

continues to turn out large quantities of bonanza ore, which is shipped 
away to the smelters, besides a large quantity of milling ore for which 

. purpose they have an excellent mill about one-half mile from the mine. 
This winter is the first that they have attempted work it all the year- 
round, the mine having previously been shut down during the worst of 
;oh“ he Sh‘pmentS ,rom this mine varies from $,,500
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THE BADGER

~ îïrfüKr iis, iz
taia It is an exceedingly rich property, being very rich and full ' 

blic^nuggets of silver, and has more than twice paid for the money 
expended by the ongmal shareholders. It was discovered about the 
same tm.e as the Rabbit Mountain, but it was so capped over with trap 
tha it was only fairly brought to light by Mr. Eishweiler, an American 
explorer who, in 1886, sunk a shaft or. the property, which resulted in a 
good look,ng vein being found, and which has resulted in the formation

,t J,™ "T, T T* COmpany’ when’ under vigorous development, 
it soon asserted itself as one of the most wonderful silver ore producing 
mines on this continent. In ,890 the Porcupine, an adjoining property, 

purchased for $50,000, containing the continuation of the vein 
which is about 3}4 feet wide, and extends on the property for a distance 
0 about 3,000 feet. The vein consists of argentite, black blende and 
ga.ena, with larçe nuggets of black sulphide of silver, calcite, amethystine 
quartz, and a httje fluorite, mostly green, but sometimes purple. The 
vein has been pretty thoroughly explored by means of shafts and adits. 
The mill puts tJwu^bout 35 tons «daily.

SILVER MOUNTAIN—EAST END.

The next in order is the Silver Mountain, East End. It was 
discovered in 1884, but, although some $u,ooo was spent in trying 
to develop it under option by some Cleveland capitalists, they failed to
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the East End. The average of the ££ £End. 
and composition of the vein being almost.dem ^ developments are 
This property has been sold dunn^^P^ 7^ ^ remark that there 

being rapidly pushed forward, Jn the silver Mountairt and
are numerous valuable locations an d. , would „ot permit me
Beaver Districts which the space at J * P the New Thunder Bay 
to describe in detail, amongst whichar y h Crown Point, and
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Lead ores are of important inthe^smelting ^^"nJigÏ

interesting to note that there and McTavish, notably the
borhood of the Townships ° by*phUadelphia capitalists, who 

Ogema, which has been re -, Droperty next summer. The vein 
propose putting up a smelter property^ ^ ^
is a very strong one, rlinn'"g P gtanite bluff, and the gneiss that 
occurs along the,line of contact ^ about half way up the
forms the valley below. Therocks and debris. Its strike is a
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inches wide at the surface, and nearly solid galemC About twenty feet 
below the outcropping an adit has been run, cutting, the vei4 
point two feet in width, and carries richer ore than at the surface, 
galena is of a very high percentage. Assays from the surface 
cropping showed it to carry 14 ounces of silver to the ton.

MANGANESE.

Before entering into a description of the iron ores of this district it 
may be interesting to We the discovery of manganese in paying quan
tities, an ore which is so much wanted in the production of the higher 
grades of mill steel.
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The following is an account of the discovery made during the past \ 
summer by the employees of the New Silver Islet Co. : At Cape 
Gargantua they discovered a vein if hydrated black oxide of manganese 
7 to 10 feet wide. It risesxout 61 the lake and crosses a large island 
The vein rises up like a dyke'ffom-4 to 10 feet above the surrounding 
country rock. In many places the quartz is weathered out, and the 
manganese ore left standing. The manganese is on both walls of the 
vein, and a strong seam or band is distributed through the middle of it. 
The ore assays 45 per cent, metallic manganesè. The importance of 

. this discovery can be appreciated when tie quantity of iron already 
known to exist in this district is taken into/consideration.

Last, but not least, in the list of Algoma minerals, stands forth the 
iron ores of the Thunder Bay and Rainy River Districts, which.bid fair 

, to take the lead of the iron mines of the world whenever facilities are 
opened up with the United States for the free transhipment of iron ore 
Amongst these the Attic Okan Iton Beds are the most remarkable. 
The first of these locations were surveyed in the summer of 1886 by the 
author lor Messrs. Graham and Horne, lumbermen of Fort William 
The property was shortly afterwards examined by Mr. D. H. Bacon 
(now superintendent of the Minnesota Iron Co.), and on his report 
bonded for a long term to a Cleveland party represented by Major 
Pickands. No active operations having been begun, the discovery 
of the iron d!d not attract general notice in any way, until the finding 
m 1889 of attother rich deposit, several miles further west on the same 
range. The result of this was the starting of numerous exploring parti 
and the discov»y of still other outcrops of the same ore farther west- - 
ward, until how these rich deposits have been traced by outcrops for a 
length of thirty odd miles along the belt.
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secure unweatherqd P f m IO to 50 feet,
boldly, showing a varying width ^ ^ ^ Huronia„

These outcrops occur inJem and chloritic schists which
formation lying between the Huronmn P^ ^ and a strike ot
are nearly vertical, having a dp ^ there are seve-
N 75 degrees east. The surface s g # width 0f from five to 
ml ot these beds, the 'ntervemng rock g m maintai„ their
thirty feet. Whether these beds w U unite a J ^ decide. The
separate identity, is a Prob'e™ ' of eight miles, and rests comfort- , 
Huronian belt has an a',erag we may presume its depth

- s.—atnïKVf
most conspicuous outcrops occur ^ ^ feet above the level of the 
bluffy ridge running nearly e sampled the surface showing
Attic Okan River. Mr. D. H. and for an aggregate width

taking samples at three T ™ , e’ cent, metallic iron, without 
of 80 feet, these and Me more than a trace of sulphur
more than a trace of phosph^ru , d ^ three beds of ore. 
and no titanium. The outer p js Saba„e Lake, a sheet

Immediately west of the Graha P rance west of the lake, m, 
of water three miles in length. For som covers every-

e course of the other out-
thing ; this extends to location R400, o property. A similar
crops occur very similar to thos ^ ^ places, specially on the 
ridge traverses these >ocat'°ns' large outcrops occur. The ore
southern^ exposure, which is very P g b character or grade-it
throughout this range van» but ^ * y places where greatly
is virtually identical throughout, «mug ^ ^ ,eaner. On location 

atmospheric actio gome twenty feet m width
R4Uv, where a natural exposure ^ random gave from 66 to
occurs, a large number of ^mpQn the location west of this, R4°t- a
68 >4 per cent, metalhc 1» ■ showed 46 feet m widthr«S'-« s— - *• « - ~*~4 “
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account0! the d«pth°f overlying soil and large boulders: some of
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A little more than half a mile west of this the ore again outcrops
«oundT fr °f 8 ridge about fifty fee‘ in height, the intervening 
ground being low ; samples from here gave 65 per cent. Half a mile
derth of l\h * rCh dUg in the Iow ground showed rich ore at a 
depth of only three feet; no attempt was made to uncover the width
ot the deposit, the sole object being to locate it A mile beyond this 
numerous showings are found along the top and south face of a ridge

thereof £“ 8 1 u SUr,aCC Sh0wings here « very extensive, and the ore of the same high grade, 66 to 68 per cent. For nearly three
miles beyond this the ground in the line of the deposits is very low and 
no attempt to locate the ore by test pits, etc, has been made M£ 
ground nses the ore again outcrops and shows at the crossing of the 
At ic Okan River, which is very rapid at this point. About miles 
arther west lies the Garland Locations, on which there is an outcrop

oremformalion0n 7 fr°m 45 '° 28 feet in width across thee formation, and about 400 feet in length. Owing to the small
Th.°sUonut hd°ne thC "aUs 00 either 5* have not bien found,

h s outcrop is about 10 feet above high water mark and on the bank
of the Attic Okan River. Assays from this ore body made by the 

I* Sharon Iron Works> Pa., gave the following results *
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7-75 metallic iron. Mr. Rossman gave 70.8 metallic iron. The
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STT VrenCh ab0UtSiX feet wide extended from the top and 
across the ore formation .35 feet and measured from the top to the
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Toronto, gave 68.67 metallic iron. The surrounding country 
timbered with tamarac, spruce, birch and pme.

These four 80-acre locations extend along the range

high quality, and to give a faint idea Thomas, an
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same

MetalIT IRON MINING COMPANY.DETRO

" — *»"• M"*”; P»»,*.-1 ,i.,. -v»' -1

don't think it ought to be any set back to the prop rty ^ ^

EE56HE5EESEss i-fX'*--r;r» ; r k-vrrsm . £“rrr,rï.œ-^“~
plished. Yours, respectfully,

ISHPEMING, Mich., August 25th, 1890.
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ASSAYS OF ATTIC OKAN MAGNETITE. 

GRAHAM LOCATIONS.

Averages by Mr. D. H. Bacon.
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Chapman.
0) (2) (3)Silica ..........

Alumina 
Ferrous Ox.. 
Ferric Ox. .. 
Manganesic..
Calcic..........
Magnesia ... 
Phosph. Acid 
Titanic Acid.

6’6o 
i'og

5'8g7'3° 
1 80 2'430-98 0-67

23'3287-66'
trace.

1-28

86-90 
trace. 
090 
060 

'0079 0-069
none.

8836
trace.

46-74

1 40
°'7S °‘7S

0*025
none. none. none

Total.................
Metallic Iron.................

The first three are

9446
63'47

97'57 
62-84

97'4i 
6397

averages from the three beds sampled by Mr. 
Bacon, and the last is a single specimen given Prof. Chapman of 
Toronto. \

LOCATIONS R400 AND 401.
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6850 
290 
0-015 
0-052 

None.

ASSAYS BY SHARON IRON WORKS, PA., OF SaMPLES 

CAPT. M. N. GARLAND, AS FROM 

LOCATIONS.”

Metallic Iron............................
Silica..............................................
Phosphorous...............................
Sulphur................... .....................

Assayed by J F. Hille, H. M. Currrie, 
Port Arthur. for Carnegie Bros. 

65-90 
5'8o 
O'ooi 
0-16 

None.

Metallic Iron
Silica..........
Phosphorous
Sulphur........
Titanic Acid .

65702
4-20
0003

Not specified. 
None.
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•• 6875 
141

.. 0-006
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ASSAYS OF ATTIC OKAN ORE BY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA.
Da. Hoffman, Assayer.

1. Magnetite from R402 : 
Metallic Iron. . 
Titanium............ 68579

None.
C. Thomas.
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2: Magnetite R400 :
Metallic Iron 
Titanium

U
68'027
None. at

Be
3. Magnetite from R403 : 

Metallic Iron . . 
Titanium

atf
64'55i
None.

I pr,

4. Magnetite from Line between Mining Locations 
10E and 11E, collected by Smith :

Metallic Iron.................................................
Titanium.........................................................

lap
the65-710

None. tha
thaftra very fine deposit, or rather vein about 30 feet wide, 

ï tlto line of the Port Arthur Du'uth and Rainy River
There is al 

which occurs on t
Railroad which is part owned by the author, and contains magnatite 

« carrying 5 6- per cent, from average assays of the surface. Nor are these 
the only deposits of Bessemer Iron orek to be found in this district, 
there being heavy deposits on Hunter’s Island, on Gun Flint Lake, and 

Kaministiquia Station which are all reported as being valuable.
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MEANS OF COMMUNICATION.

Railroad communication is of course absolutely necessary for 
to afford the means of cheap transit,

f
almost any kind of mining so 
but this is particularly so with regard to iron ore. For this purpose the 
Port Arthur Duluth and Western Railroad is being constructed from 
the shores of Lake Superior at Port Arthur to the American boundary 
at Gun Flint Lake, and branching from this road the Ontario and 
Rainy River Railroad is being surveyed to communicate with the gold 
fields in the Township of Moss, and the iron fields on the Attic Okan
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River.
With regard to the market for these ores, and the cost of delivering 

them thereat : Mining will cost from 75 cents to $1.00 per ton, say $1.00 
as an outside estimate. Railroad freight to Port Arthur or Fort William, 
$1.00 per ton from the Attic Okan. Lake freight to either of the principal 
ports on Lake Erie, Cleveland or Ashtabula, may be taken asthe same ore 

that from Ashland or Two Harbors, the shipping ports of the Gogebic 
and Vermillion Districts. The rate last year and during the past season 
has been about $1.25 per gross ton, and there is no reason to think 
this will be exceeded in the future, considering the continual increase 
in numbers and tonnage of vessels built on the lakes. Shipping charges, 
insurance, etc., may be taken at 30 cents per ton ; duty going into the
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üâukïErie”?TtPer t0n- ThiS r" ®ive the total cost delivered 
B * ; k Erle por‘ of $4'3° per ton. tL present value of a high grade 

essemer ore, such as this under consideration, delivered on the docks

n ofi If « °r AStabU'a iS $6:°° per -o", «'bief would leave 
profit of $1.70 per ton. 1

027
one.

•551
one. a net

In conclusion, the author thinks it is safe to 
lapse of many years West Algoma will take 
the ore-producing districts of the world, 
that have been fouled 
that when the country is

redict that before the 
prominent place amongst 

So far the diversities of
are great, and there can be but little doubt

n ~ T “» ettaa

longer, indeed, it is in a measure fast disappearing, and when It doeÎ

umoMwII ,ehaUÎn0rdra,COnfidehnt “T WeS‘ Alg0ma wi" Produce almost 
untold wealth. In dealing w.th so large and extensive a subject the
author has found it necessary to condense considerably the the inform 

^ h,aS 0btamed regarding the mines, for to describe some of them 
properly they would afford a fit subject for a paper alone fiL th™ 
author will always be happy to afford any information in his power to 
anyone seeking information on this very interesting subject.

Silver shipments from Port Arthur District from 
to January ist, 1891, to the'United States 
siilar Agency reports :

Beaver Mining and Milling Co...
Badger Silver Mining Co................
West End Mining Co..................
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THE RELATION OF MOUNTAIN FORMS TO 
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE.

ap
“v
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The following is an abstract of a paper with the above title which 
was read by Dr. G. M. Dawson :

The dependence of topographical features on the geological struct
ure of a country has long been recognized as an important branch of 
geology, but this branch of study has of late years made great advances, 
becoming specialized and provided with a nomenclature of its own, 
which assists in arriving at precise definitions. It has been truly said 
that the geologist studies the past in the light of the present, while the 
geographer studies the present in the light of the past. Thus regarded 
it is apparent to how great a degree the respective fields of the geologist 
and the geographer tend to overlap, and this overlapping is particularly 
obvious in that division of geograpical work which is nown as topo
graphy.
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actiiIt is, therefore, almost necessary that the topographer should com

bine some knowledge of geology with that which may be regarded as more 
distinctly in the line of his profession. It is true that a topographical 
survey may become so complete and exact that it may ultimately be 
made to portray all the features of the relief of the country ; but for 

such perfectly finished survey, there are hundreds in which the 
main points having been fixed, the details must be filled in to a greater 
or less extent bv freehand methods. In such cases especially a know
ledge of the mode of origin of the features dealt with, and what would 
artistically be described as a “ feeling ” for these becomes important.
But even in the first case, such knowledge adds greatly to t^e intelligent 
interest with which the topographer will carry on his work. In the 
few remarks here made, it is impossible to do more than emphasize the 
above general statement of the case by referring to some of its bearings / 
on mountain forms, in which it finds its most striking expression, though 
the history of the development of plains, plateaux and other less pro
minent features is not less important, and in some cases is found to be 
even more intricate apd difficult of solution.
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The old idea that all the bold features met with in nature owe their 
origin to tremendous cataclysms has long been known to possess little
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1 1 1™8 v g6rS m P°pular descriptions of scenery, and,
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“ volcan^ ?Very ! °r Can°n set down 10 earthquake convulsions or 
inriv aT f ’ many a" innocent lakelet is classed unhesitat-
S a htrr CTr- Tile il iS obviously true that crater-lakes 

exist that h.gh mountains have been built up by volcanic forces, and
the crust of the earth has been rent and cracked by earthquakes 

from time to time, the noteworthy effects of such causes are really con
ned to regions small m area as compared to those to which other 

explanations must be applied, and throughout the whole of Canada they 
play SO ,«considerable a part in giving form to the actual surface, that in
be disrlgardel t0P°graPhy °f ‘he C0U"try ‘h<* almost
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elevation and ndgmg up a pan 0f ,h. wrface m consequence of this 
action. We know that this did not take place at once, but by recurrent 
processes separated by long periods ol rest, and while it is possible that 
he ac ton when it occurred may have been sudden, it is equally possible 

that it was rather gradual, and that even the profound faults and

have now none of its immediate results to study. The mountains, as
” J™, th.em- ?re but the stubs and edges of the original great folded 
masses which have since been unequally worn down in correspondence 
with the varying hardness and other circumstances, which we must 
examine into when we endeavor to explain the
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are, and they are still to-day in a state of flux and change in conformity 
with the same laws by which they have been produced. Poets have 
attached the idea of permanency to mountains and the "everlasting 
hills,” but it requires only a little familiarity with mountain regions to 

J realize that these, more than others, are wasting rapidly away. As an 
evidence of permanence, if thç ocean is insufficient, we might take, 
rather than the mountains, the great plains through which rivers 
meander with little fall, and consequently with inappreciable powers of 
erosion.
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Turning to the various mountain systems which compose the 
Cordillera in Canada, we find first the Rocky Mountain proper, largely 
composed of massive beds of limestone in which there are two main 
directions of action of the disintegrating forces,—that parallel to the 
bedding planes and that tit right angles to 'these, along planes of joint- 
age. Bearing this in mind, and taking also into consideration the posi
tions into which the beds are themselves thrown, all the typical forces 
assumed by the mountains of this system become explicable. The Sel
kirks are also composed largely of bedded rocks, but these are here less 
massive and more complicated by geological disturbance, and the forms 
assumed by the mountains do not admit of the simplicity in explanation 
found in the first-mentioned system. In the Coast Ranges of British 
Columbia, and in other mountains largely composed of granitic or other 
massive crystalline rocks, the forms of the mountains are found to de
pend principally on the direction and character of the jointage planes.

The structure of the Rocky Mountains was then treated in some 
detail as an example of the dependence of mountain topography on 
geological structure, the general trend of the range being compared with 
the subordinate trends of different parts of its length, and the depend
ence of these on the strike of the rock pointed out The parallel ridges 
of which the range is composed, with their overlapping character 
and the systems of longitudinal and transverse valleys were noted.

' Passing on to the types of mountains found conspicuously illustrated in 
this range, it was stated that the Escarpment ridge, of which one side is 
very steep 01; almost perpendicular, while the other slopes down gradu
ally and uniformly, following the dip of the rocks, is the most common. 
Mount R'undle is perhaps the best known of such mountains. A second 

- type is the Block-like mountain, representing part of a nearly horizontal 
bed of limestone, broken down on all sides along jointage planes.
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Crow-nest, Chief, Bee-hive and Castle mountains are good examples of 
this. A later stage in this type is found in chimney-like and spire-like 
and isolated crags, A third type is that of the regularly Seratred range 
which is produced from beds of limestone standing on edge or very 
nearly so, and of which the Sawback and Opal Mountains are examples 
Mountains like those of the Van Horne Range, and the Slate Moun- 
tains north of Laggan, assume still another distinctive character. They 
are composed of slates and quartzites in rather thin beds and shattered 
throughout by jointage-planes so that they disintegrate with almost 
equal facility in any direction. Such mountains thus tend to wear down 
rather uniformly, and become trenched by systems of radiating gullies 
which are separated by buttress-like ridges.
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DISCUSSION.

Wm. Ogilvie—Is there any evidence of the gradual upheaval 
going on now—any direct evidence ?

Dr. Dawson-No, not that I know of from inspection or from 
taking levels, but there certainly is from topographical observations.

Wm. Ogilvie—Said he would like to know if erosion would 
eventually do away with maintain scenery altogether ?

Dr. Dawson—There is no fear of that.
A. O. Wheeler—In speaking of the Rocky Mountain Range 

Doctor, you mentioned that from the 49" Parallel northerly the moun’ 
tains lay in parallel ridges separated by valleys, first trending in a 
direction 35" from North, then changing to one 12° from Noith, and 
again to 35 from North, and that these ridges were intersected by cross 
valleys ; that there were different theories as to the age of these respect
ive sets of valleys ; would you mind giving the reasons for the different 
•theories ?
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Dr. Dawson—Said the matter was one that was by no means 
settled as yet, and that it would be h very lengthy matter to go into at 
the present time. The subject would, in fact, furnish a paper of itself, 
and he hoped, at the next meeting of the Association, to hear papers’ 
from some of the members on the subject.
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FIELD OBSERVATIONS FOR AZIMUTH. ceas<
The
latitu
until
obsei
error

By W. F. King.

My object in this paper is to make a few remarks upon methods of 
determining the direction of a line by azimuth observations with 
small instrument, such as the six-inch transit theodolite, of what is 
known as the Dominion Lands pattern. inclin 
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The methods may be classed as (r) azimuth by one star, and (2) 
azimuth by two stars in the same vertical plane.

(1). If the error of the chronometer be known, the horizontal angle 
between the star observed %t a given time and a terrestrial reference 
mark will give the azimuth of the mark, the angle between the vertical 
plane of the star and the meridian being calculated from the spherical 
triangle formed by the star, the pole and the ^r.ith. The required 
angle is one of the basal angles of the triangle, two sides, the co-latitude 
and the co-declination, and their included angle, the hour angle, being 

given.
The result is subject to the effect of errors of observation, and 

instrumental errors. The principal errors of observation are the error of 
the assumed correction of the watch, and error in noting the time 
at which the star is observed. These errors are combined, being practi
cally ope and the same, and their effect on the result is to be avoided, 
or, at least, lessened, by a proper selection of the star to be observed. 
The most favorable position for the star is when its azimuth changes 
least in a given time. For this reason Polaris, the closest bright «tar to 
the (northern) celestial pole, is usually observed, and at the time of its 
greatest elongation east or west of the meridian ; for then the apparent 
path of the star, in its small circle about the pole, touches the vertical 
circle which is traced out by the cross hairs of the instrument. The 
azimuth of the star, therefore, at the very instant of elongation, is not 
changing at all, and,, owing to the star’s proximity to the pole, its 
departure from this verticle circle is very slow—so slow that it takes 
three or four minutes from elongation to change the azimuth as much
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King—Field Observations for Azimuth. 125
observation at the elongation has, further, this great advantage, 

that a knowledge of the error of the watch is not necessary, for the star 
can be followed in azimuth by means of the tangent screw until it 
ceases to move m azimuth. The star is then at its greatest elongation. 
The observation is precisely analogous to that for determining the 
latitude by the meridian altitude of a star, where the star is followed 
until it ceases to rise. The instrumental errors to which the azimuth 
observation is subject are inclination of the axis, collimation error, and 
errors of the graduated circle.
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fH=55E;51î5•tl0ns of the star ,n reversed positions of the instruments, 
of the collimation 
error

and (2)

(The effect
on the azimuth is equal to the actual collimation 

multiplied by the secant of the altitude, which, of course, is 
dinerent in the two observations however close they may be taken 
therefore the collimation will 
but still so nearly so that the residual 
observations be taken

;al angle 
eference 
vertical 

pherical 
required 
-latitude 
le, being

, and
be absolutely eliminated by reversal, 

error will be inappreciable if the 
not very far apart in time, and the collimation 

error be not excessive.) The effect of the error of graduation of the 
circle can be diminished by repeating the observations, so that the 
verfner readings come on different parts of the arc. With a two-vernier 
instrument, the instrument may be moved 120° in azimuth, by lifting it 
from the tripod and changing the places of the foot screws. These six 
observations will make a complete set, viz., three pairs on parts of the 
circle differing 120 in azimuth.
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While this procedure has the advantage of cutting out the greater 
part of any periodic error of graduation which the circle may have as 
well as much of the accidental error of a single graduation, it cannot 
very well be applied to the greatest elongation observation, since it is 
impossible to take more than one or two observations on Polaris before 
the star passes perceptibly from the elongation position.

POLARIS NEAR ELONGATION.

A modification of the strict elongation method may be applied 
which may be called “ Reduction to Greatest Elongation.” The error 
of the watch must be known, but not with such accuracy as is 
necessary in observing the star in other parts of its path./
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A number of pointings on the star are made within half an hour of 
the time of elongation, oefore and after, the time of each being noted. 
The observed times are corrected for watch error, and the differences

For o 
gatior

taken between each time and the computed time of greatest elongation. 
Calling any of these intervals of time from elongation 0, the difference 
of azimuth of the star at the corresponding instant from its azimuth at 
the greatest elongation is equal to 7 Henci

elongi
-

tan A 2 S‘n—very nearly, this result being 
Sin T

In seconds of
elongation. So that the azimuth of the star at the time of observation 
east or west of the meridian is

A — tan A

A denotes the azimuth of the star at its greatest Iarc.
I;

observ
spherii2 Sin2 6 ,

Sin i"

is tabulated in many collections of tables under the head of

’of cou
' T 

altitude 
may be 
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transits

2 Sin2 /û 0 
Sin l"

“ Reduction to the Meridian ” (it being ordinarily used in reducing 
circum meridian altitudes of stars to determine the latitude.) See 
Chauv net's Astronomy, Vol. II. Tables.

This formula is an approximation. Its validity depends on the 
assumption that the spherical triangle whose angular points are the 
pole, and the positions of the star at the time of elongation and at time . 
of observation, is so small that it can be treated as a plane triangle. It 
must therefore only be used with Polaris or other very close circum-
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By differentiating this formula we find that the error in azimuth 
caused by an error in the watch correcti m is equal to the error in time 
multiplied by the factor 15 tan A sin 0. If then we are observing in 
latitude 50° where A is a few minutes over 20, and if the time from 
elongation be 30 minutes of time, or 7^°, an error of 10 seconds in the 
time will cause an error of about ^ of a second of arc only, while if the 
star is only 15 minutes from elongation it will take 28 seconds of time 
to make one second of arc. And if the observations be arranged in 
pairs at equal times before and after elongation, even this small error 
will be cut out.
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The error is nearly equal to

tan A i SiH* W 
Sin i"

For on observation of Polaris in latitude 50” 
gation, we find that this

hour of 
; noted. 
Terences 
ngation.
1 (Terence 

imuth at

N

,X2'3o8 log. sec. »

at 30 minutes from elon-
error amounts to (approximately) 

Vo" y 2 -308 X '0037 = o".6 x .601 Hence the formula given 
elongation.

may safely be used within half an hour of
lit jieing

POLARIS At any time.
If the watch error be known within a few seconds Polaris may be 

vCFVe. fat a”y tlme’ and the observations reduced by the rigid 
spherical formula (Napier’s Analogies). The labor of computation U 
of course greater than in the last method.

greatest
lervation

I

The error of the watch may be determined by observing the

mayUbeed0etearmined°bmerh9UrS " WCSt °' the meridian' or ‘he time 
y e determined by transits of a star over the same vertical as Polaris

SftllSS* “ “ M““' - b,

The azimuth may als^be found by reading the altitude of a star 
at the same time as its horizontal circle reading. We have the three 
sides of a spherical triangle, from which to determine the angle at the 
zenith. To carry out this method successfully, we must choo“a smr

tance'fmm^he Zf anglng.Somewhat <3uick|y- Hence a star some dis- 
tance from the pole must be taken, and the result will not be so good

: head of

reducing 
le.) See

! on the 
are the 

d at time , 
ngle. It 

circum-

J

azimuth 
r in time 
erving in 

me from 
ids in the 
aile if the 
i of time 
anged in 
sail error

In all these methods we depend upon the accuracy of a graduated 
arc for our results, which are consequently subject’to the effects of

reading and'T8’ ^ m°re eSpecial,y t0 ““‘dental errors of vernier 
eading, and have their accuracy limited by the fineness ofthe divisions
f the verniers. It is, however, well known to observers that with a good 

re escope, on a second instrument, multiplication of observations 
bring the error down to much less than the least count of verniers.

J2} The observation of lwo stars in the same vertical plane or the 
method of transits, enables us to determine the azimuth of a reference 
mark without reading the verniers at all. Besides this, it has the further 
advantage that the watch error and the azimuth are determined from the

will

■
■
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same observation, and an independent observation for the former is 
necessary. It requires, however, a knowledge of the rate of the watch, 
and the instrument must be handled very carefully. Practice is needed 
to count the beats of the watch and accurately record the time of the 
transit, for a second or two of error in time in this method is a serious 
matter when precise results are desired.

TRANSIT INSTRUMENT IN THE MERIDIAN.

I suppose the direction of the meridian to be approximately known, 
and a reference mark planted on it at a convenient distance north 
or south of the instrument.

The instrument is well levelled, and its collimation error reduced

128
ft

Tnot

d repr 
observe 
known, 
efficieni it
each sti 
of threi 
through 
ment ii 
knowns 
ary alge

?
as much as possible. It is then set by means of the mark, and the 
times of transits of two or more stars over the middle thread noted. *

■j;

We
It is shown in works on Astronomy that the adjustment error# of 

the transit instrument are three in^number—error of azimuth or deviation 
from the meridian, commonly denoted by the letter a—error of inclina
tion of the axis (b)—error of collimation (c). "*

Also, the effects of these errors upon the time of transit of a star 
are Aaf Bb, Cc, where A, B, and C, represent the factors sin (<jj - S) 
see 8, Cos (</> - 8) sec 8, and sec 8, respectively, ifi representing the lati
tude of the place, and 8 the declination of the star. ^

a is positive when the instrument points to the east of south . 
or west of north.

b is positive when the west end of the axis is higher than the east

no rate 
rough p 
observer 
rate.

■It i:
.. collimati 
j position 
' other sid 

'not done 
‘the solut 
the diffic 
very sma 
in the ob 
very err 
co-efficiei 
by the di 
site signs 
of the eqi 
equation

:

end.

c is positive when the line of sight of the centre thread is to the 
east of the true line of collimation of the instrument, so that a star 
above the pole reaches the thread before it reaches the true centre of 
the field.

Then if a star be observed to transit at the watch timp r and 8t 
be the watch correction, the true sidereal time at which the star crosses 
the meridian of the, place is ■<

8

V T + 8r + Aa + £b+Cc,
which must be equal to the right ascension (</) of the star.

In this Bb is a correction determined from the readings of the 
striding level, and, therefore, known. T + Bb then is known. Let T + 
Bb=t

the obser

In the abi 
nomical t

j
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Then we have the equationFormer is not 

f the watch, 
ce is needed 
: time of the 

is a serious

Sr + Aa+Cc=a-t=d,

ob”megSLT^r-htfot:
*- - *»■ a *•- =• «- -

/

It is then, , , Jsimple e9uat'on involving three unknowns, and since
of three'sf Se7f *° * SimUar e9uation. the observation
throuahou Th h”6 arC S 6 m aSSUm‘ng that 0 and <r remain the same 
throughout the observations-that is, in other words, that the instru
ment is stable), will give three equations involving these three

( aryTlgebraid ro" COnSeqUent1^ be obta™*d ^ the ordin-

We assume that dr remains the same-that is, that the watch has 
no rate on sidereal time. If it has a rate (which can be found by 
rough preliminary computation of observations some time apart) the 
observed times must be corrected to some one instant by applying the

itely known, 
itance north

? un-ror reduced 
ark, and the 
1 noted. * 

nt error# of 
or deviation 
ir of inclina-

:
a

i;

sit of a star 
sin (<f> - S) 

ng the lati-

... 1 ‘S t0 ^ not,ced that “ is necessary, in order to determine the 
; " e/r0,>‘r’ lo take some of the observations in the reversed

other sMe^ d In.Strume"*' thereby throwing the collimation error to th! 
other side, and giving the correction for it the opposite sign. If this is
mot done, and all the observations are taken on one face, it is true that 
he solution of the three observation equations will give a value fore but 
e difficulty is that in the algebraic elimination e will come out with a

.n 7he7h C° H ’ That the Smallest error i" the term d, that is, 
m the observed time, will so affect the result as to make the value of e
very erroneous. Reversal, however, avoids this by making 
co-efficient large, so that the effect of the error of observation is reduced 
by the division. When the instrument has been reversed, r has oppo
site signs in the two positions. This is taken notice of in the formaté 
of the equations by changing the sign of r, so that if the observation 
equation for a star in one position be

St + Aa + Cc-d
the observation equation of a star observed on the other face is

9t+A, a- C, c^d.
In the above it is assumed that the reversal is 
nomical transit, viz., by lifting the instrument

I

*
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changing the pivots, end for end, without disturbing the azimuth of the 
axis.

I
I

north,

With small instruments, however, this is difficult, and besides the 
principal object is usually to determine the azimuth of a terrestrial 
mark. It is usual therefore to set the instrument on the mark and after 
the observations on that face have been completed, to reverse bv turn
ing the instrument i8o° on the azimuth plate, and setting on the mark 
again. The actual azimuth of the collimation axis qf the instrument is 
thus changed by twice the collimation error. This renders necessary 
a modification of the above formulae. i

Suppose the reference object to be to the north (nearly) and to be 
in azimuth a (west of north, suppose, so that a is plus).

Let the collimation error c be positive. Then the collimation axis 
is west of the thread, and consequently west of the reference object, 
when the thread is set on the mark. J

Therefore if af be the true instrumental azimuth deviation, a, = a+c. 
And when the instrument is reversed, the azimuth becomes

and ct

1
amour 
where 
least s<

T
approx 
two on

T

N

a2 = a-c.
Instead of the equation

W

Sz + Aa + Cc = d
we must therefore write

h + A (a + c) + Cc=d
or, bringing together the co-efficients of the unknown, 

fa + Aa + {A + C) c= d
lor a star observed in the reversed will be,

sov
*The form of equation 

similarly, Similarl 
mate vafa + Aa—(A 4- C)c=d

If then we have a number of stars in each position, we shall have 
series of equations thus,

fa + Aa+(A + C) r= d 
fa+Af a + (Af+ Cf) c—dt

ant
■

I

fa+A'a-(A'+C)c*=i 
fa + A'a- (A’ + C) c=d"

7 Thi

the decli

These, if more than three in number, may be solved''by the method of 
least squares. Their solution gives a, the azimuth of the mark, directly.

Calling

i

I
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muth of the

besides the 
a terrestrial 
irk and after 
irse by turn- 
m the mark 
istrument is 
s necessary

at — a~c, and a2=a + c
and consequently C-A must be substituted (or A + Cm the equations.

This method gives very good results, though it involves 
amount of work jn the formation and solution of the 
where more than three 
least squares is used.

a large 
normal equations, 

have been observed, and the method ofstars

The following is a simpler method of solution, by which 
approximation can be arrived at Four observations 
two on each face.

Then for the first position we have

a close 
are to be taken,') artd to be

i
mation axis 
:nce object,

+ Jdt } Reference object North.

Neglect c altogether, so that the equations become 
Sz + Aa =d 
St + Ata—d,

Whence a,= This is an approximation value of a ■
A-A, call it a,

a, being thus found, its error is

n, a, = a + c. 
h becomes

A-A,o thjtt,

\ A-A
Simfiarly, from the two stars on the other face, we first get the approxi
mate value a2, from the formula

tf-d"

A'-A"

f"-d

ir^zrc
c-c
A'-A"

a=a, —c +
:d will be,

hall have
«2 =

and

«=», + <■-

The factors £i__£. an(j
A-A,

the declinations of the given 
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a=al - cm 
a=a2+c n 

_ n a, +m aa 
m + n

by which the true azimuth a is determined from the two approximations 

a, and a, .

r 132

ever, 
be s 

% threa 
the r 
rever

we have

whence

If the stars be so chosen that
C = C ~ C /hen m-n and a=yi (a, + «,)•

A-A, A' - A"
If m is nearly equal to n, this last formula may also be used. That 

is, the collimation may be neglected in the computation.
Results from this method are not precise, though close, because

For the

ment
lion

star ( 
these 
redu<

four equations have been used to determine three unknowns.
results the method of least squares should be applied, as it gives 

the most probable value of the unknown quantities.
Since, when the collimation has been dete^ined and allowed for, 

the azimuth is found by the formula

' i

best angle 
roo o 
used, 
off ah 
radiut 
desire 
the pi

I

d-d,
A-A,

the error in a caused by a given error in d-d,, that is, by a given
Hence a star above

error

of observation, is made less by increasing'.^ A,. 
the pole combined with one observed below the pole gives a good 
result for A and A, are of opposite signs, and both large, if the stars are 
not far from the pole, and A-A, is then arithmetically the sum of A

J
it on l 
along 
to the 
to the 
the sa 
of the 
déclin

and A,. *TRANSITS IN ANY VERTICAL PLANE.

A great many methods have been suggested for field observations 

in vertical planes out of the meridian. t
The general formulae “are given in Chauvenet’s Astronomy, Vol. II. 

They are, however, of little practical use, the computation of the obser
vations being so tedious that few persons would care to undertake 
them, when simpler methods are available, even at a sacrifice of 
time. The solution is simpler when Polaris is one of the stars. The 
best method which I have keen is that ofCapt. Deville, which is given 
in the Manual. One star is observed besides Solaris. The computa
tion is very simple, more so in fact than in any of the methods I have 
spoken of except that of Polaris at greatest elongation, 
azimuth are both determined by the observation. It requires, how-

Ii

i

The time and
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King—Field Observations for Azimuth. 133
ever, that the angle be read on the horizontal circle. If the instrument 
be set on a mark, the observer musf wait until Polaris crosses the 

-v thread, and he loses the advantage of the quickness of which otherwise 
the method is capable, and besides he cannot repeat the observation od 
reversed face without moving his instrument from the mark. l

In this observation the observer should take care that'his instriL 
menus well adjusted both as to level and collimation, because correcj 
tion further complicates the computation. I

)roximations

)•

In conclusion, I will give a graphical method for determining the 
star constants A, B and C for transit observations. The calculation of 
these constants may be considered the most tedious part of the work of 
reducing transit observations.

used. That

lose, because 
as. For the 
, as it gives On a sheet of paper draw two straight lines AB and BC at right 

angles to one another. 3\ke AB of any convenient length equal to 
too divisums on any convenant scale. If a scale of 40 to an inch be 
used AB will be 2% inches. SC is to be of indefinite length. Lay 
off along it, beginning at B, a scale of natural tangents, with AB as 
radius. Mark off the degrees along BC, and parts of a degree, if 

esired. Let D be the point of BC corresponding to the latitude of 
the place, so that BD=AD tan

l allowed for,

a given error 
1 a star above 
gives a good 
the stars are 

he sum of A

f
Join AD and produce it indefinitely. Take a set square, and lay 

it on the paper so that one of the sides including the right angle lies 
along AD, and the other side intersects BC in the point corresponding 
to the declination of the star. Then the distance from this last point 
to the right angle of the square will be equal to A (to be measured on 
the same scale as that of AB). The distance from A to the right angle 
of the square is B. The distance from the point of BC marking the 
declination to the point A is C.

W. F. KING
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i Solar Attachment to the Transit Instrument. 135

Moreover, if the declination alone is known, the latitude can be 
obtained by observing at the meridian transit of the

I will make no further remarks as to the description of the solar 
attachment, but will proceed at once to give a few practical hints for its 
use, and speak of its degree of precision in the determination of azimuth.

One of my transits, with solar attachment, is exhibited in this 
or further information of members wishing to examine its 

in detail.

sun.
UMENT.

jes'iription 
ititudeand, 
tovery as 
ively recent 
, and works 
lake merely 
al forms of 
rention two, 
iy Fautb & 
ed by W. E.

room 
construction

a

It is necessary in practice to observe for latitude 
opportunity.

The observations are made at the meridian transit of the sun.
The declination of the sun at its transit, as affected by its meri- 

dianal refraction, being set off on the declination arc. If the latitude 
be known, the difference of this last with the observed latitude gives 
the combine errors of index or of graduation of the latitude and decli- 

«ation arcs.

at every available

is the follow-

If this difference is found to be more than one minute, the decli- 
nation arc should be at once adjusted for its index error.

The latitude obtained with the instrument should be used in every 
case for the determination of azimuth. *

id by clouds,

e meridian, 
i few seconds,

t
If however, the known latitude is taken, apply a correction equal 

to the difference between this and the observed latitude for some point 
not too remote from the survey. The reason for this is that errors in 
opposite directions in latitude and declination will, in 
destroy each other.

i questionable, 
i when the sun 
esults azimuth 
o half-past one

a great measure,

In observing for azimuth first observe with the object glass towards 
the north. This gives you the north point. Fix this point on the 
pound by driving a hub at a distance of five to ten chains from-the 
instrument, and place a mark on the hub to locate this point exactly 
Now repeat the observation, the eye-piece towards the north : you thus 
etermine the south point. Fix the point as before; now transit the 

instrument, if the line of sight falls on the point first determined, all 
right ; if not, and it strikes not too far off, proceed as follows •—
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kind of survey where azimuth must be determined frequently, either 
a check or from the nature of the work performed.
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COURANTS ET VENTS.
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Les vents ont pour effet d’augmenter ou de diminuer les marées 

suivant leur direction, poqr le port d’obsevation oîi l’on se trouve. ’
lives dr^T0"0?8’, P?r leurs calcu,s- ayant égard aux positions rela- 
tives de la terre, de la lune et du soleil, nous disent à quel temps de 
1 année auront lieu les plus fortes marées deà syzygies. P

Partout où il

iNTS.

ts Arfen-

m’a été donné d’observer, la plus haute 
pas eu heu le jour de la syzygie, mais deux ou 
forme des côtes, les courants

marée n’a 
trois jours après. La 

et d’autres circonstances influent 
retard, mais pour le même port ce mouvement est Constant.

Les marées d’un jour arrivent toujours plus tard que celles du jour 
précédent, se conformant au passage de la lune 
moyenne de quarante-huit minutes (48') par jour.

• ^ L’°i"dulation qui se produit dans l’Atlantique a une vitesse de mille 
pie s à heure, d’après êtud^faite sur ces eaux. Ce qui fait que la 
marée nous arrive plus tard en certains endroits, ce sont les courants et 
e pointes qui protègent les golfes, et l’action de l’eau qui descend 
dun fleuve; les vents ont aussi leur influence, suivant qu’il viennent 
de la mer ou de terre Les vents t)ui font que la mer monte plus sont
cenenSoT6^ ? ^ ^i,S nC rencontrent obstacle ; 
'T V: ° b!erVCra i queques «ntaines de milles de distance une

™anr ei™rte ™ enf0it qu’à I’autrei niais d’après les observa
tions, il est vrai que les mêmes vents qui empêchent la
dans un port la font ordinairement baisser da 

Il est à observer que dans les endroits où les 
les vents sont beaucoup plus à craindre, 
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par la théorie c est à l’observateur à y suppléer. Les relations entre les 
temps et les hauteurs de la mer, ou les courbes des marées, sont des 
données non moms utiles à l’ingénieur chargé des constructions d’un
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de la mer et n’avancent que très lentement dans la direction du vent. 
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,,, , .ge- son mouvement se complique de la réaction du
fond, les vagues interrompues dans leur développement ;n«r- s

ces vagues doit calculer avec cette action

celte qui°vienTdueiargra;yantap1lus^eSvotumeequell^itrenÏdéaUlre : 

s arrondit et tombe en déferlant sur le rivage • elle envebnn f ■ T®’

On constate toujours la présence d’un haut fond par la réaction dé 
vague, car celui qui est en observation quand le vent comm 

peut voir de suite là ou le fond est plus haut car c’est la , 
commence à s’agiter, et dans les tempêtes on’peut juger parVréLT^ 

es vagues qu il existe à tel ou tel endroit un haut fond. Un haut fond 
agit toujours assez sur les vagues pour produire un d

d“ «-™. w VI.. #ZL” L. „g„ cl,,»,,, Mlqm „ L,
Terreneuve, quoiqu’il soit à plus de quatre milles

ns

la

est sur le banc de r 
pieds de profondeur. 

Quoique l’on• 5;-S=SS:
ss==I™”"--La vague présente un plan incliné à la direction du vent I w 
de ’a,r se décompose en deux forces, l’une perpendiculal. à cette uT 
face qui augmente la-profondeur de la-vagueau moment ou elle 
et par suite sa hauteur, et .’autre parai,èk à la” de if mer 

communique un mouvement de translation dans le sens du vent ’ On 
du que la mer moutonne quand le sommet d °
de vitesse que la partie inférieure, tourne en

its.
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lames sont entraînées par un gran , c ^ rjviëres quand
le sens opposé au vent : c’est ce qu°r* mouvement de translation
le vent souffle d’aval en amont. ^ ^ ^ ^ VamonceUement

142 S trois—Marées,
les peti

talui
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Iranipar l’effet du vent 

du sable en certains endroits.
sur

Pour celui qui veut des travaux à la mer, 
très importante ; il lui faut apporter e p us g tej ou tel
force, afin de savoir si une construction pourra 'V nécessaire, 
endroit, quelle forme lui donner, quelle protection lui se

La théorie montrant que l’action de la mer sur de bto ^
semblable croissait comme ^ t “«ons ; -L il a 

stabilité croît comme les cubes de ;a cons-
été constaté que ce problème n’est pas r * “^‘ ne
,ruction qui se trouve sous 1,’eau perd une partie de P 
doit pas entrer dans la valeur du frottement.
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qui leur sont opposés brusquemen, co des effets que l’on,
d’une jetée, ou d’un brise-lame, ou vements irréguliers doivent se
reconnaît à la simple inspection. diminuanttransmettre V* * bas de l’obstacle comme ver baut
d’intensité avec la profondeur de l’eau, de mjère que au-dessous de 
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la base duquel s’appuie un très petit
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Les vents les plus violents sont généralement 
large, dans la direction de la plus 
tirer sur la mer.

Pour celui qui s’occupe des travaux à la 
jour la direction et l’intensité du 
de la construction qui sera faite.

Je termine ici cette lecture peut-être trop longue.

Je ?’*! ParIé des vagu<*, des ressacs et des courants 
constatait des marées. L’étude de ces sujets, quant 
lacs, diffère souvent de beaucoup éhe un trè 
pourquoi, sans en J ' 
sujet.
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Pla
SURVEYS OF RIGHT OF WAY FOR RAILWAYS.

Though it might appear at first sight a very easy matter to prepare 
a correct Right of Way Plan, the writer’s experience goes to shew that, 
unless considerable care be taken, numerous mistakes will be made.
The writer remembers one plan furnished him as a basis of operations, 
and made by an Engineer who is also
which had so many mistakes in it that more time was lost in vainly 
trying to reconcile the measurements afterwards made, and information 
obtained on the ground with the plan, than would have been required 
to make a complete survey of the line from the start-

Another plan which the writer had to deal with, and which 
prepared in altogether too short a time by the Surveyor; rendered it 
necessary for another Surveyor and the Railway Company’s Notary to 
go over the line and meet the various proprietors in order that they ' 
might point out their respective properties.

And still another plan, furnished as a basis of operations by a^ery 
able Engineer, was so full of mistakes that the writer could, from his 
own knowledge of the locality, before going on the ground, point out 
an error on almost every lot.

On another occasion the writer was asked to verify a plan made by 
a very competent Engineer, being assured that it was all right ; on 
examining this plan with a view of finding out how it had been pre
pared it turned out that the line shewn on the plan was in some places 
not that run on the
short distance in tliose places ; enough, however, to throw the line out 
of one concession into another at a few points. *

The writer, after examining the plans and field notes, decided that 
j all places where these changes had been made would have to be gone 

over again on the ground ; and that measurements should be taken in 
other places to verify the work.

On making these measurements it was found that errors had been 
made on the plan in every place where the line had been changed ; in 
some cases the plan shewed land taken from farms which were not 
touched ; and in other cases farms which were actually crossed 
shewn as being outside the Right of Way.
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the lme ; and partly because the bearings of the fences had been taken 
wnh too small a compass.

repare 
i that, 
made, 
liions, 
veyor, 
vainly 
nation 
quired

jWhere the line had not been altered the plan was correct, but it ' 
found necessary to verify all the calculations of areas.

correct TvhrTw “ is not 80 easV a matter to make
3 f;ght„f 'fayuPlans' or as Engineers generally call them,

reJmfp”:’pery ^ pr°P°SeS to ™ -he

was

Land Plans may be said to serve for three purposes 

firstly—For the use of, the Engineers ;

Secondly—For theh was 
:red it 
try to 
: they '

of Arbitrators, Notaries and Valuators ; and 
Thirdly—For retracing the limits of Right of Way in the future.

°ngl"al landc p,an- °r as jt -s often called, "The Registered 
, f°ri^ first and second purposes, while the final land

plan, generally knÜWn as the -- Plan of the line as built," should be re
ferred to for the third purpose.

l ‘he USe of,the Eng‘neers of construction the land plan should 
show the posmon of every tenth station along the line commencing at 

umber o or at the first even multiple of ten on the section covered by 
plan ; (a station being roo feet long) the chaînage at the com- 

mencement and end of the plan, also at the beginning and end of 
curve, and at points of compound curve, the beginning of 
marked “ B.C.,” the end of curve1’ 
curve “ P.C.C.”

use

i/ery
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it out

de by 
t ; on 
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ted a 
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each 
curve being 

E.C.,” and a point of compound 
Some Engineers mark the beginning of curve “PC" 

for point of curve,” and the end “P.T.” for “point of tangent "but 
since the beginning of a curve is as much a “ 8 ’

end is, the writer prefers “ B.C.” and “ EC.” 
misunderstood.

point of tangent ” as the 
as being less liable to be1 that 

gone 
en in Vv ■*

age runs, the degree of curvature being marked, for example 3"R

A Land Plan would be much more complete if the lengths of the 
sub-tangents and the intersection,angle of all tangents were also entered 
at each curve, but as the bearings of the tangents and the degree of
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give the information necessary to calculate the lengths of the 
” and as land plans have often to be completed on short

curves might be con-

bearcurve
sub-tangents,
notice, the bearings of tangents and degree of all 
sidered sufficient information on that point.

As to tHe bearings of the tangents the writer does not wish to 
vev the impression that they should be taken with a compass only, for 
then the intersection angles could not be depended on, but that, after 
the bearing of one line had been established by the compass, all he 
remaining angles should be read with the transit, always keeping the 
north half of the plate towards the north, b/which means the transi 
readings will always correspond with the compass readings, due allow
ance being made for local attraction due to minerals in adjoining roc s

Eng

landcon-
of th 
wher

are, 1 
Engi 
centr

be pi
same
vais,
occasi
much

The question has been raised as to whether the bearings entered 
on land plans should be astronomical or magnetic. No doubt it would 
be much more satisfactory were they astronomical.

In the Province of Quebec, according to the purveyor s Act, bear
ings in general must be Astronomical, when referred to 
Verbaux, but neither the Act nor the Consolidated Statutes of Quebec 
give any rule as to the bearings on ordinary plans.

Chapter 146 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario which came into 
force on the 31st December, 1877, in section 70, relating to subdivisions 
states that plans of subdivisions shall shew the astronomical or magnetic 

of certain lines, but makes no mention of bearings on plans in

V
for thi 
right-c 
constr 
be she 
side of 
by angearings

general. AThe Dominion Act of 1888, Sec. 123, states that a map or plan of 
the railway and of its course and direction" shall be made ; this is rather 
vague and may refer only to its general direction.

It would appear therefore as if it was not necessary to put e»en 
magnetic bearings on the lines so far as the Acts relating to the subject 

are concerned.
Since Railway Surveys are traverses 

seem advisable to run them as suggested above in order that the 
pass may check the vernier readings, in such case, since mroug 
ground the courses change very frequently, it would entail considerable 
labour to alter all the bearings from magnetic to astromomcal, and it 
would seem quite sufficient if the variation of the compass were deter- 

astronomical observation on each section and entered

right-o! 
directic 
all well

Alt
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beariL«enffTf °" *b°Ve "fa"d *°’ “ re«"d9 th= curves and the 

Erçînfer DeS’ ean generally obtained hom the Locating

In addition to this, for the use of the Constructing Engineer, the
of the a" f ^ the width 10 be take" °» each side of the centre 
of the track or tracks, and where extra width is to be taken 
where it

:

the stations
commences and ends should be shewn.

he Jhr:ldth: 0n each Slde of the centre line of track should 
, be plainly figured at each end of each change of width, and, when the 

same width is carried for a considerable distance, at su 
vais, say of about eighteen inches, as will enable any, 
occasion to consult the plan, to fin'd out the width without 
much of the plan.

>n who has 
unrolling too

With regard to the

right-of-way should be indicated, for farm crossings have generally to be 
constructed to take the place of these roadways; all ditche^hould also 
be shewn in blue lines, whether they cross the right-of-way df run along-
side of it, and the direction in which the water flows should be indicated 
uy an arrow.

am

. „AI Streamks a"d r,vers that "oss, or run, say within too feet of the 
right-of-way should appear on the plan, in order that the general
dlreCt‘°" °f the damage may be seen and the 'top and foot of 
all well-defined slopes or banks should also be sh

RailrnaVr ab°VC ""“fT*3 detail maV b= said to be for the use of the 
Railroad Company, and the exact amount to be surveyed and shewn on 
the plan should be ascertained from the Company’s representative 

For the use of Arbitrators, Notaries and Valuators, one would expect 
that the various Railway Acts would define what should be shewn on the

tPhe."r d , are’ h°WeVer’ Very vague in their wording and loose in 
their description as to their requirements in that respect.

seem to - follow the Dominion Act

ewn.

The Provincial Acts
prettyclosely.
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This latter Act, being 5. Vic., cap. .9, m sec. “S. requires thaf 

plan shall be made of the lands to be taken, and that a 
reference shall also be made, in which shall be set forth 

« (a). A general description of said lands.”
of the owners and occupiers thereof as far

150
a be

coi

ins
vinas can

“ (#). The names
be ascertained.” ; ,“(r). Everything necessary/for the right understanding 0
map or plan knd profile.” )

The writer would remark here that he never knew a book 

reference to throw any light on a profile.
Section 128 shews how mistakes may be rectified, and section 134 

requires that plans of the line, as built, shall be filed within six months

after the completion of the line. .. ,
Section 135 provides that “every mayr plan and profile shal be 

« drawn on such a scale, and on such p^per, as are from time to time 
“ designated for that purpose by the Minister, and shall be certified and 

« signed by the President or Engineer of the Company.
the scale of a plan, or the paper on

nai
shij

far
the
tain

leas:
insu

righl

highwhich it is to 
instructionsSo far as

be drawn, is concerned, the writer has never seen any
whatever issued by the Minister. «

in the Acts in regard to plans might lead either to
companies being allowed to file plans which contain altogether too «le 
information, or to their being compelled to furnish unnecessary detail.

In the Province of Quebec it is illegal for any one not duly .censed 
Provincial Land Surveyor to make surveys or prepare plans, but 

made there is no Act to prevent their being received

betw
v

This ilgueness
Nortl
distar
distar
deeds

;

as a Ionce the plans are 
by the Minister of Crown Lands.

The writer's experience, as mentioned in the beginning of h,

^Though iTdoeTnoÎseem that any particular information is required 

by lal to be shewn on land plans, yet it would seem that the following

information is necessary, viz. . , ,
The dimensions and area of the parcel of land to be taken

from each proprietor along the line, and, if the same Pers°n 0,"ld 
adjacent lots, the particulars of the portion taken from each

and tl 
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I
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A number is also given to each lot taken, the numbers
a be given, 

consecutive. being
)

a- The cadastral number, where such number exists as for
ZenofOue°bechOUt T™ 'k Wh°'e °f the settled Parts of’the’pro- 
vmce of Quebec; or the numbers of the lots or sections, and also the
name or des,gnat,on of each Parish, Municipality, Concession, Town-

p, Range, Ward,Village, Town or City through which the line

far JlJhe Te 0r names of the owners °f all lands to be tak». 5,13°^""

tained on the ground.

, A1! Lbuild,ngs within about 300 feet of the centre line,

f as far as can

ding of such
passes, 
en so 

or from
or towns, or from information ob-

book ofrw a

nd section 134 
hin six months

or at 
extraprofile shall be 

m time to time 
te certified and

5- Wells or springs, and yards for live 
right of way passes between them stock, especially when the 

and the dwelling to which they belong. 
6. Orchards, gardens, sugar bush and patches of land in 

high state of cultivation; and '

betwe^nïts™8* ™ ^ lands> as the=e clearings often show th

an extrawhich it is to 
iny instructions

it lead either to 
igether too little 
cessary detail, 
lot duly licensed 
;epare plans, but 
r being received

e lines

NorthWetfanH ■‘° m* M°'™tion noted ab°ve it is the custom in the»«.« “ r,;i “r tio °-i-'
distances are 
deeds.

to give the
nearest section corners ; these . 

necessary in making the descriptions to insert in the

and ,1" the Pr0VinCe 0f Quebec ‘this does not seem to be the practice 
be'aJ5 cons'cutIve nntnber of the lot to be taken is usually assumed to 
be a sufficient designation of the location of the land to be acquired
deed fr? r:.then be had to the ,and p|a« ^d to in the
the'loclT °fthe Rfght-0f'Way ™ °f dispute

eginning of this 
Land Surveyors 

md that all said
/

as to1
nation is required 
that the following

Now, where there are no measurements to the lot corners or bear 
mgs on the tangents it is almost impossible to retrace the original line 

In the Province of Quebec, where the farms are Very long and 
narrow, it would entail a great amount of extra work to measure toeach
It wonlT’ eSpecla'lywhen the llne «osses about the centre of the farms 

ould seem sufficient, therefore, to measure the corners at intervals
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1 each lot should
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the commencement or end of long
152

chioi about a mile ; or at or near
hultangents.

In places where the property lines cannot be found the owners 
should be called upon to point them out or to show their titles.

Where they cannot do so, the cadastral, township or concession 
plan may be referred to, and the limits of the various properties included 
between the two nearest well defined lines laid down on the plan, any
surplus or deficiency being divided up between the various undefined

lots in proportion to their size.
Where neighbors cannot agree as to 

perties, it would be imposing altogether too much responsibility on a 
Railway Company to compel it to establish the line which should be 
rither decided on by the parties or fixed by the courts at the request of
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the line between their pro
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in p 
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one of them.

ally so narrow that a foot one way or the other does not make much 
difference in the area ; and in the country where damages are small the 
land is cheap; while in towns, where the land is dearer, the damagj 
are generally much greater in proportion, so that the 
awarded does not depend so much on the land as on the building, a 
on the question of damages. When odd inches occur in the length 

along the centre line it is well generally to return 
-so as to be sure to return the full area of the land to be taken.

In making the survey of lands to be acquired for Right-Of-Way it is 
advisable to get, beforehand, copies of the cadastral or townsh^ fdans 
of the lands traversed, and, if possible, lists of the names of the propr e- 
tors of the various lots ; for, with this information in hand, the necessity 
ot returning again to the ground to reconcile any discrepancies which 

may occur is often avoided.
It is also well to have copies of any subdivision plans of vacant 

properties, so that lot pegs may be looked for in the proper place; and 
sufficient measurements made of the entire block to shew what sdlow- 

in the dimensions of each lot, and to 
in the
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enable the Surveyor to lay down the lots in their proper place

plan. I
In making the survey, since the line is almost invariably staked out 

by the Locating Engineers, by driving a stake at the end of each roo- oo
referetI
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end of long hSoMaSrJranCelbT-8 °n'y ra"ged in ^ by planting

marked with a tark ' ^ '° ground and having the line
seldom retire a^el eVer ^ ^ ''S * ^ the Purveyor wil,the owners

ties.
r concession 
ties included 
the plan, any 
is undefined

In that case, two chainmen ând a 
pickets, and to take tape 
party.

man to carry three poles or 
measurements when required, form a sufficient

measure ^ ,ine il is generally sufficient to
measure from the nearest cham-peg to the boundary line in each case.

to see that non"PC!S;h0rVer’Sh0Uld be COunted in crossing each lot,
should Îlso bV r made in numbermg them, and they 
should also be exammed to see if there has been any-Break in the
in panginWwhich°ften When ‘he firSt location has been changed
heredtoavodconh ■“ °n ‘he unchanged Portion remain un- 

ered to avoid confus,on m referring to the plans and profiles.
The breaks in chaînage should be shewn 

thus, for example, -103 + 67 from Vgest = 
that the line had been shortened by 62 feet.
or J0»13*1™8/1! ang'eS °f the various 'ot'ines which may be crossed.

j-.TOïîr.ïfaïEfsri.tsslaid off much more accurately with a sextant, and 
very considerably affected by local
r"'°Cal a“rac‘ion.in a rocky district cause a variation of about eight 
feet apart" 6 °f * Un* at two points onIy about two hundred
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a compass is often 
attraction, the writer having

Buildings streams, river banks, and other topography when more 
than one hundred feet distant from the centre lfne can geneml v
al es H a“U * e"0Ugh by Paci"g ‘be offsets, o by taking tie 
angles and pacing to the different points from the centre line a error! 
of a few feet in position would scarcely shew enough «0 make an 
practical difference on a scale of 400 feet to the inch, which is the usual!

plans of vacant 
per place; and 
sew what allow- 
ich lot, and to 
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scale for land plans.
The size gf buildings, however, should be taken bv 

reference, if necessary, in the future. y■iably staked out 
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Should a small triangular piece of land be taken it. is well A cur

troi
measure
and the height, since a triangle can 
by giving the length of each side.

In the case of irregular parcels of land, the writer has always found 
it much more satisfactory to make enough measurements on the ground 
to enable the area to be calculated, without depending on a plot of h 

which would have to be made on a large scale to calculate he 
from it. In a general way, with only a chain and sextant

readily be divided up into triangles, leaving the

thei
sho
out,
mgr

/are

Q>
survey, 
area
irregular piece
irregular outline to be taken up by offsets.

Where 4he boundaries are very irregular-as, for instance, along 
stream-the area can be very accurately found by making a plan on 
large scale and taking out the area with a plammeter.

Where the line crosses the corner of a lot on . - .
it be sharper than a", it becomes necessary to lay out both boundar.e 
of the Right-of-Way adjoining each fence, since the length on the centre 
line, multiplied by the width, would not give the area.

Care should be taken to ascertain beforehand, from the Locating 
Engineer, whether the line staked out is the actual centre of R.ghpof 
Way or only the centre line of a north or south track, since all man- . 
gular and irregular pieces, and lands taken where the slde l,nes of " 
property are not parallel, depend for their areas on the position of the 
Une run on the ground as regards the widths to be taken on each side.

When the side lines of a property are parallel it does not matter 
whether the line run on the ground be the centre of the Right of_Way 
or not. When the side lines are not parallel the writer has found 
siring of time to lay out the centre of the R.ght-of-Way, should ,t

be staked out, and to measure its length.
In making surveys in towns the centre line and both side lines of 

the Right of Way should, if possible, be marked out across all lots 
and measurements carelully made to adjoining buildings, and to the lo 
lines on each side of the line ; so that when all buildings on the Right 
of Way are demolished, the limits of the Right of Way as rs^ al °“ 
may be retracted. This precaution often avoids litigation, and where

.
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manner as that a large scale plan, say of so feet to the inch 
Carefully plotted and the curve laid down on it
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In such cases a plan of the lots in the locality comes in very
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I m
has

SUB DIVISION WORK.
ever
Wh<
brus
ance

- Mr. President and Gentlemen,—
Allow me to state, by way of introduction, that in attempting to 

sort of address for this occasion, I found it somewhat difficult andprepare a
to decide as to what particular phase of the Surveyor’s work I should 
confine nrÇ remarks. Knowing that much has been said and written on 
the subject of “Active Field Work” by men fat better able to grapple 
with the difficulties of the situation from a literary point of view than I, 
I take for granted that it will not be expected of me to let in a very 
dazzling flood of light on the question. I have therefore resolved to 
deal with a few minpr details, each of which individually would perhaps 
be regarded as a matter of little concern, though taken collectively the 
failure of attending to which, oftenjres'ults in much vexation, as well 
no small amount of profanity on the part of those entrusted with the

alwa 
well, 
not t 
a hill 
mosq 
see ÿ 
board 
and g 
come 
me or 

\ would 
to my 
establi 
which 
a man

as

management of a survey.
Long before any Surveyor whp is likely to be fortunate enough to 

receive employment, has obtained his instructions, he will be besieged 
by numerous applications from would-be friends, health-seekers, toijfistSb 
and general good-for-nothings all of whom evidently think that survey
ing is one grand pic-nic, lacking in nothing except the genial influence 
of the fair sex to make it the ne plus ultra of enjoyment to the pleasure- 
feeeker. Hunger, thirst, the terrors of the slough, the mosquito brigade 
etc., etc., are trifles light as air in the estimation of these braves. Re
garding all such worthies I would say, take Mark Twain s advice to 
those about to marry,—“ Don’t Invest.”

Some years àgo Winnipeg was the general supply depot both for 
men as well as^provisions. Now, however, this order of affairs has 
become reversed—men of a better stamp can be obtained in any of the 
small villages along the line of railway, or even in some cases, in the 
very locality where the Surveyor may be working. Allow me 
just here that I would strongly advise the enganging of a good chain- 

picket-man and cook (and he sure they are good) before arriving
Men can be

R
them s 
and be 
before 
surveyc 
waiting
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digging of the pits upwards, and neither leave anything yourself nor let 
jfbur men leave it until'd is exactly up to the mark. Now, of course, 
it cannot be denied that the almighty dollar troubles us all more or less, 
and hence it must be admitted that the main object of every surveyor 
in taking a contract is to make money, and it is my firm belief that 
there is no surer way to attain this object than by doing the work well, 
This may necessitate a little direct loss in some cases, but depend upon 
it the reward will come later on. It has been my experiences 
out meridians that it is well to feel the way by running one or two 
east or west lines to some established meridian. This will be a 
check both on the course as well as the chaînage. I have also found it 
a good plan to leave the mounding on any meridian'until the work of 
establishing it is completed. This is not so convenient and may be a 
little more expensive than mounding as you go along, but it may save 
you from such awkward mishap's as the necessity of rebuilding the 
whole line. The Manual says that the posts are to be driven a certain

\

same 
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light 
then c 
bined 
photo-

n running

i
disttpice into the ground. Now this is an easy thing with the iron ones, 
but with the wooden ones it is different. To attempt to drive a
wooden post the regulation distance unless in wet weather only ends in 
its destruction. The difficulty may, however, be easily overcome by 
the use of a little water. Drive your post a few inches; then apply the 
water, and the post may be driven down any distance by hand.

Much more might be written on the minor details of a survey, but 
as every surveyor is conversant with them it would be wasting time to 
do so.
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In conclusion, allow me to state, that while I fully recognise the 
importance that should he attached to the theoretical, yet I am fully 
persuaded that unless a man possesses the necessary amount of tact to 
enâblgjiim to cope with the emergencies that he is sure to meet with in 
the course of his work he certainly lacks the most essential elements for 
success. It is therefore on the basis of this assumption that I have 
endeavored to advance a few thoughts on some of these subordinate 
matters, which are to some extent, outside of the ordinary routine work 
of the Surveyor, and yet, which hâve so important a beating on the 
results of his work, that he who is guilty of negligence in matters of this 
kind must be prepared in the trying moment to call upon the gods for 
assistance, and content himself with the unflattering response, ‘ïThe 
gods help those who help themselves,” this

. " JOHN VICARS. Mr.
Cannington.
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SOLVED.

i
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states as follows : Heliochromy, meaning sun-coloring, has been settled 
upon as a name for processes of photography in natural colors, or in 
the colors of nature. There are two kinds of héliochromie processes, in 
tone the light itself produces the colors by direct action on the sensitive 
plate, in the other light does not produce the colors but is made 
to regulate their distribution and combination. Some of the colors 
of the spectrum were imperfectly reproduced by a process of 
the first kind, nearly thirty years before the discovery of the 
Daguerreotype process. Seebeck of Jena in 1810 found that chloride 
of silver after preliminary exposure to white light is colored a brick red, 
anally prolonged exposure to the light of the spectrum, a metallic blue, 
by the blue light. After the' discovery of the Daguerreotype process 
several experimentalists tried so to modify the preparation of chloride 
of silver plates as to make them capable of reproducing all the colors of 
nature. In aphotographic text book published so long agoas 18531 find 
the following statement : “ Even the long debated question of the 
“ reproduction of the natural colors by the agency of light seems on 
“ the point of solution. M, Niepce de St. Victor, from whose well 
“ known character as an experimental philosopher much might be 
“ expected, has forwarded to London as we understand specimens of 
“ proofs in which every color is reproduced with a vigor and richness 
“ truly wonderful.”

Similar announcements have been made since that time, but the 
best results ever actually shewn, wei$ nothing more than interesting 
curiosities. Dr. W. H. Vogel recently had an opportunity to compare 
some of the latest and most-talked-about of these photographs in natural 
colors with the original pictures from which they were printed by 
contact. He says the original is one of these transparent window 
pictures in bright colors, representing Cupid; these were brought into 
the market by Grimme and Hembel, in Leipsic, as a substitute for glass 
painting. He further states the blue fields are not blue, but greenish grey, 
the ground of the yellow squares and the green of the border decora
tion appear neither yellow nor green but have a greyish red tone.

“ It is most singular that several parts are reproduced in red which 
“ actually are not red at all but a brown yellow. As, for instance, the 
“ hair, the wings, the cross-bow, the thistle, etc., the resemblance of the 
“ new photographic pictures to natural colors is therefore not very fav- 
“ orable. Only two colors can be recognized in the copy, of which red 
“ is the best in a less degree the blue, which is weaker as far as the
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reaulti would have ^een unsatisfactory, as the colors were irridescent. 
It would be unwise for me to say that the reproduction of dolors is 
impossible, but ■ I have no hesitation in saying if it is' discovered 
it will be through an entirely ntw principle of photography ; apart from 
the present fundamental basis, the salts of silver.

The nearest approach to perfection at present in photography, is 
wi(h the isochromatic process by which we are able to photograph from 
twenty to sixty miles. also gives the relative gradations of color, as 
you will notice in this picture. Here is black, two reds, brown, three 
greens, two yellows, two greys and two blues. You see the clouds are 
perfect and the foliage stands out in good relief, which cannot be done 
by the ordinary bromo-gelatine process which is now in general use.

A POINTER.

I am sorry to say that the photographers in America have 
availed themselves of this opportunity by using a process which has 
been brought to such perfection in Europe during the last two years.

In conclusion, I think the future name of photography in colors 
should be styled the Mono-photo-isochromatic process, because every 
opportunity has been given for the various interactions, actinic, photo- 
chromatic, monochromatic and isochrojaatic, selective or otherwise, to 
receive the original vibrations of color to be transferred in a molecular 
condition which forms the latent image of future colors in a photographic 
plate. I fear that photography in natural colors is the “ hidden 
mystery " for future scientists to unravel.
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(S Young &J5ons,
— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Engineering, Mining & Surveying
l INSTRUMENTS »

43 N. Seventh
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I

J- W. HOLMES,
; r

MANUFACTURER OF

I

■-

A
AND

;

Surveyors’ Instruments, i I
"I|

The Most ReliablePATENTEE

Solar
Instrument

OP THE

Solar-

Theodolite
:■ y

. For obtaining 

The True Meridian.! W(

SEND FOR DESCRIPTION.

^Instruments carefully Repaired and Adjusted

BATÂVIA, NEW YORK, U.S.
I j *
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CHICAGO BRIDGE & IRON CO.
. ohicaqo, IT ,T.

^^^^-aQdiHighwav Brin^o 

lumtables, Rbofs
t

2Iron

foundations.
ructure Wnrir etc.

* “W8HM9Wk.
• •;

1

»

:I!

^WjiwmiMiiiiiiii mi in.

able

?nt

g

ian. WORKS: 1 °5th and loath Sts.,
1 Book l8,Mli and Panhandle Railroads. OFFICE :

443 Rookery Building.

HORACE E. HORTON, President sad Chief Engineer. ,
w™ A' M‘ DLADGETT’ Vice-President 
WHEELOCK, Secretary GEO. H.W. B.

WHEELOCK, Treasurer.

PLANS AND

Correspondence Sollnitan

restimates furnished.
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M. G, BUMtOGK,MFG. GO. '
■ o^aziOA.a-0, xt.s.a.

SPECIALTIES
V-

L DIAMOND DOCK BOEING DRILLS-

FOR PROSPECTING AND DEVELOPING COAL 

AND MINERAL LANDS.I

J Steait, Air, Hand
or'Horse Power

I DRILjLS«

1 I Carried If/Stock.

LANE’S PATENT BAND 
FRICTION HOISTS

THE BR6VO
Hand Power Drill 

Bores 1}" hole, 300 ft

»
THE CHAMPION

Bores 1}" hole.
1,800 feet deep.

ECONOMY
DOUBLE ENGINES

WITH

Designed and Built with a view to 

SAFETY' t :-----DURABILITY
v Portable

EXFLORIN\ .i
Fv~ . ONE or TWO

H0ISTÇDRUMS
FOR

Light Prospecting
♦ 5 FT. STANDARD DRUMS.

HEAVY HOISTING PLANTS for DEEP MINING

BUhhOGK GORLISS ENGINES
Single oi- Compound *

* Murphy’s Champion Ventilators

Same Frame

1(FOR MIÙES AND BUILDINGS.) 

ASf' Specify Requirements when Writing for Prices,

»
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